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GENERAL REVIEW OF MILITARY APPLICATIONS OF VOICE PROCESSING

DR. BRUNO BEEK
MR. RICHARD S. VONUSA

Rome Air Development Center

Griffiss Air Force Base NY 13441

SUMMARY ""

This paper introduces the subject of Voice-Interactive Systems and their role in
military applications. The history and evolution of automatic speech recognition and
synthesis is briefly explored and the current state-of-the-art is reviewed. The term
"Voice-Interactive Systems" is defined and the advantages and disadvantages of
Voice-Interactive Systems are highlighted. Next, are previous applications of speech

. . systems to military problems is summarized, the major application areas are described
and current development projects in the US and other NATO countries are presented.
Special attention is focused on the cockpit application. Several projects in this area
are discussed along with a summary of important Issues to consider when applying
Voice-Interactive Systems to the aircraft environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

" The objective of this paper is to provide a broad perspective on the topic of
Voice-Interactive Systems, and in particular the use of these systems for cockpit and
other military applications. before the actual application of these systems is
discussed, it would be helpful to consider such questions as: "How did speech systems

" evolve?", "What techniques are used to do speech recognition and synthesis?", and "What -

are the major problems in doing recognition and synthesis?" By answering these
questions it is hoped the reader can gain an understanding of the current capabilities
and limitations of automated speech systems. With this background, the issues of
applying speech systems to military problems is undertaken. Because the use of speech . S
systems is now so widespread the treatment here is not exhaustive, but instead is
intended to be representative of much of the current research. This paper is a general
survey and cannot comprehensively cover all of the topics presented. The extensive
bibliography provides references for more detailed information for the interested

. reader.

2. What are Voice-Interactive Systems? * I

Potential users in industry, the home and the military are starting to become
excited about the possibilities of voice interaction with machines. Speech technology

" has recently received considerable publicity as new applications are discovered
(Doddington, G. R., and Schalk, T. B., 1981; Simmons, E. J., 1979; Levinson, S. E. and
Liberman, M. Y., 1981). In this section the history of speech technology is traced
from the pioneering days in the fifties to the present, and the advantages and
disadvantages of speech are discussed. Prior to this discussion, it would be useful to

- " review some terminology. Figure 1 lists some of the terms presently used in voice -
processing technology. Voice-Interactive systems includes both Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) and systems for speech synthesis. "Speech Recognition" of a human
speaker who utters single words or short sequences of words. "Speech Synthesis",
sometimes called voice responses or voice output, refers to a macihine which can
generate a human or human-like vocal response. "Speech Understanding" is sometimes
used to refer to machines which can not only recognize complete sentences (as opposed
to a single word or short sequence of words) but somehow interpret the meaning of the
sentence as well. "Speaker identification" (or speaker recognition) is used to
describe a machine which has the ability to determine who is speaking, rather than what
is said. There are other useful actions based on speech that can be performed by
machines including: the capability to recognize what language is being spoken
.language identification), the ability to remove noise or interference from speech
(speech enhancement), the capability to compress the bandwidth necessary to transmit
digital speech (vocoders), the capability to detect abnormal physical or psychological
conditions of the speaker (stress analysis), and others. The useful functions being
performed by these systems are accomplished through the theory and practice of speech
processing technology. How this technology has evolved is the topic of the next
sec t ion .

".1 The Evolution of Speech Processing Technology

Speech processing technology has been based, to a large degree, on early research
in such areas as experimental phonetics, the physiology of the human vocal apparatus
and auditory system, human perception of speech, and especially acoustics, and
phonetics. This basic research provided much of the fundamental knowledge which is
required to some extent in almost all speech processing systems. One of the first
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applications ot this knowledge to speech processing was reported in 1952 (Davis, K. H.,
et a], 19b2) with the demonstration of a successful speech recognition system which
could recognize the digits spoken from one talker. One of the first electronic speech
synthesis systems was produced even earlier, in 1939, by researchers at Bell Labs
(Uudley, H.; Riesz, R. R.; Watkins, S. A.; 1939). This system was called the Voder and
was also a forerunner of the modern vocoaer.

Important milestones in the development of speech processing technology occurred in •
19bb and 1959, with the first efforts to incorporate linguistic information (Wrien, J.
and Stubbs, H. L.; 1956) and the use of a general digital computer (Forgie, J. W. and
-orgie, L. 0.; 1959) respectively. One of the first speech recognition systems which
could recognize continuous speech was developed in 1969 and could accommodate a highly
constrained vocabulary of lb words (Vicens, P. J.; 1969). Much of this early work
assumed all of the information required to do recognition could he extracted from the
spectral envelope of the acoustic speech wave. This resulted in the development of
mdny approaches for spectral analysis of speech, and with these analysis approaches 0 "
came very sophisticated mathematical techniques for manipulating the acoustic speech
parameters. Some of these mathematical techniques are: linear predictive coding
kLPC), dynamic programming, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and homomorphic
filtering, among others. Speech recognition techniques which are concerned solely with
the manipulation of the acoustic waveform are sometimes referred to as mathematical,
pattern matching or statistical approaches. However, an alternate approach was soon to
receive considerable attention.

Prior to 1970 most of the work in ASR was concerned with recognizers which could
only ea: with a very limited vocabulary (typically 50 words or less), spoken in a
discrete manner, for a talker who had previously used the device. In fact, many of
these recognizers worked with high accuracy in the laboratory, and a group of
researchers at RCA were encouraged enough to leave and form their own ASR company,
Threshold Technology Inc., in 1970. However, the field of speech recognition was
sharply criticized in a letter written by John Pierce, a highly respected scientist at -
bell Laboratories (Pierce, J.; 1969). The letter accused researchers working in speech 0
recognition of failing to appreciate the difficulty of their task. Although the letter
seemed to put a temporary damper on the enthusiasm for speech recognition, the Advanced
kesearch Projects Agency (ARPA) nonetheless funded a large, 5 year effort in the field
in 1971. The ARPA project addressed the problem of speech understanding, rather than
speech recognition, and had a number of ambitious technical goals. There is
considerable debate even now as to the progress made in the project (Klatt,
U. H., 1977; and Neuberg, E. P., 1975). What is noteworthy is that the approach taken
in the project cdn be considered from the perspective of artificial intelligence (AI). " ' 0.
Unlike the mathematical approach, Al presumes that a perfect extraction of phonetic
features in speech is not necessary (or maybe even possible) because errors made in
this extraction phase can be compensated by knowledge obtained from so-called "higher
sources." Thib higher order knowledge includes syntax, semantics and the pragmatics of
discourse. It remains to be seen which approach will be more successful. Perhaps a
combination of approaches, along with greater computing power, will solve many
problems. Most agree that increasing the knowledge of the human speech process is
required before the effectiveness of speech systems match the expectations of potential "W
users .

The last half of the seventies has seen increased attention given to the
application of ASR technology to a variety of real-world problems, with less emphasis
being given to more fundamental research. There are still many of these fundamental
research problems which remain to be solved, as shall be discussed below. A number of
companies, large and small, now have speech recognition products commercially
available. An increasing number of speech synthesis products are also becoming
available in the marketplace.

The state-of-the-art in speech recognition and synthesis will now be addressed.
Practical ASR is restricted to discrete-utterance, limited vocabulary, and speaker
dependent recognition of high quality speech. The accuracy of such systems are
dependent on a variety of factors but accuracies near 100% in the laboratory and less
than 90% in field tests are typical. Synthesis systems are generally of three types:
I. Those which do a simple encoding of the speech signal. An example is a simple - .
digitization of real speech. The synthesis would then be accomplished by
dlgital-to-analog conversion; 2. A complex encoding of the speech signal. An example
of this type is linear predictive coding. Speech is encoded and then stored to form
pre-recorded messages which are synthesized by doing the inverse of the encoding
process; 3. Synthesis-by-rule systems which require very little storage of actual
speech, but instead accept as input typed commands. The commands are interpreted and a
basic set of speech sounds (phonemes) are strung together and modified by a complex
sequence ot rules. There are three main trade-offs associated with speech synthesis W . --AD
systems. These are: speech quality, memory requirements and message flexibility. The
chart below summarizes these trade-offs for the three types of synthesis:

SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES QUALITY MEMORY FLEXIBILITY

I. Simple Encoding High Greatest Moderate
2. Complex Encoding Moderate Moderate Low
3. Synthesis-By-Rule Low Low High - 9
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Currently, there are more than 44 companies producing speech synthesis products
Wong, U., 1981). Excellent summaries of speech processing technology evolution can be
ound among the references (Denes, P. 8. 1975; Hyde, S. R., 1972; Reddy, D. R., 1976;
Lea, W. A., 1979).

2.2 Voice-Interactive System Defined

The previous discussion highlighted speech technology, not voice-interactive 0 "
systems. The term "voice-interactive system" emphasizes the interfacing of a human and
a machine that is of interest. The "voice" part of a voice-interactive system can mean
either a human voice talking to a machine, or vice versa. Since a human is involved,
it is not only speech technology that is of concern, but the psychology and physiology
of the man-machine interaction. Researchers involved with speech processing are
typically electrical engineers, computer scientists or mathematicians. Those involved
with voice-interactive systems have a more behavioral science orientation, and include
experimental psychologists and human factors engineers. * 'S

What, then, is meant by the term "voice-interactive system"? Conceivably it could
mean any system involving humans and machines, with speech as the mode of
communications. Thus, a digital voice communications system could qualify as a
voice-interactive system under this definition. However, this is not what is usually
meant by the term.

A Voice-Interactive System is defined as the interface between a cooperative human S 0
and a machine, which involves the recognition, understanding or synthesis of speech, to
accomplish a task of command, control or communications, and which involves feedback
trom the listener to the speaker. With this definition, the digital communications
system no lunger qualifies, because the system provides an interface between a human
and another human, not a machine. Likewise, speaker identification and language
identification systems do not qualify as Voice-Interactive Systems because they involve
non-cooperative speakers and no feedback from the speaker (human) and the listener
(machine). Figure 2 shows in a very simple way a voice-interactive system: The box -0
labeled "Speech I/O Subsystem" is some type of speech processing technology. Suppose
the voice-interactive system was one in which a human pilot can control certain cockpit
functions, and in addition can receive audio warning messages. The diagram of Fig. 2
can then be drawn more specifically as shown in Fig. 3. The interaction diagrammEd in
Fig. 3 is fairly complex and is intended to show relationships among all the elements
involved, not any particular system. The pilot and speech I/O sub-system are both
listeners and speakers. The pilot controls certain cockpit functions (which have not
been specified) by speaking utterances into an ASR device. The controller of the :0 0
voice-interactive system interprets the results of the recognition and responds with
the appropriate controlling actions to the aircraft. Suppose an emergency situation
arose of which the pilot was unaware. Presumably, the aircraft would signal this to
the controller which would respond with the appropriate synthesized warning message.
The pilot would then take corrective action which may require him to use manual
controls, and the warning message would be subsequently halted. In this case there is
feedback in both directions between man and machine.

2.3 Advantages of Speech Communications

There are good reasons why people might wish to use speech to communicate with
machines and many reports have detailed the relative advantages of speech
communications (Lea, W. A., 1968; Lea, W. A., 1979; Martin, T. B., 1976). However,
there is relatively little empirical evidence which demonstrates the value of speech
over other modes of communications, command or control. What empirical evidence does
exist seems encouraging. In a famous experimental run at Johns Hopkins University, :0... I
teams of people interacting together to solve problems solved them much faster using
voice when contrasted to other modes of communication (Ochsman, R. B. and Chapanis,
A., 1974). Other studies indicating the advantage in terms of speed and accuracy of
voice over other modes of communications for certain tasks have been reported. (Welch,
J. R., 1977; Harris S., Owens J., and North R., 1979; Skriver, C., 1979; Wherry,
R., 1974; Poock, G. K.., 1980). Despite the lack of supporting data, a list of
advantages shall be presented for speech communication in general, and in a later
section for the application of speech in the cockpit environment. Many of these 9
arguments for speech are of the "common sense" variety and there are undoubtedly others
that could be added to them.

The most powerful reason for using speech is the fact that it is man's most natural
form of communications and does not require special training to learn. A second strong
argument for voice is that it frees the hands and eyes for other tasks. Most of the
other advantages follow directly from these two. Figure 4 shows a list of advantages

*_ of speech communication. The list has been divided into three sections: engineering, •
psychological and physiological.

2.4 Disadvantages of 5peech Communications

The disadvantages of speech communications should be considered carefully. It is
important to make a distinction between the drawbacks of speech communications in
general and the limitations of current speech technology. The former is relevant in
speculating about the long-range possibilities of speech, and the latter is relevant to "
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near-term concerns. The general disadvantages of speech communications are shown in

fig. b, and those associated with cockpit environments are discussed in a later

section, The disadvantages of speech communications involve mainly the effects of a

hostile environment on the speech signal directly, or indirectly by a change of the

physical or emotional state of the speaker.

J.u Issues ot Cockpit Applications of Voice-Interactive Systems

Ine use of voice-interactive systems offers the potential for solving critical

ili(I-nacnlne problems In the aircraft cockpit. These problems are severe in military

airLrdtt, ano especially in aircraft capable of high performance. In these aircraft,

Lrt- llellcers are utten forced to cope with a very high workload, caused by inefficient

trew neimber statiuns, poor assignment of operator tasks, and an overwhelming number of

, w.A.s ,i ilUrodators. In summary, the human operator is overwhelmed with too much

I r t iLi, ri dflU hds too nary visual/manual tasks to perform. There has been recent

dttet! f ,if IU o n us1ng voice-interactive systems in the cockpit to reduce the S "

at , ,, , d, , j,ro'ile , and solve other man-machine problems. All three services in

• ,- t, i~ , ir,) NATU countries and considerable industrial effort has addressed

• ' , t If' , , 1,eeLht tecnnology (Lane, N. E., and Harris, S. D. , 1980; Coler,
. ., .' K. A., et a , I 8U; WicKer, J. E., 1980; Harris, S., et al, 1980;

icl, tej, L., 1981). because this is a tutorial paper, the discussion

'.,d.iai ot the relevant issues and not a detailed technical

., , , tdgC5 ot Voice Interactive Systems in the Cockpit

t.t ure nigh performance attack/fighter aircraft may exceed

i'.tertace capabilities. Hence, a real-time voice interactive
. ,'tl , i.uiutiun as a metnod of augmenting current control/display

tit kt this realization, a number of airframe manufacturers have

. !T dro experimental design in interactive voice command/feedback

I d tI i ,n t er a ircraftt. 1- 0
, .~ ~ i, , eneo military pilots were questioned regarding the idea of

., f tignter aircraft. In one study, (Ruth, J. C. et. al.,
,,.,. to rate, on a scale of zero to ten, the use of voice command

r 'r riqrn performance military aircraft; zero, of course, represented

1 , t- da" n nd, ten represented "sounds great." These pilots were opposed

r. , rd t r important decision making functions such as firing weapons,

t,. d alC control trim. However, they were in favor of mode selection ." 9
,N1 as radio channel selection, TACAN ILS, radar, bomb/NAV mode

.* , di., : !-,trdnsponder setup. Some early results indicate that voice command

ad ' e iirectly substituted for control/display interfaces in a fighter

air fdIt .

If aI itiUn to the above, the -'iilitary aircraft environment levies a number of

dLCItIurad reluireilents on automatic recognition subsystems (voice recognition
ueviLes;. sume of these requirements are listed in Table 1. ..AD

TABLE I

Oxygen Mask High Ambient Background Noise

Microphone Preselected Vocabulary
Physical Stress Non-robust words
Emotional Stress Human Error

Vibrational Effects Overall reliability

Complexity Cost, Size/Weight

Syntax

The requirements listed in Table I cause specific technical problems such as word

boundary detection, memory requirements, small space, noise stripping and voice

inconsistencies.

Questions arise as to whether training should be done with pilots wearing oxygen

maSkS under actual flight conditions (different G-levels, engine power levels, canopy

on-otf). Types )f signal input to system must include the affects of regulation,

inhaling, exhaling, etc. Results have shown that because breath and background noise

cause drop offs at the ends of words, an end point detector ba Pj on energy level can't

be used, hence more sophisticated automated end point detection is required.

3.2 Speech Synthesis in the cockpit .4

Military aircraft app1 cations o t speech synthesis systems have also been

Investigated especially for caution and warning messajes. Some of these dpplications

tare listed in Table 2.

1
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Table Z

Applications ot Speech Synthesis Systems

Voice Warning
Time-to-Go Countoown
Fault List Feedback p
Way Point Announcement
Voice Response for Specific Request System Data
Audio Feedback to Voice Commands

A few problem areas resulting from speech synthesis in a high performance aircraft are
specific message selection and corresponding voice quality. These synthesis systems
must be aware of pilot safety, sound level variation for different noise levels,
potential interference with other audio communications, cognitive and attentional "
oemands.

It can be said there is general agreement that voice command, control and synthesis
systems can provide the military aircrews with a useful adjunct to conventional control
and display interfaces and provide warning and status data via speech synthesis.
However, in order to apply this technology, many behavioral and human factors problems
must be solved as well as some very difficult technical speech recognition issues.
Clearly, the question of complexity and overall reliability of a voice interactive p
system in an aircraft environment must be addressed.

4. Other Military Applications of Voice Processing Systems.
(beek, B., et.al., 1977, 1978, 1 82)

I 1. Digital Narrowband Communications Systems.

Air Force tactical communications are being required to operate in increasingly p
* difficult and hostile situations. Requirements are being levied on spread spectrum

communications systems to provide increased communications capacity, multiple access,
and tactical conferencing. Higher degrees of jam resistance and a lower probability of
intercept are required in the already overcrowded, dynamic channel, and rapidly

- changing signal and interference environment. (See Fig. 6)

*,' -- These increased requirements stress using existing frequency hopped, pseudo noise,
voice FH/PN spread spectrum communications systems and ordinary HF and VHF radio ,. .*
systems. Systems being considered in exploratory development address these demands
aggressively with a combination of Speech Processing, Adaptive Speech Processing,
Adaptive Signal Processing, and VHSIC type microcircuitry.

Presently, the standard method of voice digitization being used is 16 kilobits
CVSD. For advanced applications 2400 bit/sec LPC based systems are completing the
developmental process. The 2400 bit/sec LPC system provides a factor of 6.66 reduction
in input data rates which of itself would allow that many more channels in a D.
communications bandwidth or a factor of 8 db increase in processing gain.

Recent research has produced sufficiently intelligible demonstrations of advanced
exploratory techniques which are capable of digitizing continuous speech and retaining
a degree of speaker recognition at rates down to 400 bits/sec. An additional factor of
6 increase over "standard" LPC is obtained providing that many more channels or another
8 db increase in processing gain. Total gain that can be achieved here is 36
additional channels or 16 db increase in processing gain for the potential AJ systems. .

Isolated word recognition can further reduce the transmission rate to about 80
bits/sec for the limited vocabulary case. Basic research is presently underway
apply.ing artificial intelligence methods to achieve continuous speech recognition with
less limited vocabularies. Fig 7 shows a simplified listing of the state-of-the-art of
voice digitization system and limitations. Another factor of 5 is obtained here, with
a corresponding 7 db increase in processing gain. Total gain that can be achieved is

*0 18U additional channels or a processing gain advantage of 22 db.

Unfortunately, it becomes correspondingly more difficult to realize these gains in
practice. For example, the total delay ihcurred in going through the speech
processor/synthesizer combination grows as the degree of sophistication of the

* processor increases. For the intermediate state of voice compression the challenge is
to achieve delays below 100 msec. For word recognition systems, delays of up to 250
msec. are not acceptable. Additionally, the longer integration times required for the

- longer bit times and the higher anti-jam requirements in many cases exceed the
coherency of the channel. Electromagnetic compatibility demands consideration of
shorter transmissions implying the use of lower duty cycle transmissions. The
resulting loss in transmitted energy per bit requires an increase in the peak power of
the transmitted signal not desirable for low detectability considerations. The
incoherency of the channel taken together with the shorter pulse times will necessitate
the use of incoherent combining techniques incurring additional losses. Finally,
cockpit noise and speech distortion can increase the difficulty in successfully

*0 digitizing the speech information. . 9
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Fortunately, the application of advanced signal processing techniques can minimize
the losses incurred. Adaptive signal processing and signal encoding techniques are
being applied by current RADC development programs to achieve even more jam resistance
and interference suppression than can be achieved by input data compression echniques
taken alone. Noise suppression and speech analysis efforts are showing great promise
in solving the practical cockpit speech input problem. Additionally, basic research is
being conducted to make practical the use of word recognition techniques for
applications where the speech processing delay does not pose an unacceptable factor in 0 0
the communications system design.

The RADC in-house program (HF Terminal with ECCM Modem, Speech
Recognition/Synthesis) demonstrated a combination of techniques which provide anti-jam
(AJ) voice communication over radio channels whose bandwidth ordinarily supports only
conventional non-AJ voice (Beek, B., 1982). Moreover, this combination also provides
enhanced eliability under noisy (but unjammed) channel conditions. The voice source
encoding employs special codes to represent phrases and in some cases, sentences, and S 0
thus provides a certain significant amount of data compression. This type of system
will narrow the bandwidth requirements for voice communication to approximately 80 Hz
and will provide 15.7db anti-jam margin. This compares very favorably with analog
systems that require a bandwidth of 3000 Hz and has no anti-jam margin. Low data rate
systems have the disadvantages of vocabulary size restriction, word rate restrictions,
and loss of speaker identity, but the advantage of increased intelligibility may
outweigh the disadvantages for certain applications. As connected speech recognition
systems are developed, vocabulary size and word rate restrictions can be minimized. 0 0

5.U Automatic Speaker Verification/Identification

Speaker Verification. The objective of this program is to develop automated
methods of identity verification for the purpose of providing controlled access to
secure areas. (See Fig. 9) For many years, RADC has supported the development of a
method of entry control using speech as the personal attribute. The Automatic Speaker
Verification (ASV) System has proved to be highly reliable (over 99% accurate) at 0
verifying individuals' identity and detecting imposters.

An Advanced Development Automatic Speaker Verification System was fabricated,
tested, and evaluated for entry control using a person's voice as a personal attribute
for secure access control. Under this effort, algorithms were implemented on three TI
900 minicomputers, which were operationally tested for six months at the entrance of
the Semiconductor building at Texas Instruments, Dallas Texas. A total of 286 users
(2O men and 86 women) provided 13,539 accesses. A Type I error rate (true speaker
rejection) of less than 1.0% was achieved. Off-line tests on casual impostors provided
a Type II error rate (impostor acceptance) of less than 1.0% with a confidence level
yreater than 90 percent.

A study of speakers using an LPC-based prediction residual was also investigated
under this effort. This study provided a magnitude of improvement in performance which
exceeds the goals of this effort. Future work in this area is to implement an " -" -

LPC-based speaker verification system. * *

Speaker Identification. This problem is similar to the speaker verification
problem except no prior identity claim is made by the unknown speaker. Speaker
identification is the harder problem for several reasons (See Fig. 10):

a. The speaker may be uncooperative;

b. The quality of the communications channel may be poor; * 0

c. There is no control over the spoken text by the communications analyst;

d. The unknown speaker may or may not be a member of an original set of
speakers; and

e. The recording and/or channel conditions may be different for speech
collected for reference and test samples.

An exploratory development program to do speaker identification was recently

concluded (See Fig. 11). The goals of the effort were to recognize any one of 30
unknown male talkers, using as little as ten seconds of reference and test speech data,
in real-time as shown in Fig. 12. All goals of the effort were met or exceeded.
These encouraging results were achieved by use of an algorithm originally developed by
Markel, which uses ten Linear Prediction Codes (LPC) coefficients that are averaged
over the entire recognition period. A follow-on effort is planned which will attempt .
to improve human factors aspects of the speaker identifications system and to improve
recognition accuracy under noisy (10db or less SNR) channel conditions.

6. Speech Enhancement

The use of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to relieve flight crew workload and
to provide narrowband communications for airborne operations is highly desirable.
Unfortunately no ASR system exists that can cope with the harsh, noisy airborne - 9
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environment. Current commercial ASR equipment has not been designed to operate in the
airburne environment. For this reason a considerable amount of attention has been
given to reducing the effects of the airborne environment on ASR.

There are many environmental effects that cause poor operation of an ASR system in
the aircraft environment. Some of these effects are aircraft noise, breathing noise,
operator stress, operator fatigue, effects of gravitational forces on operator's -
speech, etc. Although all of these environmental effects must be reduced, much S
attention has been given to reducing the acoustic noise generated by the aircraft. The
level and characteristics of this noise can vary considerably, depending on such
conditions as type of aircraft, location of the ASR microphone, facemask or no mask
operations, and status of aircraft.

The areas of concentration in reducing the effects of this noise have been in the
development of more robust recognition algorithms and the development of techniques to
reduce the acoustic noise before recognition processing begins. One area which has 0
generated some interest for removing aircraft noise has been the area of speech
enhancement. Some of the problems with these techniques have been high spectral
distortion, limited noise adaptation, and distortion characteristics that viry with
input signal noise level and spectral shape.

Rome Air Development Center (RADC) has been developing speech enhancement
technolugy to improve the quality and intelligibility of speech signals that are masked
and interfered with by communication channel noise. RADC's interest in speech 0
enhancement is not only in improving the quality and intelligibility of speech signals
tor human listening and understanding but to improve speech signals for machine
processing as well. Speech technology such as speaker identification, language
recognition and keyword recognition being developed by RADC requires good quality
signals in order to provide effective results. The development of automatic, real-time
speech enhancement technology is therefore of high interest to RADC. This technology
is required to improve the quality of degraded speech signals to an acceptable level
for these systems. 0

Exploratory development work at RADC has led to the development of an Advanced
Uevelopmental Model enhancer called the Speech Enhancement Unit (SEU) (See Fig 13).
This unit, which uses a high speed digital array processor in conjunction with time,
trequency and root-cepstral algorithms, provides an on-line, real-time capaility to
remove frequently encountered communication channel interferences wit:. minimum
degradation to the speech signals. The types of interferences or noises removed can be
classed into three groups; (1) impulse noises such as static and ignition noise, (2) " .0
narrowband noise which includes all tone-like noises, and (3) wideband random noise
such as atmospheric and receiver electronic noises. Tests have shown that the SEU can
reduce all of these types of noises simultaneously while improving both the quality and
the intelligibility of the speech signal. The capability to remove both narrowband and
wideband random noise without degrading the quality of the speech signal may make these

* speech enhancement techniques applicable to improving the performance of Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) in the airborne environment. The SEU's ability to remove
narrowband types of noises automatically and in real-time by as much as forty (40) d&
decibels would allow the removal of such aircraft noises as power converter hums,
periodic aircraft vibrational noises, aircraft compressor noises, and other rotational
noises associated with the engine. Since the noise removal process causes little
distortion to the speech signal and removes a minimum amount of the speech signal, this
spectral noise removal process should remove all narrowband noises without having
detrimental effects on the recognition accuracy of the ASR system.

The SEU's ability to remove wideband random noise automatically and in real-time 0 :0
may allow the removal of much of the unstationary noise generated by the aircraft. An
example of the noise removal process is shown in Fig. 14. The wideband noise removal
process is a root-cepstral process that can improve the signal-to-noise ratio of noisy
communication channels as much as 12 to 14 decibels. An improvement of this amount in
the signal received at the input of an ASR system could improve the performance of an
ASR system vastly.

The wideband noise removal is a subtractive process that is accomplished in the • 6
spectrum of the square root of the amplitude spectrum. While this function is not the
same as the cepstrum (the cepstrum is the spectrum of the log amplitude spectrum), it
resembles the cepstrum and is referred to as the root-cepstrum. In this method of
noise reduction the average root-cepstrum of the noise in the input signal is updated
continually and subtracted from the root-cepstrum of the combined speech and noise.
Because the random noise concentrates disproportionately more power in the low region
of the root-cepstrum than does the speech, the subtracted reconstructed time signal
produces an enhanced speech signal.

There are two reasons why this technique of wideband noise removal is encouraging
for the successful removal of aircraft noise for ASR. First the noise removal
technique used is independent of the spectral shape of the noise. This indicates that
the enhancement unit should theoretically adjust to the aircraft noise. The second
encouraging reason is that the enhancement transformation used, unlike the spectral
subtraction methods which can cause high distortion, causes very little distortion to
the speech signal which is important to the recognition accuracy of any ASR equipment. ' 9



The SEU's capability to reduce narrowband and wideband noise without causing
distortion that is detrimental to the human listener (see Fig. 15) may be used to
improve the recognition accuracy of ASR equipment in a noisy airborne environment. For
this reason RADC is planning a series of carefully controlled tests. The tests will
utilize two speech recognizers in conjunction with the SEU. The effects of ,arious
types of noise and on the recognition accuracy of these ASR systems will be determined
with and without the enhancer. Preliminary results for an LPC Based Recognition System
are shown in Fig. 16.

7. Voice Control & Data Entry Systems

A Voice Data Entry (VUE) system was designed for use in entering voice cartographic
data to the Digital Landmass System (DLMS) data base. The first Voice Data Entry
system was installed at the Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic Center (DMAHC) (See
Fig. 17). This allowed the user to enter depth information found on the map into a * "*
computer as shown in Fig. 18. This information was sorted along with the map
coordinates of the particular depth readings. The vocabulary for this study included
the digits plus a few control words. Results from this effort showed, for a limited
vocabulary scenario where the operator had been sufficiently trained in system
operation, that voice data entry was faster than a manual method of keyboard entry for
both a skilled and unskilled operator. This effort also revealed an indepth study of
error correction procedures, methods of system training, and operator familiarization
procedures would be required in order to increase the efficiency of future Voice Data
Entry Systems.

The second effort was the design and testing of a Voice Data Entry (VUE) system
which would serve to input cartographic data to a computer. The system was installed
at the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center (DMAAC), for test and evaluation. The
VUE system is intended for use in entering, by voice, cartographic data to the Digital
Landmass System (ULMS) Data Base. The VDE system developed had the capability of
recognizing up to 248 separate words in syntactic structures. 4

The two systems described are isolated utterance speaker dependent systems. For
inputting a string of words, this requires a distinct pause between each word. Tests
have shown that isolated word systems are three times slower, and more frustrating than
normal voice data entry. This increases errors and further decreases the data entry
speed. However, in many applications the emphasis is to input connected digits and
isolated words or phrases. In these applications many of the functions/commands have
been reduced to a set of digit codes well understood by the analysts. -

Presently RADC is developing an Advanced Development Model (ADM) Voice Data Entry
System to satisfy DMA's operational requirements for automated compilation of the
Feature Analysis Data Table (FADT) for DLMS operation. This system will incorporate a
limited vocabulary which may be entered in connected or normal speech, and an extended
vocabulary which will be entered in an isolated speech mode.

RADC is also investigating voice interactive 1/U algorithms to input a limited .- =

vocabulary spoken in continuous text into a computer with a voice synthesis feedback
capability. The algorithms shall be capable of recognizing a 30U word, syntax
independent vocabulary. The recognition shall be done in real time using a pretrained
reference library.

Automatic Speech Data Entry Systems have application to many Air Force command,
control and communication problems. However, the cost, size, weight, and power
consumption of these devices must be reduced for many applications. RADC is currently
looking at Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology and microprocessor technology
as a means of reducing cost, size, weight, and power consumption of VDE devices (See
Fig. 19).

8. DUU and NATU Advisory Groups on Voice Technology

At the present time, two major military automatic speech recognition and technology
groups are pursuing active technical coordination, data exchange and cooperative
research projects. The first is the DUD approved Voice Technology for Systems
Applications Sub-technical Advisory Group (VSTAG). The purpose of this VSTAG is to
provide a forum for technical interaction between scientists and engineers at the bench
level. Included as representatives to the VSTAG are members of the Air Force, Army,
Navy, NASA, FAA, Post Uffice and NSA research laboratories that are engaged in speech
processing applications. Table 3 lists the members of VSTAG.

The second is the NATU AC/243 Panel III Research Study Group (RSG)-IO for Speech . *

Processing. The first meeting of RSG-10 was held in Paris, France in May 1978.
Meetings are held twice a year and are rotated among the member nations. The technical
objectives of RSG-1U are generally to review speech processing topics of military
relevance in order to recommend specific research projects to be carried out
cooperatively among the member nations. Member nations include Canada, France,
Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom and the United States. Table 4 is a list of of
RSG-IU participants.

9. 9
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TABLE 3

Army

ARI Army Research Institute
LTL Engineering Topographic Laboratory
AVRADA Avionics Research Development Activity Human Engi:ieering Lab -

Communicative Technology Office

Navy

NAMRL Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
NADC Naval Air Development Center
ONR Office of Naval Research
NOSL Naval Ocean Systems Center 5 -
NPGS Naval Post Graduate School
NATC Naval Air Test Center
NNMC National Naval Medical Center

- NWC Naval Weapons Center
NASC Naval Air Systems Command
NTEC Naval Training Equipment Center
NPRDC Navy Personnel R&D Center

Air Force

AFAMRL Aero Medical Research Lab. p.. *j
RAUC Rome Air Development Center
AFWAL Air Force Wright Aeronautic Lab
AFIT Air Force Institute of Technology

Other Government Agencies

IRS Internal Revenue Service
USDA Dept. of Agriculture
NBS National Bureau of Standards
NSA National Security Agency
UUSORE Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research Engineering
NASA Ames Research Labs

US Public Health Service
FAA Federal Aviation Administration ,Z" 10

TABLE 4

Mr John S. Bridle UK (Chairman)
Dr M. Martin Taylor Canada (Secretary)
Dr Harmut Mutschler FR Germany (Delegate)
Mr Patrice DesVergnes France (Delegate) P
Dr Harman J. Steeneken Netherlands (Delegate)
Mr Richard S. Vonusa USA (Delegate)
Dr Helmut Mangold FR Germany (Specialist)

Dr Joseph J. Mariani France (Specialist)
Dr Melvyn J. Hunt Canada (Specialist)
Or Roger K. Moore UK (Specialist)

M Dr Robert Breaux USA (Specialist)
Dr David Pallett USA (Specialist)

9. Future Direction

Since its inception, research in automatic speech recognition (ASR) has progressed
to the point where military application can be a reality. Man's most natural means of
communication will be the future method of interaction with man's machine. Progress
has been slow but steady and excellent success has been demonstrated on isolated word
recognition devices and speech synthesis devices to make them practicable for military P 0
use. This has increased the interaction among scientists of various disciplines
including interchanges - interaction in acoustic-phonetics, linguistics, signal
processing, etc. In fact, as we have seen, international participation in the solution
of numerous ASR problems is at hand.

However, although we have come a long way we still have a long way to go.
Presently, we are too strongly focused on applications to extend the minimal support
given to a number of fundamental issues. In fact, before ASR can even approach human I @J
performance, we still need significant advances in acoustic-phonetics relationships and
English phonology.
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AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION (ASR)

SPEECH SYNTHESIS/VOICE RESPONSE

*0 0SPEECH UNDERSTANDING

SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION/VERIFICATION

LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION 0

SPEECH ENHANCEMENT

VOCODER

SPEECH DETECTION

SPEECH SPEED RATE CHANGE

Fig. 1 Voice processing technology terminology

SPEECH I

HUMAN I/O MACHINE
SPEECH SUBSYSTEM AHE " -U

VOICE-INTERACTIVE SYSTEM I
I

-------------------------

Fig.2 Diagram of a general voice-interactive system

VOICE-INTERACTIVE SYSTEM

r - - ----------------------------
I 1 0

SPEECH I/0 SUBSYSTEM

I CONTROLLER I

I PILT ASRAIRCRAFT
I -~0 0

I ELECTRO-MECHANICALI ....I_ _
H C3

SPEECH_- -O

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
COMMUNICATIONS

n CONTROcS p s

\ TACTILE CONTROL-" -g

Fig.3 Voice-interactive system in cockpit setting
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ENGINEERING

1. CAN BE FASTER THAN OTHER MODES OF COMMUNICATIONS
2. CAN BE MORE ACCURATE THAN OTHER COMMUNICATION

MODES 0

3. COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS,
E.G. TELEPHONES

4. CAN BE MORE ACCURATE AT TASKS CURRENTLY
PERFORMED BY HUMANS, E.G. AUTOMATIC SPEAKER "
VERIFICATION vs IDENTITY VERIFICATION BY HUMAN
VISUAL INSPECTION

5. CAN REDUCE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
6. CAN BE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

1. MOST NATURAL FORM OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION
2. BEST FOR GROUP OR TEAM PROBLEM SOLVING p
3. UNIVERSAL (OR NEARLY SO) AMONG HUMANS & REQUIRES

NO TRAINING
4. CAN CONTAIN VALUABLE INFORMATION REGARDING

EMOTIONAL STATE OF SPEAKER
5. CAN REDUCE VISUAL & MOTION INFORMATION OVERLOAD
6. CAN REDUCE VISUAL & MOTOR WORKLOAD
7. INCREASES IN VALUE PROPORTIONAL TO COMPLEXITY OF

* INFORMATION BEING PROCESSED
8. CAN REDUCE ERRORS FOR TASKS INVOLVING CONSIDERABLE l

COGNITIVE (AS OPPOSED TO PERCEPTUAL) EFFORT

PHYSIOLOGICAL

1. REQUIRES LESS EFFORT & MOTOR ACTIVITY THAN OTHER .-
COMMUNICATION MODES

2. FREES EYES & HANDS & DOES NOT REQUIRE PHYSICAL
CONTACT WITH TRANSDUCER

3. PERMITS MULTI-MODAL OPERATION
* 4. POSSIBLE EVEN IN DARKENED ENVIRONMENTS 9

5. OMNI-DIRECTIONAL & DOES NOT REQUIRE DIRECT LINE OF
SIGHT

6. PERMITS CONSIDERABLE OPERATOR MOBILITY
7. CONTAINS INFORMATION ABOUT IDENTITY OF

COMMUNICATOR
8. CONTAINS INFORMATION REGARDING PHYSICAL STATE OF

THE COMMUNICATOR
9. SIMULTANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS WITH HUMANS &

MACHINES

Fig.4 Advantages of speech communications
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1. COMPETING ACOUSTIC SOURCES MAY INTERFERE WITH SPEECH.
THESE INCLUDE NOISE, DISTORTION, & OTHER TALKERS

2. VARIETY OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS CAN CHANGE ACOUSTIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPEECH, INCLUDING VIBRATION, G-FORCES,
& PHYSICAL ORIENTATION OF SPEAKER 0 S

3. HUMAN FATIGUE CAN RESULT FROM PROLONGED SPEAKING &
FATIGUE MAY CHANGE SPEECH CHARACTERISTICS

4. PHYSICAL AILMENTS SUCH AS COLDS MAY CHANGE SPEECH
CHARACTERISTICS

5. SPEECH IS NOT PRIVATE & MAY BE OBSERVED BY OTHERS 0
6. NO PERMANENT RECORD OF SPEECH UNLESS RECORDED EXPLICITLY

(NOT TRUE OF TYPING)
7. PSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGES (STRESS FOR EXAMPLE) IN SPEAKER MAY

CHANGE HIS SPEECH CHARACTERISTICS
8. MICROPHONES REQUIRED FOR SPEECH INPUT, ACOUSTIC SPEAKERS

FOR SPEECH OUTPUT 0 -
9. SPEECH SYNTHESIS MAY INTERFERE WITH OTHER AURAL INDICATORS

10. SPEECH SYNTHESIS MORE SERIAL INFORMATION CHANNEL THAN
VISUAL DISPLAYS & CAN BE SLOWER

Fig.5 Disadvantages of speech communications

* LIMITED CHANNEL CAPACITY

* BETTER NOISE IMMUNITY ----

* INCREASED JAM-RESISTANCE

* COST ADVANTAGES

Fig.6 Bandwidth reduction needed because:

UNDER 200 bps SYSTEMS

* SPEAKER DEPENDENT

* LIMITED VOCABULARY

200-400 bps SYSTEMS

0 SPEAKER INDEPENDENT

* UNLIMITED VOCABULARY

Fig.7 State of the art
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GENERAL CONSTRAINTS

TEXT- INDEPENDENCE

UNCOOPERATIVE SPEAKERS *
BAND - LIMITED & NOISY COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS
CHANNEL CONDITIONS MAY VARY FOR SPEECH

COLLECTED FOR REFERENCE & TEST SAMPLES M

OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS " 0

MUST OPERATE ON - LINE & IN REAL - TIME

SPEECH SEGMENTS AVAILABLE FOR REFERENCES &

UNKNOWNS MAY BE VERY SHORT
MUST WORK RELIABLY FOR SEVERAL LANGUAGES

Fig. 10 Speaker authentication problem

SYSTEM OPERATION --9 ,--

OUTPUT

GROUP OF UP TO SPEAKER SPEAKER CONFIDENCE

30 KNOWN UNKNOWN IDENTIFICATION 90%
SPEAKERS SPEAKER B 2%

SPEAKER B25%. _ -'"--'-"

SPEAKER C 82%

SPEAKER D 74% -"

HUMAN . . -

FEATURES:

* HUMAN HAS OPPORTUNITY TO OVERRIDE MACHINE'S DECISION

0 HUMAN MAY UPDATE FILES WHEN HE DESIRES

* HUMAN MAY LISTEN TO MOST RECENT SPEECH DATA FOR ANY SPEAKER

- OPERATION IS REAL-TIME, ON-LINE, CONTINUOUSLY

Fig. II Speaker identification
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* 0

100 SEC TRAINING DATA & UNKNOWN TEST SAMPLES USING DIFFERENT SESSIONS

100 . . .
1982 SHORT UTTERANCE ALGORITHM S

90

1982 RESULTS ( REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS.
80 CEPSTRAL COEFFICIENTS. SPECTRAL SLOPE )

- 70 1980 RESULTS (REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS)

C-) 60

50

40 a S

10

3 5 10
LENGTH OF UNKNOWN SAMPLE (SECONDS) -

Fig. 12 Automatic speaker recognition performance
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Fig. 13 Speech enhancement unit
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-V ~Fig. 14 Wide band noise removal process "O +

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN READABILITY OF MESSAGES
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"' ~INTELLIGIBILITY IMPROVEMENT-- +

. ~~SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN OPERATOR FATIGUE .O" ,
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""Fig. 15 Speech enhancement test results
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Fig.16 SEU/LPC based recognition performance
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IFig. 11) VLSI voice data eiltry systeml
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The Speech Signal

Melvyn J. Hunt

National Research Council of Canada
National Aeronautical Establishment

U66, Montreal Road
Ottawa, Ontario 0

KIA OR6
Canada

Summary p "
This talk is intended to provide an introduction to the speech sig-
nal with particular emphasis on the recognition of spoken mes-
sages. In an attempt to clarify its nature, speech is compared with
two other kinds of signal. Some properties of words and phonemes
are considered, and it is concluded that, unlike many artificial
message-bearing signals, speech cannot be considered as a simple
sequence of independent message units. A speaker adjusts the P 0
amount of information in his speech to suit his listener, and the
listener carries out an active reconstruction of the message from
the information available to him. Turning to recognition by
machine, the use of syntactic constraints is first discussed, fol
lowed by a look at three kinds of approach to the analysis and
representation of speech for recognition purposes. A brief account
of speech production is provided in order to explain the motivation
for production-based representations. This is followed by a look at

how knowledge of auditory perception has been incorporated into
recognition systems. Finally, some purely pragmatic approaches
are discussed, and it is argued that success here generally corre-

lates with simplicity.

Introduction- .

This session is concerned with the nature of the speech signal itself: the signal that
allows one human being to communicate to another whatever message he conscioujsly
chooses to express, with no external aids and usually with very little effort. As"' uch, it

is the session furthest removed from applications of speech technology. I am assuming *
that you, the audience or the readers of the proceedings, are mostly not speech spe-
cialists but rather people interested in how speech technology can be used. I am
therefore not going to try to give you a comprehensive account of speech production
or phonetics or linguistics. Instead, I want to put to you a few general ideas about the
speech signal. My hope is that these ideas may provide a clearer picture of what peo-

ple trying to make speech recognizers are up against, which recognition tasks arc
difficult and which relatively easy.

Before I start, I should mention a probleri often faced by speech researchers in
describing their work: if this lecture series were about some newly developed or newly
discovered signal we could address an audience free of preconceptions, ready to
accept whatever we had to tell them. But everyone can speak, and so everyone already

has some strong subjective ideas about the speech signal. What is worse, most. people
can read, and their knowledge of the written representation generally has a strong

effec'. on how they think of the spoken signal. I will come back to this point later. For I 0
the moment, perhaps you might try to forget that you can speak or read.

What sort of a signal is speech?

In trying to answer this question, I think it is helpful to start off by considerang two
other types of signal that speech is sometimes grouped with. The first is a class of sig
nals that are subjected to image processing. To be specific, let us choose a satellite
image of a portion of the earth. Such an image has the obvious difference that it is L _

two dimensional while the speech signal is effectively one dimensional. The more
important difference, though, is that the satellite image is not a communication: it
contains information but it does not contain a message. The very same image might be
used to study the vegetation of an area or to try to spot missile silos, but presumably
the image processing techniques appropriate for the one task would be quite different
from those appropriate for the other. Thus, image processing tends to be a loose col
lection of techniques with diverse goals. Depending on which field we want, to nflatter, -
we can describe the automatic speech recognition problem as more limited or as

more coherent than image processing.



The image processing problem we just discussed is rather like the problem in the
speech field of determ:ning the identity or Lhe emotional state of a speaker from a

speech sample, since we the receivers are deciding what information we warnt io derive
from the signal rather than trying to extract the message being intentionally suppled
by the speaker. The rest of this session, however, and indeed most of this whole
series, is concerned with the problem of recognizing or efficiently transmitting the - ---

intended message, not the side information that may come with it..
The discussion that follows also excludes certain kinds of social communication such
as "Hello, how are you?'", where the speake, i .not so much enquiring into the state of
health of the listener as making a semi voluntary announcement of his feulings and
relationship to the listener. This use of speech seems similar to the way n which a
dog might bark a greeting at its master or a threat at an intruder. It is riot what
makes human speech special, and it is not of prirnary interest in cornmuniealtitg with
machines.
The second kind of signal I would like to have you consider is a man made artificial
communications signal. We could Lake as a specific example another optically derived
signal like the output of a scanner reading product codes in a supermarket, but I
think a better one is provided by an hf. radio transmission carrying teleprinter text.
In this example, there is quite clearly a message, and the message is laid out sequen
tially in time or, space just like speech. The similarities to speech are obvious; the O -
differences much less so, but they are nonetheless large and I want to take some time
to look at them.

The artificial signals in our examples are composed of a sequence of units, the units
being selected from a definite, known set that I want to call an alphabet. The units in
a message are generally well separated from each other, and they do not interact.
The decoding device usually has available to it in some form an ideal, undistorted
representation of the alphabet, and decoding consists mainly of trying to identify the
received units one by one using its built-in knowledge of the ideal forms.

What is the equivalent of these units for the speech signal? I contend that there is no

single exact equivalent. Perhaps the closest candidate is the word, but words differ in
several major respL. from our artificial units.
First of all - notwithstanding our prejudices from the written form of language - spo- O
ken words do not in general have gaps between them. Indeed, there are no consistent
acoustic cues of any kind to word boundaries. What is more, not only are words not
well separated from each other, they often interact at their boundaries. For instance,
"bread board" is often pronounced in fluent English in a way that we might write as
"breab board", and "this shop" as "thish shop". There is a more extreme example in
French in the phenomenon of liaison: "ils ouvrent" (they open) sounds different from
"il ouvre" (he opens) because we hear the "s" of ils in the first case. But it takes the
initial vowel in ouvrent to bring the "s" to life: the corresponding expressions for clos-
ing - "ils ferment" and "il ferme" - do not have any distinction in their pronunciation.
Next, we know of no ideal reference forms of words: any normally pronounced version
of a word is as good as any other, and no two productions will ever be exactly the
same. In particular, words differ in their prosodic features (intonation, timing and
loudness) depending on their function in a sentence. Even in such a prosaic utterance * .*
as a list of digits, the final digit differs markedly from the others, being typically 60%
longer and having a falling intonation. When people try to generate synthetic sen-
tences by recording words in isolation and playing them back unmodified in a
sequence, the result is disastrous - each word is perfectly clear, but the sentence is
almost impossible to follow.
Despite these problems with words, most of the more successful and practical con
nected speech recognizers have been word-based. As will be explained elsewhere, ways . .
have been found to ignore prosodic differences and concentrate on the phonctfic iden-
tity of words.
Phnnnmp

When I suggested words as the best equivalent of the artificial communication units, I
imagine some of you were surprised that I did not choose phonemes. Such surprise
would be understandable considering the number of popular articles on speech tech _
nology that talk about speech being made up of phonemes as though it were like lay
ing out bricks in a line - just like the symbols in our teleprinter transmissions, in fact.
Proponents of phonemes might also point out that the phoneme inventory (just over
forty in English) is much more manageable more alphabet sized than the erormous
inventory of words in a language Some people might also be influenced by the way
words are printed as a string of discrete context independent letters. Despite all this,
I want to suggest to you that phonemes bear very little resemblance to teleprinter " 9
symbols. If you would like a writing analogue for phoneme sequences, quite a good one
is provided by hastily scribbled handwriting, in which individual letters are hard to
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isolate and depend for their form very much on the other letters around them.

A phoneme is defined as the smallest unit of speech within a word that when changed
results in a change in the meaning of the word. Thus, the English word tap differs
from the English word cap in the position of the tongue at the start of the two words.

In tap the point of contact between the tongue and the roof of the mouth is just
behind the upper teeth, while in cap it is at a point quite far back in the mouth. We W
can conclude that cap and tap must start with a different phoneme. We could have ' 0
started with the tongue making contact in other places: it could have been directly
behind the upper teeth like the "t" sound in eighth, or the tip of the tongue could hwe
been curled back slightly like the "t" in tree. If we used either of these "t" sounds in
our word tap we would not get a new word, we would simply have tap with a s!ightly
non-standard pronunciation - we might not even notice that the word sounded odd if it
occurred in fluent speech. Yet those same "t" sounds represent different phonemes

for some other languages. For speakers of such languages (which include several
languages spoken on the Indian subcontinent) the "t" variants presumably sound quite
distinct. In the same way, the English "I" and "r" sounds in words like lap and rap,
which sound quite different to English speakers, do not correspond to different
phonemes-in Japanese, so Japanese speakers have difficulty in making the distinction.

Phonemes, then, are not "speech sounds" in some absolute sense, they are a property
of the way a language gets coded in sound, and their phonetic realization is frequently S
context dependent. Something interesting is happening in standard French right now
the vowel sounds in the digits deux and neuf used to be different phonemes, that is to - .

* say, there existed at least one pair of words - jerne and jeune are usually cited - that
differed just by the fact that the first had the deux vowel in it and the second the neuf
vowel. French speakers are increasingly using a new rule that says that the deux vowel
can occur only at the end of a word and the neuf vowel only at a non-final position in a "

word. Thus the jene/jeune distinction is lost, and the two vowels have become 4
context-dependent allophones of the same phoneme. French has lost a phoneme, but
it has not lost a speech sound.

So far, we have established that phonemes do not correspond to a single speech
sound, but perhaps we could say that it corresponds to a set of sounds. If by "sounds"
we mean something we can hear and identify in isolation, the answer has to be no, or

at least not always. The English word do is made up of two phonemes /d/ and /u/
(phonemes are conventionally written between oblique lines), but there is no way of

pronouncing the /d/ without also pronouncing a vowel either before or after it. What is
more, if we take a recording of do and listen to what happens as we shorten it by suc-

cessively chopping off more and more of the vowel, we never get to hear a /d/ in isola-
tion: when we have shortened it enough that we no longer hear the vowel, we no longer
hear anything that we perceive as speech.

The picture of what a phoneme might be in acoustic terms gets even fuzzier when we a AN.
start to ask about the acoustic features a listener might use to decide what phoneme
sequence he is hearing. By using a speech synthesizer, researchers have been able to
vary the properties of speechlike sounds and so investigate the phonetic cues that

listeners use. It turns out that listeners often do not depend on a single cue but rather
weigh the evidence from several independent features. Some results have been partic-

ularly surprising. For example, the words ones and once are normally felt to differ just

in their last phoneme, ones ending in the voiced phoneme /z/ and once in the ..
corresponding voiceless phoneme /s/ (in voiced sounds the vocal cords act as a
quasi-periodic sound source; in voiceless sounds they do not); but it is possible to %
change a listener's judgment of which word he is hearing merely by altering the length
of the /n/ sound (a longer /n/ indicating ones), and indeed it seems likely that this is

the most important phonetic cue in discriminating between these words in natural

speech. Here we have an example, then, where the major distinguishing mark of a
phoneme is not only not what we would expect it to be, it is not even where we would 0
expect to find it.

Moreover, some work carried out in England [1] has shown that cues. to phoneme iden-
tity are not even entirely confined to the auditory channel: in appropriate cir-
cumstances visual cues can be integrated into speech perception. The point has been

coInvincingly demonstrated by synchronizing a recording of a stop consonant vowel
sequence e.g. "ba" with a video recording of a person producing a different stop
consonant followed by the same vowel - e.g. "ga". The perception of the sound is -

strongly modified by the conflicting visual cues - in the ba/ga example what is per

ceived is "da". The effect has perhaps to be seen to be fully believed: when I saw the
6. demonstration I "heard" a perfectly natural "da" whilever I watched the screen; it
- reverted to "ba" as soon as I heard it while looking away from the screen.

I hope all this is beginning to convince you that speech cannot be considered as a

sequence of speech sounds in the way that the teleprinter transmission is a sequence S"
of teleprinter symbols.
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Fig. I A visual paradox: Cube with Magic Ribbons by M.C. Eseher (courtesy .C.
Escher Foundation. the Hague).

Thn apt ixP natirt- of qpeenh perception

Before I go on, I would like you to look at the M.C. Escher drawing reproduced in Fig-
ure 1. It seems paradoxical: among other problems that it poses, the circular objects
on the ribbon seem to flip from pointing outwards to pointing inwards. If we were able
to regard it as a meaningless pattern of different shades of grey on a flat piece of " O
paper, there would be no paradox. But it seems all but impossible to restrain our
minds from attempting to reconstruct a three-dimensional object out of tho pattern, .

even when such a reconstruction cannot be made to work. The picture illustrates the -.

point that visual perception does not work simply by recording Lhe light entering the
eye, but rather by actively trying to "make sense" of that light. To give anot her exam-
ple, we can perceive the color brown, but there is no such thing as brown light: . 1
apparently our brain deduces the "brownness" of an object by comparing the quality
of the light reflected from the object to that of the light that our brain computes to be
striking the object.

I want to suggest that our hearing is similar: it no more works like a microphone than
our vision works like a camera. In particular, listening to speech is not a passive
detection of an acoustic signal: it is an active reconstruction of the transmitted mes
sage.

This reconstruction is so effective that we frequently do not notice that apparently
important information is missing: until we have to deal with something unfamiliar like
an unusual name, we are hardly aware that it is not possible to distinguish between an
"s" sound and an "f" sound on the telephone; and synthetic speech in which all the
voiceless sounds have been replaced by silence seems surprisingly normal, particu
larly if there is some background hiss that our brain can take to be voiceless frica
Lives.

It is the reconstruction that gives us such a firm impression that the speech signal
consists of a neat sequence of phonemes: it may indeed be possible to describe speech
in this way, hut only at a certain stage of processing in our brains, not at the level of
the acoustic signal.

In reconstructing the speech message the listener can use information from several
different sources. We have already mentioned prosodic cues such as intonation that
generally indicate sentence structure, and phonetic cues that indicate word struc
ture. There are rules that govern the order in which words can be uttered in the syn
tax of a language, and other constraints labeled as semantics that provide that most
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sentences should be meaningful. Syntax and semantics are clearly linked, but they are
at least partially separable: Chomsky's sentence colorless green ideas sleep furiously
is syntactically acceptable but meaningle.:s, while Me Tarzan, You Jane bre-iks the
rules of standard English syntax but was ne.'ertheless meaningful to the cinema audi.
ences that heard it. To our list of information sources we might also add external con
text, that is, whether an utterance is germane to the situation, and whether it is the --

sort of remark the speaker frequently makes under his present circumstances. S
Finally, the work with synchronized video recordings demonstrates that in some cir
cumstances optical information is used in reconstructing the speech message.

This leads me to point out another way in which speech differs from the teleprinter
transmission, namely, the fact that speech has to be regarded as a nr.,ltihmel
sequence. Thus, words can be thought of as phoneme sequences, while they them
selves form part of word sequences making up phrases, which in turn make up sen
tences. Evidence needed to understand speech is present at every level, and in all
probability the evidence at all levels has to be considered simultaneously if the rnes
sage is to be understood. It is true that we could find much the same set of levels in a
teleprinter transmission of meaningful text, but the levels are not so intimately

- mixed: in order to decode the individual teleprinter symbols we do not even need to
know what language the text is written in.

It is often said that speech is a very redundant signal. As evidence for this assertion, it 5 0
might be pointed out that the same utterance can be understood either when it is
low-pass filtered at lkHz or when it is high-pass filtered at 1kHz: the information in
the lower part of the spectrum must somehow be duplicating the information in the
upper part. I believe this to be a fallacious way of looking at the speech signal. The
amount of information one needs in a speech signal depends on how skilled one is at
reconstructing the message: I need much higher signal quality to follow spoken French
or German than I do to follow spoken English. To mangle a metaphor: redundancy is in
the ear of the beholder.

This brings me to what is perhaps the most important point in this talk. It is that peo-
ple do not emit speech messages to be picked up by anyone who cares to listen, they
talk to someone. Although we as yet know too little about speech to be sure about
this, it seems likely that a speaker puts just enough cues into his speech to allow his
listener (or imagined listener in the case of, say, a radio broadcast) to be able to com-
fortably reconstruct the message from the evidence available. Thus, when we are ..

saying something that is difficult to follow, or when we are speaking to someone we
believe to be foreign, deaf or senile, we supply more phonetic information than we
would in a relaxed conversation with a friend. Elision of phonetic information, such as
when we say fish 'n chips, is often described as being due to laziness, but I would
argue that it is part of a rational strategy for the economical use of a communications
link: it would be lazy only if the person at the other end of the link were obliged to "
make an unreasonable effort to reconstruct the message. Depending on the cir-

]- cumstances, overarticulation can be just as inappropriate as underarticulation: it can . " -

-- sound stilted, irritating, even insulting when the listener feels it to be unnecessary.

To summarize my account of the speech signal so far, I have tried to argue that it is
" -different in nature both from the messageless signals we considered first and from

- machine-generated message-bearing signals like the teleprinter transmission. It is a
signal from which a message may be reconstructed using information drawn from I ..

. . many sources, both information at various levels in the signal itself and information
.-. stored in the mind of the listener. The amount of information that the speaker puts

into the signal depends on the difficulty that he imagines the listener will have in
* - reconstructing the message from it.

The speech signal and speech recognition

* •I would like to turn now to considering the speech signal more specifically in relation
to automatic speech recognition.

The us of gyntartir, rnnstrnintQ

Because we are directly aware of speech only after it has been subjected to extremely
sophisticated processing involving information from several sources, it is all too easy
to underestimate the difficulty of deducing a spoken message purely from the acous- "
tic signal. In particular, there is a danger of expecting to find products of a high level
analysis of speech such as phonemes to be present as clearly identifiable entities in
the acoustic signal. Presumably, it was false impressions such as these that
influenced the author of a recent market study of speech technology 121 when he
predicted that commercially viable voice activated typewriters would be available in
1987, the limiting factor, according to him, being the cost of memory to store a large
vocabulary.

- It is not clear to me that it would ever be possible for a machine to recognize unres"
tricted speech with high reliability purely from the acoustic signal it is, at best, like



asking a human listener to transcribe accurately a language he does not understand"

Accurate transcription of unrestricted text probably requires both a kniowlhdiOe of the
syntax of the language and a comprehensive knowledge of the world lc:r(s(' day
practical systems limit the difficulty they face either by having a small vo,'abIlar'y or
by having a larger vocabulary but with a syntax that limits the choice of wur0 that -]

can follow a previous word or sequence of words For it is, of course, the number of
choices that the system has to discriminate between that deter'mines the diQeiulty of S
a recognition task not the total number of words it has to recognize. To gjv:, a trivial
example, the task of recognizing the two word vocabulary Pars and /.ondoun is made
easier if we go to a four word vocabulary by including the words Irance arid I'nqland .. '
together with a syntax that requires that the city must be followed by its correspond .-

ing country.

Some of the most ambitious systems using syntactic and semantic constraints were
constructed as part of the ARPA Speech Understanding Project ['l. Systems were
devised that had "knowledge" of a small subset of the syntactic structures possible in
English and an "understanding" of a small universe (such as facts about ships). Since

that project ended in 1976, however, there seems to have been a considerable reduc
tion in interest in such systems. As I see it, apart from the high cost, there are several
good reasons for this loss of interest. First, there is the problem of the very consider-
able effort needed to specify the syntax and semantics of the language to be used for a 'O O
particular application. This prevents speech understanding devices from being sold as
off-the-shelf devices. Second, there is a problem in defining what is known technically
as a habitable subset of a natural language. That is to say, as the syntactic structures
allowed by a system get more complex and the language one can use gets more
natural, it gets correspondingly harder to teach a user what sentence structures are
grammatical to the recognizer as opposed to those that are grammatical in the user's
own language but not allowed in the recognizer's grammar. Finally, as a research tool 
complex systems seem to me to be unattractive because when overall performance
depends on so many factors it is difficult to draw useful conclusions from that perfor-
mance or from the relative performance of two such systems.
I wonder if there is perhaps a parallel to be drawn between speech recognition devices
and robots. Before any useful robots had been built the image of the robot was of a
device that superficially resembled a man; but real, useful robots working for example
in car factories do not look at all like humans. Real, useful speech recognizers do not
use a syntax that superficially resembles natural language, though they do
increasingly use a task-oriented syntax.

An example of a very simple yet effective use of task-oriented syntax in a recognizer is
the addition of a check digit to a string of digits to be recognized. This digit would typ-
ically be chosen such that when a string of digits including the check digit is summed
together the result is always a multiple of ten. (For instance, the string I 1 1 would '.0
have 7 as a check digit, while 8 8 0 would have 4.) The inclusion of the check digit does
not reduce the total number of possible digit strings that the system has to discrim.
inate between - if we have a three-digit string there are a thousand possibilities
whether we add a fourth check digit or not - but it does increase the amount of ,cous-
tic information that can be used in the discrimination. Alternatively, we can view the
check digit as having made discrimination simpler by reducing the average number of
choices to be made per word. This average number of choices is known as the branch- O . .0
ing factor, and it - or a generalization of it when the choices are not equiprohlable is
often used as a measure of difficulty of recognition tasks.

The use of devices like check digits is not as alien to natural language as it might
appear. A similar recognition-aiding device occurs, I believe, in all Indo F!uropean
languages except the one I am using now. I am referring to the division of nouns into
two or three classes according to what is called the gender of the noun, the gender
classes being called variously masculine, feminine and (sometimes) neuter, or neuter . -4
and common. To illustrate how it can help, consider the French nouns poisson (fish)
and boisson (drink) that are quite similar in pronunciation, but differ in that the first"
is masculine and the second feminine. When we meet them in sentences like

L,e A' est un poisson ddlicieux and Le X est une boisson ddlicieuse
(X is a delicious fish/drink) it is virtually impossible to confuse them despite their
phonetic similarity because the form of the adjective and the indefinite article both
depend on the gender of the noun they refer to and are therefore differenl for boi.s.son -

"

and poisson. In French there are only two noun classes against ten chock digits, so
instead of calling gender a check digit we should perhaps better describe it as a
linguistic parity bit, but the principle is the same.

_pprnarhr In Rpornh n ilysis

So far, I have tried to point out some of the difficulties in analysing the speech signal
and the dangers of methods based on introspection. I would like to look now at sonc Oe
approaches that have proved helpful. Useful approaches to the treatment of the
speech signal seem to fall under three headings, namely, produelion based
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approaches, perception-based approaches and pragmatic approaches. No automatic
recognition system relies totally on just one of these approaches, but in most systems
one approach dominates.
Prndeirtinn-hased apprnache

It does not seem immediately obvious why we should approach the recognition of
speech from the viewpoint of how it was produced - we do not, after all, need to know 0
how the teleprinter signal was generated in order to decode it. Nevertheless, there is
a whole spectrum of arguments in favor of taking speech production into account
when analysing speech. They range from the most moderate, with which no one would
argue, to the most extreme, which few people now hold.
Before we consider these arguments, I shall have to break off from my main line of
argument for a little while in order give you a brief overview of how speech is pro
duced. The human organs primarily involved in producing speech are the larynx, S "
which contains the vocal cords, and the pharynx and mouth cavity, which together
form the vocal tract, and which is essentially a tube leading from the larynx to the
lips. A side branch, the nasal cavity, can be added to this tube by opening a valve at
the back of the mouth. This valve is open in nasal consonants, such as an "m" sound,
and in nasalized vowels, which form a separate class of phonemes in some languages
such as French.
Acoustic energy in speech is generated in one of two ways: by the action of the vocal
cords or by turbulence at a constriction created by the tongue or lips somewhere
along the vocal tract. As I mentioned earlier, sounds excited by the quasi-periodic
activity of the vocal cords are said to be voiced, and they generally play a more impor-
tant role in speech than noise-excited voiceless sounds. (All vowels and many con-
sonants, such as "I", "m" and "b" sounds are voiced, while "sh', "k" and "f" are exam-
pies of voiceless sounds.)
Whichever kind of excitation is used, the basic spectrum of the excitation is modified
by the resonant structure of the vocal tract. This resonant structure depends on the
position that the tongue, lips and jaw are in. It happens that the generation of the
excitation and its spectral modification by the vocal tract are largely independent of
each other and can thus be considered to a good approximation as a source isolated
from, and leading into, a linear filter.
The upper trace of Figure 2 shows a 200ms stretch of the waveform of a non-nasalized
vowel (strictly, it is the time- differenced waveform: differentiation provides a 6db per
octave lift, which serves to flatten the long-term spectrum for voiced speech). Notice
that the waveform consists of a pattern that repeats itself at regular intervals. The
repetition rate is the rate at which the vocal cords come together - typically a hun
dred times a second for a man - while the repeating pattern itself is the response of
the vocal tract to that periodic excitation. I ,
The lower trace in Figure 2 shows the excitation with the effect of the vocal tract
removed. The impulse like excitation occurs each time the vocal cords come together
and close off the airflow from the lungs. In the particularly simple vowel shown here (it
is in fact the "neutral" vowel occurring in a word like "the") essentially what happens
to the impulse is that it travels from the larynx to the lips, where part of it is radiated
into the free air beyond the lips and part is reflected back towards the larynx with its
polarity reversed. At the larynx the signal is reflected again, and it continues to P _
bounce between larynx and lips steadily losing energy by absorption in the wails of the
vocal tract, by transmission and ultimate absorption behind the vocal cords, and by
radiation to the outside world until the next excitation impulse comes along In other
speech sounds the effect of the vocal tract on the excitation is more complex, with
reflect.ions occurring at more places than just the larynx and lips. Nevertheless, the
basic structure of a pattern approximately repeating itself at approximalV regular
intervals is retained.
Figure 3 shows the power spectrum of a section of speech waveform like tie one in
Figure 2. The regularly spaced spikes occur at integer multiples of the repeat fre
quency of the excitation. This repeat frequency, corresponding to the first spike in the
figure, is known as the fundamental frequency, and the succeeding spikes ,ire har
m-nonics of the fundamental. The intensity of the harmonics varies smoothly across the
spectrum in a way determined by the impu ise response of the vocal tract. The peaks .
in the spectrum coincide with resonances in the vocal tract. They are krown as for
ma.nt s
The ability to describe the speech signal in terms of an impulse response and the fre
queney of the impulses is extremely important for speech recognition. The impulseresponse varies as the posit ions of the tongue, jaw and lips are changed, while the fun

damenotal frequency deperds on the miu s cles that. control the tension in lie vocal
cords and on the air pressure bl'lind the vocal cords. For the most part., changes in " .
the set.tings of the larynx and vocal tract occur slowly relative to the frequencies
involved in speech Thus, whine we need a sampling rate of at least cighl thousand
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Fig. 2. Upper trace: a 2a0ms portion of the time-differenced waveform of a neutral vowel Lower
trace: the same waveform with the effect of the vocal tract removed.
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times a second in order to obtain a reasonable digital description of the speech
waveform, a description in terms of fundamental frequency and a few par'm.TLers
describing the impulse response typically needs to be updated as little as u e ':,dred
or even fifty times a second.

A second major advantage of an impulse response/fundamental frequency descrIption
is that the two factors perform separate linguistic functions. In mos' western 5 '
languages the identity of a word does not depend on the fundamental freq.¢,r.cy pat
tern with which it is uttered. In some other languages, such as Chinese and to - much
lesser extent Norwegian, the identity of a word may depend on the fundam(ncLal fre
quency pattern, but even then a practical recognition strategy must still seperaLe the
two factors: the fundamental frequency pattern and the configuration of the articLa-
tors in the vocal tract are substantially independent attributes of the word.

For non-nasalized vowels and some non-nasal consonants the impulse respon- of the
vocal tract is quite accurately modeled by a set of resonances in series, the imroortant
resonances lying in the range 300Hz to 3kHz. For such sounds, provided the analysis
is carried out in proper synchrony with the excitation, a technique known as cinear
prediction can be used to determine from the waveform the frequencies and
bandwidths of the resonances (a comprehensive account of linear prediction is given
in the book by Markel and Gray [4]). What is more, the analysis can go on to recon-
struct the cross-sectional profile of an acoustic tube that would have such a set of • 0
resonances, and the profiles can often show a close similarity to the vocal tract
configuration that produced the sound. This kind of analysis of speech can therefore
be said to be strongly production-oriented. I should point out that that the analysis is
approximate in as much as the model of the excitation by a sequence of impulses is
inexact, that the analysis is inevitably less successful for certain sounds such as
nasals where the simple-tube vocal tract model does not fit, and that in most practical
cases its accuracy is further reduced by applying the analysis at regular intervals
along the waveform rather than in synchrony with the excitation.

We can now get back to considering the arguments in favor of approaching speech
recognition from the point of view of speech production. We can see that at the
moderate end, proponents of production-based analysis could point out that it can

-"* lead to the generation of a simple, compact description of the speech signal, and, . -

moreover, one in which features that determine the lexical identity of a word are quite .
well separated from features that have more to do with the function of the word in the
sentence or with mood of the speaker. Somewhat more speculatively, if we could carry
out a production-based analysis well enough we might hope to predict coarticulation
phenomena such as our breab board example as well as other energy-saving shortcuts
that the articulators might take, such as the possible failure of the tongue to reach its
target position for a vowel separating two consonants in a rapidly spoken syllable.
Finally, the most extreme view, embodied in the Motor Theory of Speech Perception
[5], maintains that human speech perception works by mentally reconstructing the
articulator settings that produced the speech signal being heard. According to this

" last view, which is, I believe, much less popular than it was fifteen years ago, it would
be highly desirable that an automatic recognizer should also work by reconstructing
the production details of the speech signal it is receiving. Linear prediction looks to be
the best current possibility for carrying out such a reconstruction.

Perrpl inn-hased approach-..

To some people it may seem a truism to assert that we should base speech recogniz-
ers on human speech perception. Others sometimes point out that aircraft don't flap
their wings just because birds do, so machine recognition of speech need not copy the
human model. But this is a false analogy: first there was air, and then birds and men
found ways of flying in it; I doubt if anyone would claim that first there was speech and
then men evolved ears to listen to it! Speech is certainly adapted to our human capa S 9
city to perceive it, and it is desirable that an automatic recognizer should be able to
make the distinctions that we can make and ignore those we cannot make.

The problem in basing a recognition approach on human speech perception lies not in
deciding whether it is a good idea to do so, but rather in the fact that we know
remarkably few hard facts about human speech perception. What we know somewhat
more about is human sound perception in general. We know, for example, that we are
relatively insensitive to the phase information in a signal, and it would consequently -..

make little sense to build a recognizer that tried to recognize a specific waveform,
since a slight change in the relative phases of its spectral components would be
indetectible to human ears and yet it could cause the waveform to look quite difTerent.
For this reason, all practical recognizers work with some representation or ether of
the short-term power spectrum and ignore the phase spectrum.

Another known property of human sound perception is frequency masking, the ten
dency of an intense tone to obscure the presence of a less intense tone at a neighbor
ing frequency. It follows from this property that our hearing is more sensitive to the
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* peaks in the spectrum than to the troughs, whose details tend to be masked by nearby
peaks. Thus a speech recognizer that used a representation of the spectrum that was
particularly sensitive to dips in the spectrum would be unlikely to work well. If the
algorithm commonly used in linear prediction is viewed as a means of characterizing
the short-term power spectrum, it turns out that it has the desirable property of
doing a better job of characterizing the peaks than the troughs.
An alternative - and in fact much older - method of reducing sensitivity to weak tones 0
when they are close to a strong tone is to divide the auditory spectrum into a set of
bands, the acoustic power in the set of frequencies in each band being averaged
together. Masking experiments with human subjects tell us how wide these critical
bands should be: above about 1kHz the bands should not be of constant width, but
rather they should increase in width in rough proportion to their centre frequency
with about three bands in each octave. A channel vocoder uses a bank of filters that is
rather like the set of critical bands, and the same principle is used in many successful
speech recognizers. There is an interesting conflict between production-based and
perception-based approaches here. A representation of speech based on linear predic-
tion, which generally models speech production quite well, gives equal resolution to all
parts of the. spectrum. Thus, a comparison between two recognition systems which
were similar except that one carried out a filter-bank analysis of the speech and the
other a linear-predictive analysis would amount to a comparison between a
production-modeling approach and an auditory-perception modeling approach. Davis
and Mermelstein [6] carried out such a comparison and found a clear advantage for
the filter bank. Moreover, among the parameter sets that can be used to present the
results of the linear prediction the ones that are best interpreted as providing a
description of the general shape of the spectrum (i.e. the linear prediction cepstrum)
performed better than the more production-oriented area coefficients that would be
used in reconstructing vocal-tract area functions. 0
Some researchers [7,8] have gone further in modeling neural behavior in the inner
ear, in some cases incorporating the superior time resolution available to the ear at
high frequencies where frequency resolution is poor. Although improved recognition of
stops and fricatives has been claimed to result, the procedure has not been widely
adopted because it is computationally expensive.
If we now turn our attention to speech perception rather than auditory perception, I
have to admit that I find the field confusing, and I do not feel competent to make any
attempt at an overview of present knowledge. There is, perhaps, evidence [9] that
speech processing works in a "left-to-right" fashion (i.e. forwards in time) rather than,
say, first picking out stressed syllables and working outwards from them in both direc-
tions, and that possibilities for each word to be recognized are considered in parallel
rather than exploring the most promising interpretation first and returning when it
meets trouble. I am sure, however, that both these statements would be disputed by .. '*
some specialists in speech perception.
In 1979 Klatt published a long paper [10] proposing the incorporation of models of
human speech perception in a recognition system. He subsequently reported experi-
ments [ 11] suggesting that listeners use a different criterion when making a judgment
of the phonetic similarity of two sounds from the one they use when making a general
psychophysical comparison of two sounds. The psychophysical judgments seem con-
sistent with the general spectral shape comparisons carried out in most recognition S
systems, while the phonetic judgments seem more dependent on the frequencies of
energy peaks in the spectrum. He has more recently reported work on a metric
intended to correlate better with human phonetic judgments [12]. It will be interest-
ing to see how the metric performs - many researchers in the past have thought it
desirable to represent speech in terms of the frequencies of energy peaks - formant
frequencies - but have been held back by the problem that occasional errors in peak
frequency assignment can have disastrous results on performance. The new metric _ -0
avoids making hard decisions about formant frequencies.
In general, it is striking how little the results of research in speech perception have
influenced the design of successful speech recognition systems, though that does not,
of course, preclude such influence in the future.

PrAsgrna|ip ApprnanhpQ

The heading "pragmatic approaches" seems at first sight like a catch-all under which
any recognition work not based on production or perception results can be placed. To
some extent it is just that, except that it excludes approaches justified by introspec-
tion or by pet theories inadequately supported by experimental evidence. I mean the
term to be confined to approaches that are justified primarily by the fact that they
are found to work. A notable example of such an approach is provided by the various
versions of the dynamic programming algorithm for time-aligning two productions of
a word or sequence of words. The algorithm will no doubt be explained in detail in
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later sessions; for the moment all I want to point out is that it is central to a 1arge pro
portion of successful recognition systems and that its introduction was not in pir'ed by
production or perception considerations but rather by the fact that it could cope with
a phenomenon found to occur in the signal, namely, non-linear timing variations
amongst different productions of the same word. "

Perhaps the most extreme example of an approach based directly on the propertics of 0 •
the signal itself is the work of Jelinek's group at 113M [13]. Instead of having syntactic
rules supplied by the system designer, the system itself deduces transition probabili-
ties between words from a very large amount of training data. It then uses those pro-
bability estimates in attempting to decode new material. Results have been reported
on a database of natural English consisting of a set of patent texts concerning lasers.
It constitutes the most ambitious current attempt at single-speaker speech recogni- "
tion that I know of.

One property that many of the more successful - and above all, practically useful - sys-
tems share is simplicity. I suspect it is no accident that Harpy, the only one of the
ARPA Speech Understanding systems to meet the original success criteria, was dis-
tinguished from its competitors mainly by the fact that it was considerably simpler.
John Bridle's successful continuous word matching algorithm [ 14], which I hope he will
describe to you, is also considerably simpler than other algorithms that have been "
proposed for recognizing word sequences.

Why should simple approaches be better? I think the main reason is that they have
fewer system parameters to tune, and they can consequently reach a better state of
optimization with a given amount of training data than could a more complicated sys-
tem. A second, related, reason is that in developing a simple system a developer can
more easily assess the effect on performance of a design decision he has made than he
could in a complicated system in which many rules and processes interact.

I am convinced that for the foreseeable future practically useful recognition systems
will remain simple systems. To the extent that their design reflects properties of

" .human speech production or perception, I believe that the better ones will be based
on solidly established properties and not on speculation.

Further reading
If anyone is interested in a closer look at phonetics, there are introductory texts by
Ladefoged [15] and O'Connor [16]. The standard work on the acoustic theory of

* speech production was written by Fant [17].
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SUMMARY

Digital techniques have opened quite new possibilities for processing of speech signals.
This is true for analysis and for transmission. These new methods are characterized by a
strict adaptation to the very special pecularities of speech.

The lecture will give an overview about the mathematical possibilities and their rele-
vance to the different parts of the speech signal. Efforts to represent speech in a dig-
ital and more or less redundancy-free form can give good insight into all the charac-
teristics of such a highly complex signal.

Possibilities for representation of speech signals reach from the very simple pulse-
code-modulation techniques (PCM) to sophisticated vocoders.

The research work done for speech transmission and coding has prepared the way for
methods to recognize and synthesize speech signals. Automatic speech synthesis will be
an important tool for the communication between man and machine. The lecture will give
an additional introduction into the techniques of automatic speech synthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech signals are the most important signals in today's and tomorrow's telecommunica-

tion systems. This results from the fact that human communication is the basis of all

communication systems. This man-to-man communication will in the future be combined with
efficient man-machine communication. About one part of this communication, speech output
by computers, later in this paper will be reported.

Techniques of digital signal processing have opened quite new and exciting ideas, how to
handle the structure of speech signals. We can now describe quite well the information- * .
theoretic content of the signal. Most of the characteristics which are necessary to de-
valop a suitable model for the speech signal can be understood by the principles of
natural speech production /l/. Fig. 1 shows the essential parts of this process. In the
case of voiced sounds a pulse ezitation signal is produced by the vocal cords which are
vibrating when the air stream from the trachea passes through. These pulses are
modulated within the cavities of the throat, the mouth and the nose and the resulting

Nose
cavityMouth cavity

t Speech signal

Vocal cords

Mouth cavityr

* Throat cavity Articulation Filtering ,

Excitation
JPulses J Noise

* S-

Fig. 1: Principles of natural speech production.

signal will be a periodic voiced signal. Its characteristics, that means the sort of S"
sound is defined by the acoustic porperties of these filtering cavities. Their
properties are defined by the geometric dimensions of the cavities which can be changed
during the process of articulation.
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Fig. 2: Time-domain and frequency-domain representation of speech.

Fig. 2 gives an overview about the important signals in the process of speech production
and speech perception. Fig. 2a shows the already described time-domain signal. The pitch
of the excitation pulses Tpis about 120 Hz in the average for male voices. We can find O d

this period again in the scheme of the speech signal which is characterized by higher
frequency waveforms, the so-called formant frequencies. This might be understood much
better if we look at the frequency characteristics of such a speech signal (Fig. 2b).
The excitation pulses of voiced signals have a line spectrum with an envelope that falls
to higher frequencies with about 6 to 10 dB/octave. The spectral transfer function of
the vocal tract has very strong resonances, the already mentioned formants, which
characterize the sound of the speech signal. During the process of articulation the
spectral envelope of the excitation signal is modulated by the transfer characteristics
of the vocal tract, which has sharp resonance peaks. For unvoiced sounds the basic
process is quite similar. The only difference comes from the fact that the excitation
signal now consists of a sort of turbulence noise which is created by air, streaming
through some quite narrow positions within the vocal tract.

The process of speech production is of course a dynamic process. That means that all the
mentioned parameters are changed in a relatively fast manner. The normal speaking rate
is about 10 to 20 sounds per s ond. The duration of different sounds varies between 5
ms for the very short plosive sounds like /t/ up to about 100 ms for slowly spoken
voiced sounds like some vowels. These timecharacteristics of speech signals are impor-
tant for many speech analysis and synthesis techniques. In the case of speech transmis-
sion it is additionally important to know something about the human perception of speech
signals.

Man's acoustic perception system is not exclusively dedicated to the perception of
speech. However its perception principles are very well adapted to the special qualities
of speech signals. In principle the ear makes a spectral analysis with additional empha-
sis on the analysis of time-varying signals. This reans that there is a combination of a
3ort of very narrow band spectral analysis for precise detection of the formant's mid
frequencies and simultaneously a precise analysis of time variations in the spectral
characteristics including periodicity detection for the analysis of the varying line
structure of voiced speech signals. So our speech percep tion appartus is a highly
sophisticated system with special adaptation to the structure of speech signals. We must
take care of these and many more facts if we want to design good speech transmission
systems and want to produce natural and intelligible speech. On the other side speech
signals have been optimally adapted to a sort of spectral anlysis with quite special
poperties which is done within our human ear and the following neural stages in our
brain. So technical systems for speech analysis not only must take care of the
physiological processes but also can learn many things from these processes. These ideas
are especially important for preprocessing and feature extraction stages in a speech
processing system.

Fig. 3 gives us a rough overview about this interaction of speech transmission and rec-

cognition/synthesis ideas. Every technical analysis starts with a sort of preprocessing
by which some important signal characteristics are extracted. The following feature ex-
traction is still a preprocessing stage for a speech recognition system but there are
extracted more complicated and combinatorial parameters, e.g. segmented phoneme parame-
ters or prosodic parameters like speech intonation. The following stages are concerned
with the central task of recognition and understanding. Then a speech output is created
based on linguistic rules. The phonetic and speech synthesis parts again handle higher O" *
and lower level parameters to produce a speech signal which will be put to a loudspeaker
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Fig. 3: Relations between speech transmission and speech recognition and synthesis.

to make an acoustic signal. In speech transmission with redundancy reduction we jump
over the inner kernel of this system from Fig. 3 and transmit directly a parametric des- • .
cription of the analyzed signal to a sort of synthesizer which can reproduce the phys-
ical signal.

So it will be important to understand the significance of different sorts of preprocess-
ing in speech processing by studying some of the more important speech transmission sys-
tems today in use and to understand how their signals can be useful for automatic speech
recognition and synthesis.

9- -0.
2. MATHEMATICAL AND THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL SPEECH PROCESSING /41,151

The term "speech processing" does not automatically include the terr. "digital" but in
practice today analog speech processing is still only used in very special cases. So the
basis of all our operations will be a sampled and quantized signal. This means that the
speech signal has to be coded into a form of numbers. The principle of this pulse code
modulation (PCM) process is shown in Fig. 4 /2/. The analog waveform (Fig. 4a) is sam-

- Analog signal
with sample points

0 Sampled signal

' - . I with quantizing100......... .......

5!I .. . ii03
o

a, 110 0Q 101 00, 01 Pulse code modulated

speech signal

Fig. 4: Puls-code representation of analog signals.

* -4
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pled at a fixed rate 1/Ts  [Hz], normally with double the highest frequency which is in
the signal. Telephone quality speech has a bandwidth of about 4 kHz, so it is necessary
to sample such a signal with at least 8 kHz. This means that T$ is 125 js. Speech sig-
nals with better quality need a higher sampling rate up to 20 kHz, resulting in a speech
bandwidth of 10 kHz. Sampling produces an amplitude modulated impulse signal (Fig. 4b).
The amplitude of every of these impulses now is measured with a fixed precisiorn and

L these measured values in a binary form are the final result of the whole pulse code
modulation process. We get a series of numbers which still represents the full speech
waveform -with some minor errors- and which again can be used to reproduce the analog
waveform for presentation of the speech signal through loudspeaker.

The process of pulse code modulation has not wasted anything, but we now can process
speech samples by number crunching techniques in fast digital signal processing systems.

There are many well known operations to get more intimate knowledge about the informa-
tion within the speech signal. Some of the more important basic operations are trans- * ..
forms, correlation, and prediction. As an example of a very special speech-oriented op-
eration pitch analysis will be described.

2.1 Transform Operations

Since almost 200 years the fundamental principle of signal transform is well known by

the Fourier transform. This transform represents the signal by description through har- ,*
monic waves, the Sine and Cosine waves. We call the result a Fourier spectrum. Fig. 2
gives an example: The time domain signal in Fig. 2a can by Fourier transform be repre-
sented by its power spectrum, where the phase information is lost (for speech
intelligibility phase information is not very important).

Speech signals normally are no stationary signals but they change their waveforms with-in very short sections, lasting in the mean about 20 to 30 ms. If we choose a sample

frequency of 8 kHz such a segment or block of 20 ms contains 160 samples of the origi- * *
nal speech waveform. This array of 160 samples will be called a vector and all discrete
transform operations can be interpreted as operations within an n-dimensional vector
space in this case e.g. a 160-dimensional vector space. We call such operations which
concentrate only on a well defined short segment of a signal waveform short-time opera-
tions. This means, we suppose the speech signal would not change its parameters within
this short segment (which is not really true, but the error is small enough).

The principle of a signal transformation can be easily understood by the vectcr opera- .6 -
tion shown in Fig. 5. Here only a two-dimensional signal space is shown. The signal vec-
tor XT is described by its two components (x1 , x2 ), but the mathematical principles are
alwa-ys valid for higher dimensional signal spaces too. The task of the transformation is
to transform the basic set of values into a new transformed space which would be better
adapted to the characteristics of the signal.
The original n-dimensional signal vector

should be transformed into a new vector Y by a linear operation

AT
Here A is a transformation matrix whose column vectors are the basis functions of the
new coordinate system. The vector V adds a shifting operation by which the centering of
the new coordinate system could be further enhanced in respect to the signal vectors X. -

y2 )are much better suited to describe the original vectors
with smaller numbers. The value range of a quantizer for such a transformed signal can
therefore be much smaller than that of the original quantizer.

One of the most important transforms is the Fourier transform. Here the new basic vec-
tors are the Sine and Cosine functions. The original speech vector after Fourier trans-
formation is expressed in terms of Sine and Cosine waves. The result is normally called
a spectrum or a frequency domain representation of the speech signal. This sort of rep-
resentation is very advantageous because every linear system like the vocal tract pro-
duces harmonic waves, and there is a clear evidence that the human ear makes a frequen-
cy analysis.

Fig. 6 shows such a digitally computed speech spectrum of the German word "sieben". The
frequency axis ranges to about 4 kHz and the duration of the digit was about 800 ms. A
new short time spectrum is computed every 10 ms. Here we can see that the following
spectrum differs only slightly from the preceding one. Only when the explosion of the
sound /b/ happens we notice a very fast onset of this sound after a pause in which the
explosion has been prepared. The spectral energy is marked by the darkness of the dis-
crete points and we can see that e.g in the case of the sound /I/ there are about three
frcquency areas with high energy, at about 500 Hz, 2600 Hz and 3100 Hz. The pattern of
these formants is relatively constant during the sound. On the other side the formant
change from the sound /a6/ to /n/ is quite well marked. Every short-time spectrum has
about 100 points and so the frequency distance between neighbouring points is about 40
Hz. This is a frequency distance which normally is comparable to the human ear's fre- *.
quency selectivity.
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Fig. 5: Principle of transformation in vector domain

In practice the matrix operation from Eq. 2 is done via a very efficient procedure
called the Fast Fourier Transform FFT. The number of multiplications necessary is about
n.ldn, where n is the number of points. Here we need about 660 multiplications every 10
ms, or one multiplication might last maximally 15 ps. This is quite a long time for _. 4
modern signal processors which can do this transform in real time. For many applications -
in speech processing 100 points are too much and so groups of points are joined to make
a more rough spectral analysis, a digital variant of the long known bandfilter analysis.
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Fig. 6: Spectral pattern of the German word "Sieben" (engl. "seven").

* 2.2 Autocorrelation

We have seen that speech signals are linear superpositions of harmonic waves. This means
at the same time that consecutive samples are highly correlated, a speech curve is not
stochastically jumping. But far beyond this fact there are still periodicities in the p
signal which result from the periodic excitation of voiced sounds. Such periodicities
can be easily detected by autocorrelation. Fig. 7 shows the principle. The speech
samples x(m) -here we prefer not to use the vector writing- are delayed for a varying
number of samples k and the delayed and non-delayed signal are multiplied to form the
autocorrelation function

where n is the number of samples which the speech fegment contains. p. *
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Fig. 7: Principle of autocorrelation analysis.

Of course we can do this operation only within a short-time segment because the speech
characteristics change. The correlation function 0(k) shown in Fig. 7a is near 1 at very

P_ small values of k. This means that neighbouring samples are quite similar. The next peak
marks the periodicity of this voiced speech signal. The value kp of the pitch period can
be easily found by peak picking.

The autocorrelation function is narrowly related to the power spectrum of a signal. The
Fourier transform of the power spectrum is the autocorrelation function. The autocorre-
lation function is still a time-domain function and therefore it gives information con-
cerning the time domain characteristics of the speech signal.

2.3 Linear Prediction /3/

Linear prediction is based on the autocorrelation characteristics of a signal. High cor-
relation values 9(k) mean that on the average a sample x. is very similar in its value
to a sample x. where the number k =(j i). So in the mean it is possible to estimate the
value xifrom the preceding value x1 .
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Fig. 8: Linear prediction of signals
a) Principle
b) Recursive prediction schemeear
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The estimated value of the sample x(nT) in Fig. 8, where T is the sampling period, is

The ai are called the predictor coefficients and they are computed from the autocorrela- _
tion function by minimization of the predictor error between the estimated and the real

value of the signal:

_-..1_

. Eq. 5 leads to an algorithm for calculation of the predictor coefficients by a set of
linear equations. We can write this again in vector form _ -

M a = s (6)

where M is a matrix consisting of all the averaged products x(n-i),x(m-i), a is the vec-
tor of the predictor coefficients a- and s is the vector of the corijelation coefficients "
x(n),x(n-i). The scheme of such a prediction system in Fig. 8b shows that the estimated

signal 'x has to be subtracted from the original signal. The predicticn error F then is
minimal if the predictor coefficients are well adapted to the original signal.

In Fig. 9 the original speech signal and the resulting error signal E are shown. It can
be seen that the error is maximal when the excitation pulse starts a new pitch period.

-- In this moment the free oszillation of air in the vocal tract is interrupted and the
prediction fails.

• (.1

--.-. ----- --

f, P,-. I Speech
-- Y1 !4 .I .r.I.,.I '[ -' .1 ,T7 , signal

AN I~

Error

signal E

I " . .. -. " ::I '-0

Fig. 9: Speech signal and error in linear prediction.

Original speech spectrum + - Predictor filter characteristic I 0

Spectrum of
error signal E

kHz a,-

Fig. 10: Inverse filtering of a speech spectrum.
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In the spectral domain Fig. 10 interprets linear prediction as a process of inverse fil-
tering. The transfer characteristic of the predictor filter is in a least square sense
adapted to the envelope of the speech spectrum. The line structure of such a voiced
speech signal can only be reconstructed by predictors with very many coefficients, at
least 100 coefficients. For the reconstruction of the spectral envelope like that in
Fig. 10 we need about 10 to 14 coefficients. A different sort of predictor for such a
periodic structure would be a comb filter. That is a predictor with only few coeffi-
cients but the delay between the used speech sample is equivalent to the periodicity
predicted. Because the periodicity in the human voice changes in a relatively fast man-
ner it will be necessary to control the delay time of such a comb filter predictor adap-
tively, and therefore it is necessary to know the exact value of the pitch period.

2.4 Pitch Analysis /6/

The algorithms for pitch analysis described should only be representatives for the more
complex signal processing techniques which are called feature extraction techniques in
Fig. 3. Such algorithms are often not only based on strict mathematical operations but
also on some empirically defined rules. Fig. 11 shows first two examples of preprocess-
ing the speech signal for pitch analysis. The first one is the Autocorrelation Function
(ACF) already treated in chap. 2.1 and the second is the Average Magnitude Difference
Function AMDF which is a sort of simplified autocorrelation avoiding the multiplication

AMDF (k) = F / X(m) - X (m + k)/ (7)
m

This equation is quite similar to equation (3). The most important difference lies in
the fact that the ACF has a maximum at its best periodicity value k and the AMDF has a
minimum at this point (besides the fact that AMDF only has positive values).

Fig. 11 shows different examples of voiced speech signals and their resulting ACF and * *
AMDF. Both functions are only computed for values around the expected pitch period, not
for very small values of k and not for very large ones. Small values of k correspond to
high pitch frequencies and vice versa.

k, kp

t f~ k k

k k

k k6

Spee,:r, s4 utocorrelation Average magnitude
function difference function

Fig. 11: Periodicity analysis based on Autocorrelation Function ACF or Average
Magnitude Difference Function AMDF. * .

In the case of autocorrelation analysis the first peak is well detectable and enough
different from the next peaks which correspond to other frequencies but which are not
the real pitch. The AMDF does not show such a clear distinction between the first and
the second minimum. Pitch errors could be possible more easily.

To avoid pitch errors which in some speech coders can destroy speech quality a logic
postprocessing is necessary. The basic principle is to use a probabili stic model which ..
can learn from the history of pitch contours of the special speakers using the system.
So the area for searching maximum or minimum can be restricted and the often possible
octave jumps which double or half the original pitch can be avoided.

There are many additional processing stages necessary if e.g. the speech signal is dis-
torted or heavily band-limited. The principal strategy to detect periodicities always
uses a sort of autocorrelation or its variants like AMDF.
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3. SYSTEMS FOR DIGITAL SPEECH TRANSMISSION

Long term research in digital speech has led to a multiplicity of different techniques
for speech coding which all are based on the principal algorithms described in chapter
2 but which of course possess many specialities. Most of these systems only have scien-
tific value. Therefore we will describe only those systems which have a real practical

significance.

3.1 Pulse Code Modulation /2/

This is the most important and the oldest method to code and transmit speech signals.
The basic scheme in Fig. 12 is quite simple. The sampled signal is quantized as it has
been described already in Fig. 4 Usual data for sampling rate is 8 kHz corresponding to

Coder Decoder

C D
0

II D 64 kb/s C 0 0

Fig. 12: Pulscode modulation.

a voice frequency bandwidth of 4 kHz and the quantization is done with 8 bit/sample. So
the resulting data rate is 64 kb/s. That is quite a high rate which can not be transmit-
ted over normal telephone channels or over HF charnels. The quantization in PCM is done
in a logarithmic manner, small signal values are quantized more precisely than larger
values. In this way the signal-to-noise ratio SNR remains constant at a level of about
38 dB for a large dynamic range. This value is better than some degraded analog tele-
phone lines. . ,

3.2 Differential Pulscodemodulation DPCM, Deltamodulation /7/

The principal scheme of DPCM is shown in Fig. 13. It is quite similar to Fig. 8 because
DPCM needs a predictor which in the most simple version can be a delay for one sample.
Then the quantizer Q has to quantize only the difference between consecutive samples.
With only slight degradation it is then possible to code speech signals with about 40 *

kb/s. Every difference sample then is quantized with 5 bits, again in a logarithmic
manner.

.- ..-.

C 16kb/s 0 X

x. D _ to 40 kb/s -

P'Pe ,ctr

Fig. 13: Differential Pulscodemodulation DPCM or Deltamodulation.

If the data rate of 40 kHz is too high there are further possibilities to reduce the am-

plitude of the error signal by using a better predictor. This error signal can be quan-
tized with 3 or 4 bits/sample. By further reduction of the speech quality which could

• only be done in commercial or military applications some 2 bits/sample are still a pos-
sible quantizer dimension.

,_m _ The quality of such a DPCM system can be enhanced by adaptively controlling the predic- p.
.. tor coefficients as has been shown in Fig. 8. Such a system is then called Adaptive Dif-

ferential Pulse Code Modulation ADPCM. The adaptive control can help to make a 16 kb/s
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system sounding like a 24 kb/s-system but it cannot help to make a well sounding 8 kb/s
system.

A slightly different variation of these principles is deltamodulation. The principal
scheme of this technique is identical to Fig. 13, but we now use only a 1-Bit-quantizer,
which makes hardware very simple. Because a coding with I bit/sample is not possible
with normal DPCM, we must use a much higher sampling rate. Through this method the dif-
ferences between consecutive samples will become much smaller, and can so be quantized
with 1 bit. There is still another problem: A 1-bit quantizer can only quantize two val-
ues, normally 0 and 1, but for speech we need the values -1 and +I as speech slopes go
up and down. Therefore we must leave out the value 0 and the quantizer jumps between -1
and +1. The waveforms of such a delta modulator look like that in Fig. 14a. For very
fast signal slopes the delta modulator cannot follow with its fixed step size. The now
used Continuously Variable Slope Delta modulator CVSD avoids this drawback by changing
the step size of the quantizer. This is in effect similar to changing the predictor *
parameters.

Delotmoduloted 411

signal

Input s,gral

Output of
Tifi a rin------- LJDeltamnodulator

Adoptive Deltaoduiation

input signol . " I

Lnear Deltomodulatjon

Fig. 14: Deltamodulation signals
a) linear deltamodulation of analog signals
b) linear and adaptive deltamodulation

Fig. 14b shows th.at such an adaptation can have a faster impulse response than the
normal linear deltamodulation. During the last years much more sophisticated methods
have been developed to code the error singal in an adaptive way. This means to code and
recreate a differential signal like that in Fig. 9 but to transmit only very few

parameters. All the methods used are in principle similar: The error signal consists of
periodic peaks and in between there is some signal which looks like noise, but is not
only noise. Therefore a spectral analysis of this error or residual signal is done, the
most important spectral components are coded and transmitted and at the receiver the
residuum might be reconstructed. The most important task is to keep the periodicity
structure as in Fig. 10 undestroyed. The basic scheme of such a system is shown in
Fig. 15. Because now a synthetic error signal is constructed, this can be done by using
some information from the original signal too. Therefore the analysis can be done with
information from the original and the error signal /8, 11/.

~9 :•
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C 48kb/s D
0 E

0 "

D C

Fig. 15: Baseband or residual coder

3.3 Transform Coding /9, 10/

Contrary to predictive coding which is operating in the time domain, transform coding
does the important operations in the frequency domain. Fig. 16 shows the basic scheme. A
set of samples x is transformed into a spectral domain. Besides the well known Fourier I S
transform a much simpler but equally efficient transform has been introduced, the
discrete Cosine Transform DCT. The basis vectors of this Transform have some similarity
with the Cosine functions from the Fourier transform, but are in their exact shape quite
different. These "cosine" functions have much similarity with speech signals and so a
representation of speech with these functions is very efficient.

I, . .

Side information

energy
pitch Side channel "Ivoced/I

unvoced..

X*
Y x A-'

T'ori I revere

C Od1 Tr-c forrn

b)!. .

h n. Lnnnn
lLJU i-uu U (

Fig. 16: Transform coding
a) Basic scheme of a transform coder
b) Basic functions for an 8-function Cosine transform. .

.0 ".
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The sampled speech signal vector x has to be transformed blockwise into the vector y
which in a very sophisticated manner now must be coded and transmitted. Within the re-
ceiver both operations are done in a reverse way to reproduce a signal as natural as
possible. To take a good block length we use again the same aspects which have already
been important at predictive coding. A block should not be much longer than the statio-
nary phase of a speech sound. For a normal articulation rate this would be about 30 ms.

The most important gain in transform coding results from the fact that it is possible to
quantize the spectral lines with quite different numbers of bits according to the var-
iance of these lines. To estimate the variances of the different spectral lines it is
necessary to get an averaged spectrum of the block to be coded. This can be done like
the scheme in Fig. 17. Fig. 17a shows an average long term spectrum of speech. A block
spectrum normally is quite different as Fig. 17b shows. For this short time spectrum now
an averaged spectrum is constructed whose lines can be interpolated to get a realistic
estimated spectrum as a basis for bit assignment within this block (Fig. 17c). This op- 0 "
eration has to be repeated for every block, For example in blocks with unvoiced speech
signals the normal averaged spectrum will rise to higher frequencies and so look quite
contrary to the spectrum in Fig. 17.

C) b) C) 0 0
Short time spectrum

Ig Y"

--N i -N
Spectral Estimated
estmate spectrum 0. .0

1 2 L
I-

Averaged Spectrum

A P -O

Fig. 17: Estimation of the basis spectrum of a speech block.
a) Long-term averaged speech spectrum
b) Actual block spectrum and averaged spectrum
c) Estimated basis spectrum of the block

The side information additionally necessary has to be transmitted over a special
channel. Of course it is also possible to make a much more sophisticated preanalysis of O .. O
the spectrum to minimize the number of spectral lines which really must be coded. Here
e.g. information about the periodicity can be included again.

4. ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS TELEPHONY

Fig. I has given a principal scheme how the speech signal is produced by the human vocal
apparatus. All the operations necessary can be done with digital signal processing too. - •
The e~xitation function is separated into an impulse and noise function. These produce
voiced or voiceless sounds. The three main resonance systems throat cavity, mouth cavity
and nose cavity are rather complex mechanical filter systems. There is no principal
problem to realize such filters with electronic means. Thus we can build an electronic
speech synthesizer but we need to compute the signals for controlling all the parameters
which are necessary to produce a naturally sounding and highly intelligible speech sig-
nal. These are the pitch frequency to control the pulse frequency of the impulse genera-
tor and information about the position of the voiced/unvoiced switch. The control param- _
eters for the articulation cavities can be taken together into a unified filter whose
transfer characteristic can be handled in a very flexible manner. The difficulty there-
fore is not to realize the synthesizer but to get good control parameters and to compute
them in real time. !hen we can construct an analysis-synthesis system for speech trans-
mission, a vocoder.

". 9
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Pre - Cor- Predictor Coeff p S

Lowposs d voiced /unvoiced

filter urivo,cejd

Synthiesizer .
.

________E rergy i

op

"-1 Fig. 18: Linear predictive coder LPC. "

These both generators are alternativley switched to the synthesizer filter by a voiced!
unvciced control signal. This excitation signal works like the error signal in an ADPCM-. -.
coder, but is a quite synthetic signal. The synthesizer filter is a recursive predictor

- filter whose transfer characteristic can be controlled like that shown in Fig. 10. Some .
resonances can be produced which modulate the flat spectral envelope of the excitation

--- signal's spectrum. So the resulting speech spectrum has the usual formants. The last -- "--
stage in synthesis makes an adaptive control of speech energy before the digital-to-ana-

-- log converter remakes the analog signal. I -0

[... The analyzer needs much more operations. The calculation of the predictor coefficients
:. .. is done as already described in chapter 2. The same is with pitch detection. The .-

definition of voiced/unvoiced signal must include very different parameters. So the
-- first correla- tion coefficients are as well included as the low pass filtered original.,

signal and the zero crossings of the original signal. All these parameters say something
-- about the spectral content. High low-pass energy means that more low frequencies are
S within the signal and the probability is high that there is a voiced sound. Otherwise a p -*
T_ high zero crossing rate can mean that the signal is of high-frequency content and could

be an unvoiced signal. At last the AMDF function is still used whose maximum to mini-
-L. mum ratio gives some hint or there is a voiced or unvoiced sound.

To realize such an LPC vocoder with a universal signal processor makes very fast digi-

tal technology necessary because every second some hundred thousand multiplications and
adds are necessary for the analysis part and the synthesis part. All these cal cucla-

* tions have to be done with at least 16 bit accuracy. A first model of such a vocode- is - 5
shwon in Fig. 19. It can transmit speech with a bit rat of 2400 b/s. a data rate that
can be transmitted over practically all today existing communication channels. Vocoders
are in military use for encrypting the digital bit stream. Analog speech signals cannot .
be encrypted, they only can be scrambled, a technique by which secure voice transmission -.
is not possible. Because the speech quality of surh LPC vocoders is quite good, they
will receive wide acceptance in the next years for cormercial and military use.

_J__9C C~.
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- .1
* 0:

* 0 0
Fig. 19: Hardware realization of an LPC vocoder terminal.

5. SPEECH OUTPUT SYSTEMS /13/

The LPC vocoder has shown that it is possible to produce high quality speech signals
with electronic means. Therefore vocoders became important not only for speech transmis-
sion but for speech output from computers and for voice messaging where speech signals
have to be stored and reproduced on demand. The most simple systems for speech output 0
are announcement systems. In the last years very flexible inquiry systems have been in-
troduced where people can get information via telephone, e.g. about railway or airline
departures. The speech signals which have to be produced in such a system can be based
on prestored words or sentences or the system can create quite new speech signals from
basic knowledge about speech production.
The first sort of speech output systems are half-synthetic /14/. Such systems consist of
the the blocks shown in Fig. 20.

7et input

Editing Speech output

system

Speech Speech Connecting s Speech,n~ analysis Wordmemory ruespeech / ot u

input synthesizer output

Fig. 20: Segment based half-synthetic speech output system.

The text which should be spoken has first to be analyzed. This is done not directly with
the speech analysis system but by a text analyzer. Words and phrases which should be
combined from the stored segments have to be identified and the combinatorial rules
which define the later necessary control of prosodic parameters muzt be fixed. Then the
vocabulary has to be spoken and analyzed on its LPC parameters. These parameters can be
stored and the quality of the speech might be directly tested by synthesizing the in-
tended speech signals. Especially the combinations have to be tested to verify the
naturalness of rhythm and melody in the final system. The speech synthesizer today is
always an LPC synthesizer. Former used channel vocoders or analog speech concatenators
cannot produce speech with a high quality.

The editing stage must not be connected directly to the system as in Fig. 20, but
sometimes it is practical if there is a possibility to change the vocabulary through the
user and so it would be necessary to integrate some new words into the system.

*"*0
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Such half-synthetic speech output systems are often used as public announcement sys-
tems or for special commercial announcement like airport information systems for air-
line pilots. The information can be transmitted via telephone or radio channels. Some-
times it is necessary to have simultaneously many output channels for many customers
with quite different announcements. Then a system like that in Fig. 21 can be helpful.
The speech segments are stored in a large data base and a multiplexer and control unit
with short-time memory composes the intended announcements for the special customer. The
customer itself can control the information he wishes through the telephone dial or use
speech input where possible. Half-synthetic systems of course have a limited vocabulary
which can only be changed with some effort. Therefore the ultimate speech output systems
will be a total synthetic text-to-speech system /15/.

-Synlhe$'ze'

5'- S .thsze

Fig. 21: Multiplex speech output. S 4

The basic structure of a text-to-speech system is shown in Fig. 22. The text input first
has to be segmented into its basic elements. This of course is very language depen-
dent. In German e.g. there are a large number of compound words. In English words are
only concatenated to build a composite unit. For English it could be satisfying to use a
large vocabulary with all the phonetic transcriptions of every word including informa-
tion about the prosodic parameters like stress or melody, in German this is not possible
because stress changes dependent from the word combinations. From this linguistic-phone- " .
tic processor we get out a precise description of the articulatory parameters. A human ... -

speaker knowing all these agreements should be able to speak the text perfectly even if
he would not know the language.

Linguistic Acoustic " .,-''

tic ~~~ Cotolp@:c
" ~~Processing transitions P....:0

Fig. 22: Principle of text-to-speech synthesis 9 0

The next stage in the processing knows all the rules for articulation which are impli-
citly known to the human speaker by a long term use of his articulatory apparatus.
This stage knowshow a sound changes if a transition from this sound to a next one has to
be made. With all this knowledge this stage calculates the parameters to control the
final speech synthesizer which is again an LPC synthesizer, controlled by pitch,
voiced/unvoiced and LPC coefficients. A text-to-speech system gives total freedom in
vocabulary. The most serious drawback is that it can only be used for one language. But
this is a common problem in speech output. In half-synthetic output systems it is pos-
sible to concatenate or store very flexibly different languages but it is not quite
easily possible to change this vocabulary. In the text-to-speech synthesis systems vo-
cabulary changes are easy but language changes are not possible if the system is not
multilingual by its construction /17/. Here much research work has still to be done to
develop a really well sounding mutlilingual system.

LO•-.
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6. FUTURE SYSTEM ASPECTS

Speech coding and transmission will in commercial telecommunication systems more and
more be integrated into speech recognition and synthesis systems. This enables not only
the normal man-to-man communication but also a flexible integration of data input and
output from EDP systems. A simplified version of Fig. 3, with emphasis on the telecommu-
nication and data processing aspect can make this more clear in Fig. 23. One very impor-
tant aspect of ideas for total voice systems must integrate transmission techniques.

LPC Channel LPC
- Codec T Codec

Recognition Synthesis

gi processor p~ocessor

EDP

Fig. 23: Speech processing and telecommunication.

Speech coding for transmission has prepared many of the important parameter and feature
processing techniques necessary to recognize and synthesize speech signals. Speech
coding will in the future too bring deeper knowledge about the important characteris-
tics of speech signals because human judgement about speech quality always is very crit- g.. ..
ical. Speech analysis and synthesis can learn from that.

Another important aspect is that speech coding techniques have prepared efficient dig-
ital processing systems working in real time. The same or slightly modified processors
can be used in recognition and synthesis of speech. So both techniques can learn and
profit from each other to promote the total voice system.

III AD

S -0
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TECHNIQUES FOR AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

Roger K. Moore

Royal Signals and Radar Establishment

St. Andrews Rd. Malvern
Worcestershire

U.K.

SUMMARY

This lecture is intended to provide a brief insight into some of the
algorithms that lie behind current automatic speech recognition systems. It
is noted that early phonetically based approaches were not particularly

successful, due mainly to a lack of appreciation of the problems involved.
These problems are summarised, and various recognition techniques are reviewed
in the context of the solutions that they provide. It is pointed out that the

majority of currently available speech recognition equipments employ a
'whole-word' pattern matching approach which, although relatively simple, has 6 S
proved to be particularly successful in its ability to recognise speech. It

is shown how the concept of 'time-normalisation' plays a central role in this
type of recognition process and a family of such algorithms is described in
detail. In particular, it is shown how the technique of 'dynamic time , -

warping' is not only capable of providing good performance for isolated word
recognition, but how it may also be extended to the recognition of connected

speech (thereby removing one of the most severe limitations of early speech -

recognition equipment). It is also demonstrated how word sequence information
can be used to increase the performance of both isolated and connected word
recognisers, Finally, a pair of techniques are presented which address the
specific problems faced by systems which are to be used by more than one
speaker, or in noisey environments. It is concluded that, although current
speech recognition algorithms are still relatively unsophisticated, they
nevertheless exhibit a level of performance which can be useful in a wide
range of well constrained task environments. .. .

INTRODUCTION

It is now thirty-one years since the first paper to describe a technique for
recognising spoken words was published [l]. Since that time, many different
techniques have been proposed, ranging from the ridiculously simple, to the
dreadfully complicated. In the early yea-.3, researchers typically followed a O
traditional pattern recognition approach, believing that speech was a highly
redundant signal containing a sequence of invariant information bearing

* elements called phonemes. The classical early speech recogniser thus took the
. "" form of a pre-processor, to selectively reduce the amount of data present, a
* .feature extractor, typically to identify formant peaks, a segmentor, to divide

the signal into phonemic segments, and a classifier, to recognise the
individual phonemes from their features (see figure 1). Discovering which
word was spoken was then simply a matter of looking up the sequence of P -*
recognised phonemes in a kind of dictionary.

EROESSOR EAREEXTRATOR ENTOR AIFIER result

Figure 1: Typical structure of an early automatic speech recogniser.

Schemes of this type abounded in the fifties and sixties but, for reasons
which should be apparent from Dr. Hunt's lecture on 'The Speech Signal', they

e _were all doomed to failure. .

The reasons why automatic speech recognition is not such a straightforward

endeavour as one might imagine may be summarised under four main problem areas:

First, the speech signal is normally continuous, that is to say, there are no

pauses between the words in a spoken sentence, nor are there any other
acoustic markers which identify where the word boundaries might be. For

"O example, figure 2 shows a speech spectrogram of the phrase "we were away a O
year ago"; the only pause in this sentence is the middle of the "g" in "ago"!

• " Consequently, techniques for recognising speech automatically must be somehow
able to spot words embedded within a surrounding sentence.
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Figure 2: Speech spectrogram of the phrase "we were away a year ago".

Second, speech signals are highly variable. Ont person's voice is quite
different to another's due to differences in age, sex or accent. Even for a
given speaker, his voice will be different on different occasions; sometimes
he will speak loudly, sometimes softly, sometimes a whisper, or he might speak
fast or slow, or he might even have a cold or be tense. All these factors,
and more, may affect a person's voice. In fact, even if a person tries very
hard, it is virtually impossible for him to say the same word in exactly the
same way on two different occasions. For example, figure 3 shows the word
"helicopter" spoken three times by the same speaker; note how the patterns are
similar, but not identical. Also, since speech is continuous, adjacent words
affect each other to the extent that their beginnings and ends can change

quite significantly. For example, the phrase "bread and butter", if spoken
quickly, may become "bread'n butter", or "breb'm butter" or even "bre'm
butter"t The problems of variablity can therefore be characterised as those
conditions which cause speech patterns which one would like to be the same to
in fact be quite different. Consequently, one requires techniques which are
capable of dealing with patterns which are similar, but not identical.

I !!# ' . .. .0

.. . ... + . ...........-

Figure 3; Three spectrograms of the word "helicopter".

The third problem area is ambiguity. This is characterised by those
conditions whereby patterns which one would like to be different, end up
looking the same. For example, there is no acoustic difference between "to",
"two" and " too". Similarly, "grey tape" sounds exactly the same as "great

* ape". The implication here is that one needs techniques which are able to
* decide on the identity of a particular word after first taking into account

the identities of the surrounding words.

The fourth problem area results from the fact that the speech signal is, of
course, a part of the Complex system of human language. Consequently, it is-
often the intention behind a message that is more important than the message

* itself. That is, one might want a system to correctly understand a message,
rather than recognise each individual word accurately. For example, the most
Useful answer to the question "Can you tell me the time?" is "10.15" not "Yes,
I can". Therefore, an advanced speech recogniser would be expected to
incorporate techniques which would enable it to use the meanings of words in
order to interpret what has been said.

This lecture is going to concentrate on techniques which have been found to be
particularly sueSs aful for tackling the first two problem areas, namely
continuity and variabilit . Techniques in the other areas are the subject of
current research, and have not yet found their way into commercial products.
The techniques which will be presented here have found practical Use, but they
too are the subject of continuing research. We are still a long way from
having all the answers to any of the problems described above.qn , s. ..
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ISOLATED WORD RECOGNITION

In order to make automatic speech recognition a practical reality, it is first ..
necessary to overcome the continuity problem. The technique for solving this
is very simple; tell the speaker that he must put artificial pauses between
his words, thereby sacrificing naturalness in favour of greatly simplifying
the recognition process. Since the positions of the words in such a sentence
can now be determined fairly easily, it is then just a question of recognising
each word individually. This technique became known as 'isolated word

recognition', and machines that use the technique are called 'isolated word
recognisers'. -

It has already been pointed out that the phonetic approach to speech
recognition is too difficult at present, hence most successful techniques for * "*0
isolated word recognition use the following principle to recognise the

individual words:- A word to be recognised is compared with a set of
pre-stored reference words (often called 'templates'), and whichever stored
word is found to be most similar to the unknown word determines the
recognition result. The scheme is referred to as 'whole word pattern
matching'. Figure 4 illustrates the idea; a pre-processor turns the speech
waveform into some other useful representation (such as a sequence of spectra, .

or LPC coefficients), a segmentor isolates each word by using the silences *
between them (a technique known as 'endpoint detection' [2]), and then a
comparison module compares the unknown words with each of the templates, and
outputs the results. Before, anyone can use such a recogniser, it first has
to be given the reference templates, and this process is known as 'training
the machine'. Each word is spoken in turn, passing through the pre-processor
and the segmentor in the same way as for recognition, and then the individual
reference word patterns are stored away inside the machine.

STORE OF

REFERENCE.
IIPATTERNS

train

-JP E P 0 CE S [SE MENOR 11 ()IMARITOR best match

Figure 4: Structure of a typical isolated word recogniser.

Such a machine will only work if the pattern for a word to be recognised is

sufficiently similar to the reference pattern for the same word inside the
machine. However, it has already been pointed out that the variability in
speech is such that this might not be the case. Hence to overcome a major
variability problem, the differences between speakers, it is usual for such
recognisers to be trained on a single speaker; the person who intends to use
the machine. For the same reasons, performance is best if the user trains the
machine immediately before he intends to use it. Such systems are referred to

as being 'speaker-dependent'.

The key to the success of this simple approach to speech recognition lies in - -

the comparison process. It should already be obvious that an absolute
comparison cannot be used, but that some sort of correlation process is

required. However, even this is not sufficient since, having eliminated

speaker variability by using only one speaker, the major outstanding source of

variability is that the same word is very rarely the same length on different
occasions. For example, in figure 3 it can be seen that the three versions of
the word "helicopter" all have different lengths. Consequently, the patterns
which need to be compared may be different sizes, and this is a problem for a

simple correlation technique. p

The solution, therefore, is to 'time-normalise' each word such that all words

have the same length. In practice, the timescale of a particular word is
treated as if it were made of rubber, and the pattern is stretched or

compressed to the standard length. In the simplest schemes this is done
uniformly along the length of the pattern such that if a word has to be

doubled in length, each part of the word is doubled. Hence this technique is

known as 'linear time-normalisation'.

Figure 5 illustrates the process on a pair of utterances of the word
"helicopter". The two original patterns are shown at right angles to each

other so that the two timescales can be compared. It is clear that the
vertical utterance is much longer than the horizontal one. The rectangle on
the right is prescribed by the lengths of the two words, and the diagonal line
is the linear time normalisation relationship between the two. The third
pattern is the result of stretching the horizontal one to the same length as
the vertical one. It can be seen that the two vertical patterns are more
similar than the two original patterns, hence the usefulness of the technique.
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normalisation has made the patterns the same length, it has still not made

them particularly similar to each other. By eye one can see that the patterns

have similar structures, and one can imagine that by distorting the timescale

of the horizontal utterance non-linearly, it could be made much more like the

vertical utterance. Figure 6 shows exactly this, the line in the rectangle is

no longer linear and the horizontal pattern is distorted accordingly. This

result was achieved by a person deciding which parts of the word required

lengthening and which parts needed shortening.

HI0 .... ...

Figure. 6: O i
omhs, he perfo e of a

reconise ma be raied

.'*5**....... .:'.516 . .- .... ,.......56 .. ,

.......................S

Ofcurs igur is Deemonstratin ohe non-linear tis-oraation.tmtcly

rths thanu is hanow (as inon-lne6)ad timi-nrestos an iathe canfbesee

cothat atby nmproving etecompariso ,process, rhe mance of olae-wr

distortions, that is, there are many possible lines across the rectangle
between the two timescales. However, rather than search all the possible

distortions in turn (potentially a very time consuming process) it is Possible
*to apply the mathematic technique of 'dynamic programming'. Figure 7 shows

the result of using dynamic programming on this particular pair of words.

IIIi

Note ho w similar the original vertical utterance is to the non-linearly
distorted version of the horizontal distance. Since dynamic programming is
guaranteed to find the best Possible distortion, this result is 'optimal non-
linear time normalisation'.

*II
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Figure 7: Optimal no..-linear time-normalisation using dynamic programming

Optimal non-linear time-norma1isation, or 'dynamic time warping' (DTW) as it
has become known, is still computationally quite expensive in comparison with

linear time-norualisation, but it is still the Most efficient way of getting
the required answer, and the result is guaranteed to be the best. Once the

* distortion has been made, then a distance between the two time-normalised
* patterns may be calculated as described earlier. The actual technique of DTW

will be described later in the lecture.

*To illustrate how the technique is Used in practice, figure 8 shows an example
4 ~Of isolated word recognition using dynamic time warping. In the example thereS

are three reference patterns, the digits "one", "two" and "three", shown
vertically. The horizontal utterance is the word to be recognised, actually a
"two". The unknown word is compared with the three reference patterns using

* the DTW technique, and the resulting three non-linear time distortions are
shown. Also shown are the numbers which are the distances between the unknown
and each of the reference patterns. The best match is determined by the
smallest distance (the highest similarity). Hence the unknown word is

4 recognised correctly as "two".

,.. ..

._t-7 . . ,-:. .

H ibJ& , : $i6ILIe
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. unknown word

: i ':"one."... -.

"two"

164 BEST MITCH

", 1 0 9

Figure 8: Isolated word recognition using dynamic time warping.

To interpret the non-linear distortions, it should be noted that when matching
two words which are the same, such as in figure 7 and the correct match in
figure 8, the distortions tend to be subtle non-linear variations on a linear t" .
theme. On the other hand, when two words are different, such as the two
incorrect matches in figure 8, the distortions tend to be grossly non-linear.
This is because it takes a very severe distortion of the timescales of two
different words to make them even remotely similar.

- .. -In practice it is possible to have more than one reference pattern per word.

This enables more variability in pronunciation to be captured and the
-- performance will be improved. Similarly, some training procedures involve 1 0

averaging different examples to obtain a suitable reference pattern. The Bell
laboratories 'robust' training procedure is a hybrid of the two, combining
averaging with a statistical clustering procedure [4].

Since the dynamic time warping technique is able to provide a far more
realistic compensation process than linear time-normalisation, the performance
of isolated word recognisers based on DTW is significantly better. Greater
variability (in length) can be accomodated, hence larger vocabularies are .
possible. Typically, for the ten digits, one could expect recognition
accuracies greater than 99% (remembering that we are still talking about -

- . speaker dependent isolated-word machines).

DYNAMIC TIME WARPING

As has already been stated, dynamic time warping is based around the
mathematical technique of dynamic programming (DP). This technique is a

sequential optimisation process whereby many local optimization decisions are
combined in order to find a globally optimal solution to a problem. The
process, as it applies to dynamic time warping, can be readily understood with

reference to a few diagrams.

Dynamic time warping is essentially a two-stage process. Figure 9 illustrates
the first stage. Two abstract speech patterns are shown, one vertically and
one horizontally. Each pattern has time frames consisting of three parameter

channels, the vertical pattern has four frames, the horizontal has five. The
matrix in the centre is known as the 'distance matrix' and it contains numbers
which correspond to the distances between each frame in one pattern and each
frame in the other pattern. For example, the number "20" in the top right

Shand corner indicates that the first frame of the vertical pattern is quite
different to the last frame of the horizontal pattern. Similarly, the "I" in
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row-2 column-2 indicates that the second frames of each pattern are very
similar. The distances are actually calculated by taking the sum of the
squares of the differences in each parameter channel for each pair of frames.

.. .. ........

1 E 7:ll11 ..111... .
" iijilliiiiiili 8191iilllIli

711610 'i0l "

Figure 9: Dynamic time warping: distance matrix.

The creation of the distance matrix is thus the first stage. The second stage
is to find a 'path' through the distance matrix from the top left hand corner- -

to the bottom right hand corner which has, along its length, the minimum sum
of distances. This path is the required non-linear relationship between the

*two timescales for these patterns. In other words, the basic function of
dynamic time warping is to find the least-cost distortion of two patterns in
order to make them look like each other.

The procedure for finding the best path out of all the possible paths is where
the dynamic programming comes in, and it Involves the successive application
of a 'local decision-function' to the distance matrix in order to construct a
'cumulative distance matrix'. Figure 10 illustrates the process.

121 8 1 1321'4 0

72 7 3 58 (d

13 14

Figure 10; a) Local decision function, b) partially filled cumulative
distance matrix, c) completed cumulative distance matrix, and d) decion

The local decision function is shown in figure 10(a). This is a three way
decision function which says that a path may arrive at any particular point
either vertically, diagonally or horizontally. So, for any point in the
cumulative distance matrix, the smallest cost of getting to that point is the
minimum of the costs of getting to the three previous points. However, it is
also necessary to take into account the cost of being at a particular point in-9 9
the first place, and that is the number in the corresponding place in the
distance matrix (figure 9).
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Figure 10(b) shows the cumulative distance matrix in the process of being
filled in. The "?" indicates the point being considered, and the three
previous points are highlighted. The cost of getting to the point is the

minimum of 19, 8 or 13, and the cost of being at that point is 11 (from the
distance matrix). Hence the number entered into the cumulative distance
matrix is 19 (8+11).

Figure 1O(c) shows the cumulative distance matrix completely filled in. The
number in the bottom right hand corner is highlighted because this is the

overall distance between the two patterns. This is the number which is shown
in figure 8; it is the sum of distances along the least-cost path through the
distance matrix. To find the path it is necessary to remember, at each point

in the calculation of the cumulative distance matrix, exactly which local
decisions were made (horizontal, vertical or diagonal). Figure 10(d) shows
all of these decisions, and it can be seen that they form a tree radiating
from the top left hand corner (this is where the calculation started). The
actual minimum cost path is obtained by tracing back along the local decisions
starting at the bottom right hand corner.

Referring back to the distance matrix, figure 9, the calculation shows that
the least-cost path takes the route 7+1+5+12+2, and it can be seen that no
other path has a sum lower than 27.

To summarise, the formulation for the distance between two speech patterns
obtained using dynamic time warping is based upon the following recursive
expression;

K
D(i,j) min [D(i-l,J) , D(i,j-l) , D(i-l,j-1)] + " T[V(i,k) - H(J,k)j

2

k=l

where leieI, and I is the number of frames in speech pattern V, ltjeJ, and
J is the number of frames in H, and K is the number of parameters per frame.

The overall distance between the two patterns V and P is D(I,J).

CONNECTED WORD RECOGNITION

The importance of DTW lies in two areas. First, recognition accuracy is much "

greater than with linear time-normalisation. Second, it has in fact provided
a rather neat solution to the continuity problem. It has turned out to be

possible to extend the technique from isolated to connected words using a

relatively simple modification to the algorithm. Conceptually, the
modification can be understood as follows:- In the isolated word situation,
DTW is able to find all the non-linear temporal relationships (paths) between
the unknown pattern and the reference patterns. Figure 8 shows three paths:

the best path (for the correct match) and two sub-optimal paths. The best

path explains the relationship between the unknown word and one of the
reference patterns. To recognise an unknown sequence of connected words,
therefore, it would be necessary to find a path which explains the
relationship between the unknown phrase and a sequence of reference patterns.
In practice this proves to be fairly easy, it is merely necessary to allow
paths to jump from reference pattern to reference pattern whilst computing the
dynamic time warping. The trajectory of the best path then determines the * .
recognition result.

Figure 11 illustrates this technique quite clearly. The reference patterns
are the same words as in figure 8, but this time the unknown pattern consists
of a sequence of words (actually "11213"). The best path, determined by DTW,

is shown, and it can be seen to be jumping around from reference pattern to
reference pattern. The trajectory reveals that the phrase is recognised

* correctly as "11213". 5 5

There are a number of variations on this particular technique [5,6], but the

- very simple, yet very effective, implementation described here is attributed
to John Bridle [7].

The technique represents a new and exciting development in automatic speech
recognition since the restriction of using isolated words may be removed. As

5 a consequence there are now a number of connected word recognisers available f...
commercially, and as a group they are the most advanced machines around.

The potential for more natural communication with machines is obviously higher
with connected word recognisers, but it is worth remembering that they are

also speaker dependent, and perhaps more importantly, they do not take into
account the variations which may occur at word boundaries, as described
earlier. This is because the technique assumes that a connected phrase

• • consists of a sequence of isolated words with little modification, hence such 5.
machines will not be able to recognise the "and" in "brem butter".
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Figure llz Connected word recognition.

*Therefore, in order to achieve good recognition accuracy for connected speech,
* it i3 necessary to ask the operator to speak as clearly as Possible, and not

to run his words together too much. It is also common to train such a machineS A
un reference words which are spoken fairly abruptly (as in figure 11), since
Otherwise there may be length differences which are too great for the DTV to
handle. Another scheme is to train on word sequences in order to include word

*boundary modifications in the reference patterns (8]. This is usually a
bootstrapping procedure whereby the connected word recognition algorithm
itself is Used to extract reference patterns from a carrier phrase using, in
the first instance, normal isolated references. This technique is known as
'embedded training'. Some other schemes use the same extraction principle,
but train on each Possible word pair sequence.

Of course a connected word recogni3er may be Used to recognise isolated words,
and the performance is Just the same as a Tn based isolated word recogniser.

* SYNTAX

tA limiting factor on the performance of both isolated and connected word

recognisers is the size of the vocabulary thy use. In general, the more
words there are in the vocabulary the worse the performance will be (due to

variability). Consequently a popular technique for maintaining high
performance with large vocabularies is to exploit the fact that in most tasks
not every word can follow every other word. In other words, a syntax (a
grammar) may be Used to limit the alternative words to be considered by a
recogniser at each point in a sentence. For example, in a sentence such as
"hello victor tango two this is the active vocabulary in a recogniser

may be cut down to just the military alphabet in order to recognise the next
word.

There are a number of ways of specifying a syntax, but the most popular is in
the form of a state transition diagram. Figure 12 illustrates a syntax for a
voice controlled calculator. It can be seen that the diagram describes

sentences such as "what is two plus four compute" and "9put nine times alpha
into beta compute". The overall vocabulary size is 23, but the maximum number
of words that need to be Considered at any point is 14, and in some places
only one word is allowed. The average number of legal words Is 8 and this is
known as the 'branching factor' of the syntax, the lower the branching factor

the higher the performance.

"helovito tng tw tisis... th atie ocbuaryina9e. nse
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0-9 0-9
compute

what ABCD ABCD -

oput_ 09 0- to compute

putDo 
- ABC 0-

ABCD ABCD into

Figure 12: Syntax for a voice controlled calculator.

The implementation of syntax is very easy for isolated word recognisers; most
machines have facilities for specifying which reference patterns are to be

considered during a recognition match. For connected word recognisers the DTW
process may be modified on the basis of a state transition diagram to only S
allow the path to jump between reference patterns if such a jump is legal in
the syntax. Hence, the syntax can be made an integral part of the
optimisation process and connected word recognisers with this facility are
able to find the best syntactically valid interpretation of a connected
utterance.

The only problem using syntax with a speech recogniser is that the user has to
remember the allowable sequences of words. If he says a word which is
syntactically illegal, then the recogniser may be forced to misrecognise it,
even if the word is in the overall vocabulary.

MULTIPLE SPEAKERS

It has been pointed out several times that all of the techniques presented so 9 -9
far are speaker dependent, due primarily to the use of speaker-specific
reference patterns. In general, performance for a person using somebody
else's reference patterns is pretty poor, the exact level of performance being
dependent on the similarity between the two people's voices. Of course
speaker dependent systems may be used by any number of users, as long as they
each train the machine first. If they do this each time they use it, then
they will get better performance than if they do it once and recall those
reference patterns on later occasions. However, if the vocabulary is large, 9 -9
the training may be too tedious to do more than once.

Neither of tnese techniques is suitable for the situation where the users are
unknown and thus will not have trained the machine at all (such as a person
making an enquiry over a telephone). In this instance the most successful
technique has been based on selecting representative reference patterns from a
range of speakers sufficiently wide to cover the pronunciation differences of
the expected users [9]. It has been found, using the robust training ._
technique on data from fifty male and fifty female speakers, that between 6

and 12 reference patterns per word gives good performance over a wide range of
unknown speakers. Of course there is a limit to how far this procedure can be
applied. Eventually, with a large cross-section of accents, problems of

ambiguity arise because the pronunciations of different words begin to
overlap. Nevertheless, if the accent variations in an expected user
population are relatively small, then the technique can be quite useful.*e •

NOISE

In most environments noise is always present, and this is another source of
variability when it comes to recognising speech. The effects of noise on a
recogniser are threefold, first, the segmentor may make errors in determining

when speech is present, second, noisey speech is more likely to be _
misrecognised, and third, the speaker may change his vocal characteristics
because of the noisey environment.

There are a number of techniques which can be used to combat the effects of

noise, but first it is worth pointing out that, whatever the situation, higher
performance is almost always obtained if training is done in the environment
in which a machine is going to be used. This is particulary true in a noisey
environment. 9. ,
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Obviously a noise cancelling microphone helps considerably to overcome
background noise, since a less noisey speech signal then reaches the
recogniser. It is also possible to use a separate piece of noise cancelling

equipment between the microphone and the recogniser. Alternatively, noise
compensation may be integrated directly into the recognition algorithm itself
(10). In particular, the frame to frame comparison process in the DTW may be
modified to take into account an estimate of the effects that the noise has on
the individual parameters in the frames, hence recognition proceeds by

actively ignoring data which is known to be noisey.

If the noise is impulsive, rather than continuous, then it is sometimes

possible to train the recogniser on these sounds, and then allow it to
recognise them as they occur. This technique has been found to be
particularly successful in coping with breathing noisest.

CONCLUSION

This lecture has provided a brief overview of a number of techniques which are
central to the operation and application of practical automatic speech
r,'ognition equipment. Many of the algorithms are relatively simple in

concept, and very few of the many problems facing automatic speech recognisers 3
have been satisfactorily solved. Nevertheless, the techniques are such that
machines are now available which display a level of performance which is
suitable for many limited applications [11).
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Summary
This talk is concerned ,vith the differences between speakers. The
range of ways in which speakers differ is surveyed, with distinctions
being drawn on the one hand between physiological and .usage
differences and on the other hand between those differences stem-
ming from the larynx and those stemming from the vocal tract.
Methods of dealing with speaker differences in speaker-
independent and speaker-adaptive speech recognition systems are
discussed. This is followed by a discussion of the exploitation of
speaker differences in speaker recognition systems. The latter dis-
cussion is divided into a consideration of speaker verification, in
which a speaker is trying to prove his identity, and speaker p
identification, in which the identity of an unknown speaker has to
be discovered and the speaker cannot be expected to cooperate in
producing a predetermined phrase. The talk is concluded by a
summary of the present state of the art in dealing with speaker
differences together with some guesses about the prospects for
practical systems in the near future.

Introduction

This session is concerned with the differences between the speech of speakers of the
same language. I want to look at what sort of differences there might be, and how
those differences might be useful in some tasks where the aim is to determine the
identity of the speaker, and a nuisance in others where the aim is automatic recogni- 1 0
tion of what is being said irrespective of who is saying it.

* What sort of differences are there?
* .One way in which speakers differ is in the choice of the words and expressions they

use. Humans probably make use of such information in recognizing each other, but I
see little possibility of any automatic system having that capability in the near future,
so I propose to leave this kind of speaker difference out of the discussion.
To consider how differences in voices can arise, it is useful to go back to the
source/filter model of speech production that I talked about in the earlier session.

- You may remember that the production of voiced speech can be quite accurately
modeled as an acoustic source, the larynx, feeding into a linear filter, the vocal tract.
Both the source and filter contain speaker-dependent characteristics, these charac-
teristics depending in both cases partly on physiology and partly on usage. p
Eyoit sitinn Tniff'prnp

The larynx varies in size between individuals; in particular, a man's larynx is much
larger than a woman's and consequently average values of adult male fundamental fre-

quency (around 100Hz) are much lower than corresponding values for adult females
(around 200Hz).

* Fundamental frequency is also to some extent under the control of the speaker.
Differences in speakers' use of fundamental frequency seem to be to be describable in
two ways: we can describe them in an absolute sense, for example by measuring the
variance of fundamental frequency about its mean value, or we can describe them
with reference to the associated sentence structure by noting such phenomena as a
tendency for fundamental frequency to rise or fall at the occurrence of a particular
syntactic feature in a sentence. I suspect that the latter kind of description is much

*-O .more important in distinguishing speakers, and the former much less important, than p. .
we normally imagine. Evidence for this contention comes from some work in language
discrimination carried out by Maidment [1]. He had a group of subjects listen to the
fundamental frequency patterns of sentences taken from conversations some of which
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were in English and some in French. The signal was taken electrically directly from the
larynx, and the vocal tract had essentially no influence on it. French and English into-
nation patterns normally sound quite different, yet in trying to identify which
language they were hearing from these intonation patterns with their usual accompan-
iment of vocal-tract information removed most subjects performed rather poorly
(average 63% correct, against a chance level of 50%). *
The details of the action of the vocal cords within each excitatory cycle also vary
between speakers, and are the major factor in what is known as voice quality [2].
Among others, the adjectives breathy, harsh and creaky are used to describe lar-
yngeally determined voice qualities. We know relatively little about what causes
different voice qualities, or even how to classify them, but it seems probable that, like
fundamental frequency, voice quality is partly physiologically determined and partlyunder the control of the speaker. It is likely that in good acoustic conditions listeners "use voice quality information to identify speakers, but it tends to get lost when the

speech is distorted as it is by being transmitted over a telephone link for example.
Vnna] Trart. ]ifT r r _, .]

As far as speech production is concerned, the most obvious and probably most impor- . ""--

tant physiological difference between vocal tracts is in their length. In particular, " "
women tend to have vocal tracts about 15% shorter than men, and adult female vocal
tract resonances are consequently about 15% higher in frequency than corresponding
male resonances. Whether length differences result in a simple linear scaling of fre-
quencies is still questioned, but linear scaling does seem to be a reasonable first
approximation.
There are certainly other physiological differences in vocal tracts - differences in
absorption in tract walls, for example, which would affect resonance bandwidths - but
for the most part their effects on speech have not been extensively studied. 0
Differences in vocal tract usage are of many different kinds. They range from an
idiosyncratic pronunciation of a single word by a single individual to a tendency for a
whole dialect group to use a particular vocal tract setting in a number of speech
sounds. As an example of the second extreme, many speakers from the Birmingham
area of England tend to have the back of the tongue slightly raised throughout much
of their speech. ' -. 0
Between these two extremes there can be differences in how a particular phoneme is
realised. Sometimes, the differences can affect a whole sequence of phonemes. For
example, in the speech of many speakers of "standard" European French there are
three riasalized vowel phonemes that occur in the words bon, banc, barn; in the speech
of many French Canadians bon is pronounced like standard French banc, banc like
bain, and LLin is pronounced with a nasalized diphthong not occurring in standard
French. Sometimes, phonemes can show context-dependent differences: to take 0
another French Canadian example, the /i/ phoneme occurring in mite is pronounced
by many French Canadians rather like the English vowel in bit, but only when it is fol-
lowed by a consonant, otherwise it has the tenser, standard French form.
Finally, a particular speaker or group of speakers can have a different system of
phonemes from the other speakers of the language: the northern English dialect that I
grew up speaking, for example, has only one phoneme for the vowels that occur in luck
and look or putt and put, so the pairs of words sound identical, wi~ereas standard Brit- - -
ish English has two phonemes and the pairs of words are distinguish .ble by their
pronunciations.
At this point, I would like to say that I am now going to look at how these various kinds
of differences are systematically handled and exploited in automatic speech and
speaker recognition systems; but our understanding in this area is not yet that
advanced. Speaker variations are dealt with instead by a set of pragmatic approaches,
and the most I can suggest is that in considering these approaches one should keep
the various sources of variation in mind.

Speaker differences in speech recognition

Differences between speakers pose a major problem for developers of speech recogni-
tion devices intended for use by more than one person. Contributors at the first NATO
Advanced Study Institute on Spoken Language Generation and Understanding held at. . -

Bonas, France in 1979 were asked to identify the major outstanding problem in speech
recognition. Without exception they named the need for speaker independence. In the
same year panel members at the IEEE Workshop on Speech Recognition held in Pitts-
burgh were asked the same question and gave the same unanimous reply. Today, four
years later, there are still very few speech recognition devices available that work reli-
ably for anyone other than the person who provided the training material.

The importance of a capacity to accept input from more than one speaker depends, of
course, on the application. In a central system being accessed briefly by a large
number of military or civilian users speaker independence is essential. On Lhe other
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hand, it is not particularly important for a device that is to be used for a long period
by one person, particularly if the vocabulary is small so that total retraining is not a
lengthy process. Pilots could, for example, carry a cassette recording with them that
would allow them to retrain a system to their own voice before a flight without having
to speak the training material each time. Even in this case, however, research on
speaker independence may well prove relevant, because it is likely that in learning
how to make a system tolerant to variations between speakers we will also learn how
to make them tolerant to changes occurring in the same speaker caused, for example,
by high accelerations or by high levels of psychological stress.
Before I go on, I should point out the speciousness of a claim that is sometimes made
for speaker-dependent devices, namely that they provide a measure of security ."
against unauthorized use. A speaker-dependent device simply makes more recognition
errors when used by a speaker who did not train it. A level of accuracy that was unac

*. ceptably low for the legitimate user could be perfectly acceptable for a determined
unauthorized user. To claim speaker dependence as an advantage seems rather like
saying that small, cramped cars have the advantage of being unlikely to be stolen by
tall thieves.
Hnw can npeskpr indpnr-nrP he rhieved 9

Human carry out speaker-independent speech recognition all the time. When a
stranger starts to speak we usually understand him immediately. If he speaks with an

S-'unfamiliar accent and if what he says is not highly predictable from the situation, our
recognition is error-prone, but it still enormously better than most artificial recogniz
ers can manage. It may be helpful, then, to ask ourselves how humans manage the
task. There seem to me to be three mechanisms that may be involved: a listener may
derive acoustic/phonetic features from the speech that are invariant across speakers;
he may accept a set of alternative production forms; or he may deduce some general
characteristics of the speech he is hearing and use them to adapt his recognition -
process.There is some dispute about the relative importance of the first and last pos-
sibilities [3,4], but it seems likely that all three mechanisms are involved to some
degree. The fact that we do a fairly good job of understanding a new speaker immedi-
ately suggests that our analysis of the speech signal is good at extracting speaker-
independent cues. There is no doubt, however, that our comprehension of a new
speaker, particularly one speaking an unfamiliar dialect, does get better after we have
heard a fe-w sentences from him and thus had a chance to adapt to his voice. Finally,

- "we must store alternative forms of at least some words in order to handle a case like
the word either, which has two distinct pronunciations, and the pronunciation that a
particular speaker will choose is not predictable from the rest of his speech. As we
shall see, automatic speech recognition systems have incorporated all three of these
mechanisms to varying extents.
1SpepiPr-invariant arpnn. tir reprePntatinn.

The search for invariants has been carried out in two ways. The first is to assume that
the acoustic representation generated by the human ear is one which minimizes
speaker differences, and a representation that faithfully copies the ear should conse-
quently provide a degree of speaker independence. Some workers [5,6] have reported
evidence tending to confirm this assumption, and at least one connected speech
recognition system has achieved speaker independence by carefully modeling neural L
behavior in the ear together with details of the phonetic ciaracteristics of the
language used (the only published account I can find of this work [7] deals with an ear-
lier, isolated-word system).
Alternatively, features in the speech signal that are invariant across speakers can be
sought by statistical methods. The simplest form of this approach is to apply suitably
chosen weights to the features used in the comparison of the speech to be recognized

* Q with the reference forms. Each weight would depend inversely on the measured inter- I __
speaker variability of the corresponding feature. Thus, if the ends of words were
found to vary more across speakers than the beginnings and middles they would be
given less weight in the comparison process. The same applies to regions of the spec-
trum: My experience [81, for instance, has been that when comparing power sn."ctra
across speakers for equivalent speech sounds the energy profile in the first 30k, 1-z is
much more variable than the rest of the spectrum (presumably because of dilfering
fundamental frequencies), and it therefore helps considerably to reduce the weight . .
given to this portion of the spectrum in the matching process. I believe that the Ver-
bex (formerly Dialog) speech recognition system [9], whose use by the State of Illinois
civil service constituted the first large-scale application of a speaker independent sys-
tem, used variability weighting as a function boLh of frequency and position within the
word. A more sophisticated approach [10] takes linear combinations of features to
derive speaker-independent linear discriminant functions.

• .
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Altprnutmivt' rnfprpnoe fnrm
Turning to the use of discrete, alternative forms, we have to draw a distinction
between two kinds of speech recognition systems. In the first kind, which I will call

non-segmenting systems the basic reference forms are whole-word templates
represented as a sequence of vectors describing the power spectrum and spaced regu
larly apart in time, typically every ten milliseconds. In the second kind, words are
broken down into a sequence of phonetically classified segments of variable duration.
In these segmenting systems, it is the segments corresponding very loosely to
phonemes in some cases - rather than words that form the set of basic reference
units. Although, for what seem to me to be good reasons, the trend in practical recog
nizers is strongly towards word-based systems, the segmenting approach is undeniably
more efficient at representing alternative forms of words when the difference is local
ized in one part of the word as it is in the first syllable of my either example. This is 0 "
because it is relatively easy for the system developer to represent variable portions of
words by constructing branching networks from the segmental reference units. Such a
network representation was used, for example, in the Harpy system [1 ] developed as
part of the ARPA Speech Understanding Project. It has been suggested [121 that
branching within words could be incorporated into non segmenting systern , and at
least one group has described experiments in constructing such templates 1131. The -

task is much less straightforward than in the segmenting case, however. 0 0
In practice, the only way that non-segmenting systems have allowed for alternative
forms is by having separate whole-word templates for each variant. The multiple tem.
plates for each word are usually created by taking examples of the word from a hun
dred or more speakers and averaging together groups of examples that are found to
be similar. The Verbex system mentioned earlier used, I believe, three such templates
per word. Recognition systems have been demonstrated at Bell Labs [141 that rely
exclusively on multiple templates to obtain successful speaker-independent perfor -01

mance. Typically, six variants are used for each word when the speaker population
forms a homogeneous dialect group.
It has sometimes been claimed that multiple templates represent by themselves a
satisfactory solution to the problem of speaker differences in speech recognition.
While the succes3 of the approach is very impressive, I do not believe that they consti-
tute the entir, solution for the following reasons. First, the use of n templates for . -*
each word means n Limes more storage and n times more computation, so practical
considerations dictate that n should be as small as possible. Second, the classic work
of Peterson and Barney [15] showed that a sound (specified in terms of the first two
formant frequencies) that would represent one vowel phoneme when produced by one
speaker could represent a different vowel phoneme when produced by another
speaker. These repeatedly confirmed results suggest to me that in automatic systems
in which speaker differences are handled exclusively by multiple templates, the distri " '0
buLions in acoustic space of templates representing different words will inevitably
start to overlap as we move to larger vocabularies. If the system makes no empt to
learn something of the characteristics of the current speaker, it will have no way of . .
making reliable recognition decisions in the overlapping regions. Finally, while some
differences in the pronunciation of a particular word are definitely discrete othersa reet, others-
such as those resulting from differences in vocal tract length arc cont inuous in
nature. To try to represent a continuous range of variation by a few discrete2 points . ..0
seems, to say the least, inelegant,

- Speaker adapt at in

The potential effectiveriess of the third approach to obtajinirig speaker iridc'p,_ridence,
namely adaptation to the current speaker, depends very much on the intended appli
cation. The process inevitably takes tinic, and if it is to te worthwh'lI. (e;' h new
speaker must. continuousiy use a system for a period several i ltn(,s Inor f han the S
time needed for useful adaptation. On the other hand. if the expeced pir-iod iof use is
quite long and the vocabulary quit; small, the time overhiead in tiavi ti cue h tnw iser
re enter the cormplete vocabulary may not seem unreasonable, aid it %%ill [ ,,. ccer
tainiy lead to better performance than the more sophisticat'd ad apt a i'o r i('n

Adaptation material can be collected by having the new speaker uttr ci 'ieter
mined phrase before he starts to use f'ic system, or it, ian be igathred ,m /,,,, in the
initial portion of the speaker's use of the systerm. On line adaptatin lo n i.h less - .
obtrusive, but its ilse depends on the system being icOu t teit' aI (',0) 1d U re!
of recognition pr'rforrnarice before any adaptitio has t.k ii, pll'c, \l<r? ( , Julu'5s
careful verifi,"tlon is carried oit to ensure thaI' ealr! % ript l i:-: t ' itl t'!.,'c J,.
rVecogriz(d. I herU is a darger t hat he s tTl niitIii t" (1 (tr lat ilt' , rl I for
mat iori frortii ric ur.ret re(arc.nried trith' ri, al Ii iliss teas ii

Turnirg to how ,idiptiot i n he a.'h'veid. it seer Ins tr ' ta n 11 i ' . H ' It 9. "
arc' a rt x-n iidvarilagc oee uig . st' ls lke //bIrp . l lil, (,(J ( - '

sol d t rit pla es i.'ii rl' iic' rlt upn l,:tl( their *.O e Ic)'t .<( t )' h ift- it ' t i ,

user lit t cr al -'lit bl t y chons'tl phri s' or ! r lr g I 't s:') Ir I]s Irl It ' r, r ,

Furii has shown 117J that by tiak;rlg ,'woi lt i)f Ic c)r't( ; ti ,i t " : ,n
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differences in different speech sounds it is possible to begin to update speech sound
templates before an exarple of that speech sound has been given.

In word-based systems one way of achieving on-line adaptation if the vocabulary is
small is to update the template for each word as it occurs in the input. The updating
can consist of a direct replacement of the old template by the newly received example ..... -

or of an averaging together of the old template and the new example. The Verbex sys- S
tem mentioned earlier incorporated this kind of adaptation.

A second way in which word-based systems can adapt is to assume that the differences
between corresponding speech sounds for two speakers are substantially the same.
That is, the difference between one speaker's /i/ phoneme and another speaker's /i/
phoneme is assumed to be similar to the difference in the productions of their /e/
phonemes, for example. Such an assumption is likely to be valid for excitation
differences and for differences resulting from physiological characteristics of their "
vocal tracts, such as their lengths, but it will not in general be true for differences in
usage of their vocal tracts. In so far as the assumption is valid, speaker differences
can be determined by time-aligning corresponding words from the two speakers so
that the aligned power-spectrum vectors correspond to equivalent speech sounds.
Any consistent differences across pairs of aligned vectors can then be used to con-
struct a speaker-adapting spectral transformation. In some digit recognition experi-
ments I carried out [18] the use of transformations derived in this way reduced the
average recognition error rate by a factor of two after just three digits had been
input.

To conclude this section, it seems likely to me that future successful large-vocabulary
speaker-independent systems are likely to include an attempt at a speaker-invariant
acoustic representation together with multiple versions of at least some words and a
capacity for speaker adaptation. The three approaches are not competitors: on the S
contrary, they are likely to be more effective when they operate in concert.

Speaker Recognition
Speaker recognition is the positive side of speaker differences. I mean the heading to
cover two quite distinct classes of problem: speaker verification, in which characteris-
tics of a speaker's voice are used to verify that he is who he claims to be; and speaker
identification, in which there is an attempt to determine whether some speech to be
identified could have been generated by one of the speakers known to the

investigators. I want to confine the discussion here to automatic methods, and so
leave out of account the use of human listeners, with or without the use of spectro-
grams, sometimes misleadingly referred to as voiceprints.

Despite a fair amount of experimental effort on the two problems, there have been
remarkably few practical implementations of speaker verification, and - as far as I can
tell - no practical use of automatic speaker identification up to now.

5Speakt-r Verifirat inn

Speaker verification has potential applications in the control of physical access to
secure areas and in the control of remote access to sensitive information, such as an
ability to confine access to personal bank account information to the account holder.
I think that the remote access applications are more interesting because there are
few fully automatic alternatives.
Verification is set apart from speaker identification partly by the fact that the com-

parison process is essentially one-to-one rather than many-to-one. A much more
important difference, though, is that the speaker is cooperative and can therefore be
induced to utter a particular phrase. This utterance can then be compared with a ver-
sion of the same phrase known to have been produced by the person that the current
speaker is claiming to be. In this way, equivalent speech sounds in identical contexts .
can be compared.

Speaker verification systems have been tested with some success over.telephone links
[19,20,21 ], generally with some attempt at reducing sensitivity to linear distortions.

Although the ability to use text-dependent methods makes verification generally
easier than identification, the reliability demanded of a verification system may be
much higher. Identification used in the early stages of a police investigation to help" - ~reduce a long list of suspects to a shorter list can be tolerant of occasional errors, P--

whereas in a verification system controlling access to a sensitive site a single error
could be very damaging. Moreover, verification systems are more prone to attack by
deliberate imposters. If the same phrase is always used, an imposter could potentially

become proficient at mimicking another speaker's production of the phrase. Alterna-
tively, if he could procure a recording of the other speaker uttering the test phrase,
he could fool the system simply by playing the recording. It was presumably for these
reasons that in the speaker verification system controlling access to a Texas Instru- p _

ments' computer room [22] the system permuted the words of the original reference
utterance and demanded an unpredictable phrase each time an individual presented
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himself.
S ipakpr Tdentiflcatinn

Interest in automatic speaker identification comes from the police, security and intel
ligence organizations, and also from accident investigators trying to determine, for
example, who said what just before a plane crash.

Automatic speaker identification is faced with two problems that combine to make the S
task particularly difficult. The first is the lack of control over what the speaker says.
The second is that in almost every practical application the signal from which the

speaker is to be recognized telephone call, intercepted military radio tran.-mission,
or aircraft cockpit recording - must be expected to have suffered a significant degree
of distortion.
Let us look first at. the implications of lack of control over the text. As we have seen, ""O
the great strength of speaker verification is that by controlling the text it is able to
compare equivalent speech sounds in equivalent contexts. Automatic speaker
identification clearly cannot do this, and I see little hope in the foreseeable future of
an automatic system being able to spot instances of a particular speech sound in a
speaker-independent manner and on transmission-degraded speech with a useful
degree of reliability. Even if a system could be made to spot target sounds most of the
time, the occasional misses and false alarms that would inevitably occur would seri-
ously bias the data being gathered.
Given these limitations, almost all attempts at automatic speaker identification have
worked by seeking to produce a statistical description of the speech typically in

terms of the properties of power spectra computed every centisecond - without any
regard to what is being said. Thus, much of what constitutes the difference between
two speakers will be blurred over - if a speaker pronounces luck like took the system
will hardly notice. It seems rather like taking a handwritten text and cutting each line I.
into a set of thin vertical slices, each slice a few times thinner than the average letter,
and then trying to determine the identity of the writer from the staitistical properties
of an assorted heap of the slices. The surprising thing is that on undistorted speech . ' -

such a method works quite well.

The traditional way of producing the statistical description [23] starts by computing a
set of statistical parameters - means, variances, etc. - of short-term signal properties
- filter-bank channel energies, linear predictor coefficients, etc. The differences are 48

noted in these parameters between speakers compared with their variation between
speech samples taken from the same speaker. This provides a primary measure of
the usefulness of a parameter in speaker identification. However, such parameters
rarely turn out to be statistically independent of each other, so their correlations also
have to be taken into account. Given this information, and making certain assump-
tions about the statistical distributions of the parameters, a linear transformation of
the parameters derived from each sample can be computed. Provided the assump-
Lions hold, the transformation provides optimum discrimination between the sample .

sets belonging to the different speakers. The distances in the transformed parameter
space are known as Mahalanobs distarnces, and the process forms part of what is
known as linear discriminant analysis.

Recently, a couple of experiments have been described that step outside the LradiI
tional framework. In the first [24], the distribution of short term signal features (in -

this ease, linear prediction log area ratios) in the speech to be identified is compared
non parametrically with the distributions generated by known speakers. In the second
1251, the speech of each of the known speakers is modeled by a Markov chain, and the
probability that. a known speaker could have generated the unknown speech is
estimated from the degree to which the speaker's Markov model fits the speech data.
It will be interesting to see if either of these approaches leads to practici!y useful
systems.
I would like to )ok now at the second serious problem encountered in auitomatic
speaker identification, that of transmission degradations. R esearehers have tried to
find features in the speech signal that have some resistance to these degradations.
Perhaps the most resistant of all such features is fundamental frequency. the ten
dency of the waveform in voiced speech to repeat itself periodically. The repeti lion
rate is clearly unaffected by linear or non linear distortions, and it should remain
observable in the presence of moderat.e amounts of steady noise. As one would expect,
then, appropriately chosen algorithms can derive reliable statistics of fini'linenLal
frequency even from heavily distorted speech ice a it rtiC systens cMIci deter

mine the syntactic structure of the speech samples they are given, the stilh.; ics they
derive are necessarily of the absolute kind as described in the first sectho I ,iruji d
there that such statistics are not likely to be rich in speaker eharaeterizin i ,fo rT1a
Lion, and it is indeed found to be the case Lhat they are riot very c(ffeclive i speiker ** 9
identification, particularly with the short samples of speech that on, mist -peet to
work with in practical applications. Moreover, fundarrerital frequency nis r ly the

most mood sensitive feature of the speech signal, aid ]n iany sitjit ia;is here
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speaker identification could be useful the speaker would be unlikely to be in a normal,

* calm state.

Measures of the behavior of the power spectrum ought to be less mood-sensitive. The 2
power spectrum is also richer in information than fundamental frequency is. The
drawback, however, is that most properties of the power spectrum are very sensitive
to transmission distortions: there is no point n trying to characterize a speaker by his
long-term spectral average, for example, if that spectrum is going to be drastically .
and unpredictably modified by the transmission process.

Spectrum-shaping linear distortion manifests itself as a set of frequency dependent
additive constants in the log power spectrum. For this reason, measures of the varia-
bility of the short-term log power spectrum about its mean have been proposed as
robust speaker-characterizing features in the presence of linear distortion [26]. These
measures do not, however, have any special resistance to noise or to non-linear distor- . ""
tions, and I know of no speaker identification experiments in which they have been
successfully used on speech obtained from real as opposed to simulated - telephone
links including carbon microphones (which cause non-linear distortions). My own
experience using real telephone speech [271 has been that such measures are some-
what better than measures of the long term spectral average, though somewhat worse
than statistics of energy peaks in the spectrum. Even the results with energy peaks,
though, did not approach a practically useful level of performance.

It seems as though we can have successful text-independent speaker identification on
undistorted material, and speaker verification results show us that we could probably
have successful text-dependent speaker identification on transmission-distorted
material; but effective text-independent speaker identification on transmission-
distorted material seems so far to be beyond our grasp. I note that in West Germany
dynamic microphones are now being used in public telephones, and I wonder whether
a trend towards the elimination of carbon microphones and the increasing use of digi- -
tal transmission might not mean that the troublesome distortions will be substantially
eliminated before workers in speaker identification learn how to cope with them.

A summar7 of the state of the art P .

I would like to conclude by summarizing the state of the art in dealing with speaker
differences.

Several speaker-independent and/or speaker-adaptive speech recognition systems
have been successfully demonstrated, and a few commercial systems have been sold.
In the next few years we should see commercial recognition systems with multi-
speaker capability becoming increasingly common. There will, however, always be a •

proportion of the population who cannot use a particular system, either because of
personal peculiarities in their voices or because they speak a form of the language too
far removed from the forms on which the system was trained. Equally, I believe that it
will remain true that the most reliable performance will be obtained by training a sys-
tem on the voice of the person who is going to use it.

Speaker verification systems have been successfully demonstrated, but to my
knowledge none have so far been sold. Their commercial appearance may be linked I,....
with the large-scale introduction of speaker-independent recognition systems allowing
fully automatic remote access to information banks of one kind or another.

In my opinion, a useful level of automatic speaker identification has yet to be convinc-
ingly demonstrated on fully realistic, transmission-degraded material. We have to take
into account the fact that, since the effectiveness of a speaker identification system
would possibly be enhanced if its existence were unknown to the target group, publica-
tion of a major breakthrough in this area might be suppressed. Nevertheless, it is my P
guess that no major breakthrough has so far been made. It may be that. automatic
speaker identification may be eventually rendered feasible not by progress in the
identification field itself but rather by the steady improvement in the quality of
speech telecommunications systems.
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ASSESSMENT OF SPEECH SYSTEMS

Roger K. Moore

Royal Signals and Radar Establishment
St. Andrews Rd. Malvern

Worcestershire I
.K.-.

SUMMARY

This lecture provides an overview of the key concepts relevant to the
evaluation of speech transmission, speech synthesis and speech recognition
systems. For speech transmission systems the concept of intelligibility
testing is introduced, and techniques for both subjective and objective '
measurements are described briefly. It is then pointed out that very few
standard tests or procedures exist for assessing either speech synthesis or
speech recognition systems. So, after a quick look at the problems posed by
speech synthesisers, the remainder of the lecture concentrates on automatic
speech recognitior. The key issues in speech recogniser testing are
discussed, and it is pointed out that the need to evaluate such systems has
raised some very difficult questions, to which, as yet, there are few

satisfactory answers; this area is currently a major research topic in the

speech recognition community. It is shown how many interrelated factors P
affect the performance of a speech recognition machine, and that even
interpreting and comparing experimental results can present some

difficulties. Some tentative procedures are outlined and a scheme for
estimating the relative difficulties of different vocabularies is described in
detail. Finally, it is emphasised that evaluation techniques are crucial to
the satisfactory deployment of automatic speech recognition equipment in real
applications.
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A SURVEY OF EQUIPMENT AND RESEARCH

J.S. BRIDLE

JOINT SPEECH RESEARCH UNIT
PRINCESS ELIABETH WAY
CHELTENHAM
ENGLAND GL52 5AJ

1.0 SUMMARY

Some terms for description of speech recognition systems are defined. A selection
of real-time, commercially available speech recognition equipment is described, ® r '
concentrating on the high-performance end of the market. Likely developments are
indicated.

The lectures in the rest of this series have concentrated on a single approach to
automatic speech recognition - that using whole-word templates. We explain current
attempts to extend the capabilities of this approach, and also look at alternative
approaches which are the subject of research in laboratories around the world.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter is intended to give the reader an idea of the sorts of differences
that exist between current speech recognition equipments and research approaches.

Anyone considering using speech recognition in a real application such as in an
aircraft cockpit should pay attention to at least the following three aspects. Firstly,
assuming that the application needs a high-performance speech recogniser, ignore the
low-cost end of the market; use one of the expensive, bulky, full-facility equipments
in simulations of the real task, to find out what is required. Secondly, worry about
special conditions in the task that could cause problems. Thirdly, consider how an ASR
equipment can be acquired that will fit into the space available and interface with the
other equipment. -9

This survey is a snapshot at a particular point in time. I shall try to indicate
the way that things are moving, but you can assume that advances in micro-electronics
will make available, in small, affordable packages, anything that can be done in real
time now.

3.0 TERMS FOR DESCRIPTION OF SPEECH RECOGNITION MACHINES

The list below concentrates on aspects which concern the designer of systems which are
to include a speech recognition equipment. All the systems below are Speaker Dependent:
this means that they are meant to be set up separately for each speaker, by him saying
all the words one or more times each.

3.1 Vocabulary size1

Much confusion has been caused by use of this term to refer to very different aspects of

a recogniser's capabilities. First we must distinguish between word and templates.
Usually each template corresponds to one word (or a short phrase which can be used as if
it were a single word) but one word may be represented by several templates. O -.

The total number of templates that a system can hold depends only on the amount of
memory in it, and its addressing range. The number of templates that the machine can
compare with the input at any on-- time depends on its processing power. But the number
of words that it can reliably distinguish between depends on its discrimination power,
the similarity of the set of words, and the way they are said. The discrimination power
is most interesting, but there are no established ways of defining it (although see

O - Moore (11).

In practice the number of words that a speaker-trained system can use is often
limited by the need to acquire the template data. See 'training procedures' below.
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3.2 Speaking style

The first commercial speech recognition equipments were isolated word recognisers. They
required the user to pause between words for long enough to mark the end of each word.
Because many words contain short gaps within them, the gaps between words had to be
quite long, typically 300ms. The best systems impose i negligible ..xtr, JJIjy fir
processing.

One attempt to improve things was called 'Quicktalk'. The user still had to leave

a gap between words, but it could be smaller than the largest gap in a word.

Isolated-phrase connected word recognition systems use a pause (say 300ms) to
signal end-of-phrase, and allow the words to be spoken without pauses. These systems
usually have a maximum length of phrase, may have a maximum number of words in a phrase,
and produce their answers after the final pause. _ -*

Continuous connected word recognisers dispense with the end-of-phrase detection,
deal with pauses with the same mechanism as is used for word recognition, and can
produce answers while the user is talking.

Isolated word mode is slow and unnatural. Any attempt to improve input speed is
bound to run into the hard limit set by the end-of-word decision. It seems that the
quicktalk method can increase input rate, but merely places the hard limit somewhere
else. I have no data on the relative usefulness of the two connected word types. It is
still necessary to learn a technique of speaking clearly, consistently, and not too
fast, but connected word recognisers seem to fail more gracefully when pushed to their
limits.

In published work on recognition performance [2,3,4] the best isolated word

recognition performances have been by connected word recognisers.

3.3 Control of the recognition process

To get the best performance from a speech recogniser it is necessary to limit the number
of different words considered at each point. In isolated word recognition the set of
words to be considered can be controlled quite easily. Some systems allow the host
system to specify the set of templates acceptable each time. Others have internal *. .*
control, based on previous recognition decisions.

In connected word recognition it is not possible to decompose the recognition
process into a sequence of decisions - the identity of each template in the best
sequence can depend on the identity, and position in the input, of all the others. Some
connected word recognisers can use a specification of the order in which the templates
must appear (i.e. a grammar, or syntax) some can use just the identity of the templates
that are acceptable in a string, and for some it is only possible to specify the number wAb.
of words expected in a string. There is no uniformity yet in capabilities or
terminology in this area, but there is no doubt that used wisely these techniques can
greatly enhance performance in difficult conditions.

3.4 Information returned from the recogniser

The most basic information that a recogniser can return is the seri3l number of each -------
template recognised. Many recognisers can also be set up to produce an arbitrary string
of characters when a template is recognised, and this can be useful when driving an
application program which was designed for keyboard input. (A recogniser with sAch
capabilities is often described as voice input terminal).

A more specialised application program might be able to make good use of
indications of reliability of recognition (scores) and alternative interpretations (with .
scores). The latter are more difficult to provide in a connected word recogniser than
in an isolated word recogniser.

3.5 Training procedures

The process of acquiring template patterns generally goes by the rather confusing name
of 'training'. Training methods are crucial to the success of template matching
recognisers, because they have no other source of information about the set of words to
be distinguished. (Training the user is also crucial to success, but is outside the
scope of this lecture).

Some systems combine several training utterances of a word, to produce one,
averaged, template. Other systems keep training tokens as separate templates, and
recommend that two or three examples are used for the more difficult words (the digits _9.
usually). Systems that can make do with single example utterances are at an advantage
in applications with many words that are quite distinct. Systems that can exploit the
availability of many examples of each word are at an advantage in applications with a
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reiatively small number of difficult words that must be recognised reliably. No current
machine combines the advantages of both methods.

Some systems use a 'robust' training procedure that refuses to accept utterances
which are very different from previous ones [5]. Connected word recognisers often use
isolated words to form templates, but it seems that the use of examples from
connected-word contexts can give better results, particulary if information about the .....
variability of different parts of each word is captured and used. S

3.6 Rejection of spurious inputs

In its most basic mode a recogniser will compare any sound with its current set of
templates, and choose the most similar template. All recognisers have some facilities --

for rejecting sounds that are very different from all the templates, and sometimes also 0 "
when no one template scores significantly higher than all the rest. There is usually an
adjustable reject threshold, but the important thing is how well the recogniser will
reject spurious noises and 'illegal' words while accepting valid words. There are no
accepted tests for this aspect of performance.

3.7 Size, weight and cost S 0

These factors depend on whether the recogniser is a chip set, a board, a terminal or a
complete development system. The amount of support from the manufacturer is also very
variable.

4.0 DESCRIPTIONS OF A SELECTION OF ASR EQUIPMENTS .

Lea has produced a book [61 and a recent article [71 on selecting recognisers. The list
below includes all connected word recognisers known to me, plus two high-performance
isolated word recognisers which are of special interest.

4.1 NEC DP200 (Nippon Electric Co.Ltd., Japan) s
A successor [8) of the first connected word recognition machine, the DPlO0 [9). A
self-contained isolated phrase connected word recogniser, with built-in tape storage.
Vocabulary size 50 to 150 words in connected mode. Maximum duration of phrase 4s. Up
to 5 connected words per phrase. Response 300ms from end of phrase. The set of words

. for each phrase can be controlled. One or two one-utterance templates per word, Can
use connected word training.

4.2 MSDS SR128 (Marconi Space and Defence Systems, U.K.)

A self-contained isolated phrase connected word recogniser, with built-in tape storage.
- Template memory size 128 seconds. Maximum duration of phrase lOs. No limit to number

of words in a phrase. Response 300ms from end of phrase. The set of words for each
phrase can be controlled. One or two one-utterance templates per word. In use for
flight trials in civil transport aircraft. Planned to fly in jet fighter in 1983.

4.3 Logica LOGOS CLogica Ltd., U.Y.

An equipment [101 designed for exper 3 on applications and human factors aspects.
See lecture 'Inside a speech recognitio.i machine' in this volume. Vocabulary store 100 1 .
to 2000 templates. Computation power for 25 to 200 templates. Continuous connected
word recognition style. Response delay depends on ambiguity of input: typically one or
two words delay. Recognition can be guided by word order syntax within phrases, with
optional automatic switching to alternative syntaxes. Normally one or two one-utterance
tempiates per word. Can use connected word training.*
4.4 Verbex 3000 (Verbex Corp., USA)

A successor to a connected word recognition system which was implemented on the Verbex
1800 system. Using the 1800 system Verbex demonstrated very impressive connected digit
recognition performance on recordings made for the US Postal Service [31. The Verbex
3000 is aimed primarily at the industrial materials handling market, and very good noise
tolerance is claimed. It uses a statisical word model, which generalises the idea of a
template. Word models are built automatically using many examples of each word.
Connected-word training material is normally used if the application calls for connected
word input. Syntax control within phrases. Continuous-type algorithm, but output is
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produced 300ms after end of phrase.

4.5 Votan 1000,5000 (Votan, USA)

A fairly new isolated word recogniser [11], which uses dynamic programming. One or two
utterances per word for training. Template memory size 500 seconds, maximum logical P 6
vocabulary size 256. Good performance in noise is claimed, and good results have been
reported in simulated helicopter noise [12]. The 5000 also includes speech storage and
replay.

4.6 Vecsys RM188 (Vecsys France) * ...

A commercial version of the MOISE experimental system from LIMSI [13]. A fairly new
isolated word recogniser, which uses dynamic programming . Computation power for up to
125 templates. One or two utterances per word for training. Syntactic selection of
vocabulary subsets. A related system has performed successfully in a jet fighter
aircraft. A new version will offer connected word recognition [14].

5.0 A SURVEY OF RESEARCH IN AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

This section provides brief references to a selection of current research efforts on
important topics.

5.1 Developments of whole-word template matching (WWTM)

Many groups are trying to extend WWTM methods, usually based on the dynamic time warp
(DTW) application of dynamic programming (DP).

5.1.1 Connected words - There are several published algorithms which solve the
mathematical problem of finding the best sequence of whole-word templates to match a
given unknown speech pattern [15,16,17,18,19,20,21]. They differ in amount of storage
and computatation needed, their ability to include in-phrase syntax control, the
availability of alternative, sub-optimal 'explainations', and methods for 'pruning' the
search process to reduce workload without significantly compromising the ability to find
the correct answer. The most efficient connected-word algorithms need very little more
computation than equivalent isolated-word algorithms.

-0 '-@

5.1.2 Many talkers - The favorite method at present is to use several (e.g. 12)
templates per word, chosen in an attempt to cover all pronunciations [22,23].

5.1.3 Operation with difficult signals - It is worth distinguishing between distorted
speech, continuous background noise, and short duration high amplitude noises. Some ..
manufacturers claim that their recognisers will work over the telephone system, which
introduces non-linear and linear distortions. Many research laboratories are working
with telephone speech. Continuous background noise is a problem in aircraft and
elsewhere. The three main approaches are: subtraction of the noise waveform, using a
second microphone and special filtering; subtraction of estimated noise power from the
input spectrum; and allowing for the presence of the background noise when comparing
template and input spectra.

5.1.4 Large vocabularies - There are many problems with the use of WWTM for
vocabularies of more than a few dozen words [24]. Some groups have been most concerned
with the training problem, and have resorted to the use of general-purpose units smaller
than words (25]. Others have worried about the computational workload, and proposed
initial sorting based on gross structure of the word. P more fundamental concern is for O "*
the discrimination power, and methods have been proposed for building into the
'templates' far more information about the variability of different -ts each word
[26,27].

5.2 Largely automatic, statistics-based approaches

The IBM Continuous Speech Recognition team has been the main exponent of statistically 9
based methods for many years [28]. Their goal is transcription of limited natural
language (e.g. for business letter dictation). This is different from all other
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applications considered here, where the user is assumed to be prepared to use an

artificial 'language' which is specific to the task. Some of the techniques have been

described by Baker L9,ju]. Tne Veruex 160J aod OJ systems usa word-bisei st3tistical
models [31). Recent work at Bell Labs has applied statistical methods successfully to

speaker-independent isolated digit recognition [32].

5.3 Phonetics based approaches

Many attempts have been made to use speech knowledge in the design of speech recognition
machines, but without much success. Reasons for this failure have included lack of
adequate knowledge, difficulty in converting available knowledge into a form useful in
speech recognition, and excessive complexity, leading to difficulty in testing and
tuning the system. among groups currently attempting to produce useful recognisers
based on phonetic principles are the National Physical Laboratory, UK, and Thomson-CSF, "
Franc .

A significant and well-equipped team at MIT is concentrating on identifying and
quantifying specific knowledge about how the acoustic characteristics of speech sounds
are affected by their context, and incorporating this knowledge into recognition
procedures [33]. The goal is to eventually lift the barriers to speaker independence,
large vocabularies and true continuous speech recognition.

Other sources of speech-specific knowledge are experimental psychology [34] and
auditory neurophysiology [35].

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The whole-word template matching method is likely to be the basis of practical speech
recognisers for some years, and the cost and size of recognition components which
perform as well as the best current systems can be expected to fall dramatically.

The best new systems will combine features of straightforward pattern matching and
statistical modelling. For applications which need fast, reliable data entry, possibly
in difficult conditions, but with a well-defined task and dedicated, trained users, suchsystems will be very suitable.

Other application areas will need recognisers that can exploit the regularities of
speech sound structure to provide large vocatularies and the ability to adapt to the

speech characteristics of a new speaker in a general way. It is likely that a
combination of pattern matching, statistical modelling and phonetics will be needed.
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RECONNAISSANCE AUTOMATIQUE DE LA PAROLE I 6
DANS LES AVIONS D'ARMES

JEAN ROBERT COSTET

CROUZET S.A.
25 rue Jules V~drines

26027 VALENCE
FRANCE

RESUME

U Les ftudes d'application des techniques de reconnaissance de la parole aux coinmandes
de fonctions dans les avions d'armes viennent d'entrer dans une phase active. Les
considerations d6velopp~es dans le texte s'appuient sur des experimentations, passdes

ou en cours, au simulateur ou en vol.2

Les principaux thames ddvelopp~s seront les suivants

-Les aspects techniques :la prise de son, le bruit et les problhmes pos~s par A
sa variabilit6, l'importance de la phase d'apprentissage de la machine, les contraintes 0
physiques.

-Les aspects op~rationnels, en particulier les probl~mes pratiq,':es pos~s par
l'int~gration do la commande vocale dans les cabines d'avion.

-Les diff~rentes exp~rimentations effectudes au simulateur et en vol et les
enseignemonts qu'il est possible d'en tirer.

En conclusion, on tentora de d~gager los perspectives qui s'offrent A ce type de
* technique dans le domaine a~ronautique.

1-PRESENTATION GENERALE

1-1 Le dialogue vocal dans un avion d'armes

Les travaux entrepris depuis quelques anndes sur l'application de la commando et de la 0
* synth~se vocale au dialogue pilote - syst~me dans un avion d'armes ont suffisamment

progress6 pour qu'il soit envisageable de mettre en oeuvre ces techniques sur les
* avions de combat de la prochaine g~n~ration.

L 'objectif poursuivi est de permettre au pilote de mieux se concentrer sur l'essentiel
de sa mission dans un environnement op~rationnel et technique de plus en plus complexe.

* Le but devra 6tre atteint par une nouvelle conception du dialogue pilote avion, int~grant
hairmonieusement commandos vocales et manuelles ;ce dialogue devra A la fois @tre plus
r iche et plus souple, il dovra permettre on contr~le facile des syst~mes et des capteurs 1
et offrir au pilote des possibilit6s do perception et d'analyse rapides et compl~tes
des situations tactiques ainsi qu'une bonne capacit6 d'anticipation.

* Cependant l'utilisation de la commande vocale se heurte encore A nlusieurs difficult~s,
gui soot d'ordre technique (sflret6 de fonctionnement) et fonctionnel (int~gration dans

* une cabine) et gui devront 6tre r~solues dans les prochaines ann6es.

1-2 Rappel des techniques utilis~es

Les techniques de reconnaissance ayant fait j'squ'A pr~sent l'objet d'exp~rimentation
eu de tentatives d'exp~rimentatiens dans des milieux r6els - et plus particuli~rement
en a~ronautique - appartionnent toutes A la famille des reonnaissances monolocutour
dites "globales" ou encore "acoustiques" de mots. Leur caract6ristique commune est

0 de baser la reconnaissance de mets sur la cemparaison entre la forme globale d'un met -

qui viernt d'6tre prononc6, et les formes similaires, dites "r(~f~rences" dispenibles
orn m6moire. Ceci so traduit par la n~cessit6 de crder ces r~f~irences lors d'une phaseA
particulicre d'utilisation do la machine, dite phase d'approntissac~e.
Jusqu'A present, la Socif6 CROUZET a mis en oeuvre au simulatour et en vol une
technique de reconnaissance de mets isol6s, dans on mode do reconnaissance dit "A micro
command6', gui utilise on beuton peussoir d'activae-ion sur le manche o0 sur la manette.

* Les prochaines exp6rimentations utiliseront teutefois une technique do reconnaissance
* do mets connect6s.
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* 2 -LES ASPECTS TECHNIQUES IMPORTANTS

2-1 Les diff~rentes sortes de bruit et les probl~mes de prise de son

2-1-1 Le bruit dans la cabine

Le bruit cabine a plusieurs origines

-Le bruit du moteur, qui est transmis directement ou par l'interm~diaire de
structures rigides. On peut encore distinguer les regimes A sec des regimes avec post
combustion.

-Le bruit a~rodynamique, qui est fonction de la vitesse et de l'altitude de
* l'avion ;A haute vitesse et basse altitude (Vi > 450 Rts) ce bruit peut devenir2

pr~pond~rant sur les autres sources.

-Le bruit dO A la pressurisation et A la climatisation de la cabine, ce bruit 0.
est tros variable et peut A l'occasion se r~v~ler important.

-Le bruit des machines 6lectrioues :moteurs, ventilateurs, transformateurs.

D'une fagon'gdndrale, le bruit d'un avion d'armes perqu dans la cabine est extr~mement
variable d'un avion A l'autre :il existe des avions bruyants et des avions silencieux.
Pour rendre leurs avioms plus silencieux, pour am~liorer le confort des pilotes mais
surtout la qualit6 des transmissions radio, les constructeurs effectuent des analyses
spectrales et temporelles fines du bruit dans la cabine.

Ces analyses d~taill~es sont indispensables a l'idemtification des sources de bruit et
A leur traitement ; il n'est pas 6vident que ce soit le cas pour la reconnaissance de
parole, pour trois raisons

-le bruit r~gnant dans la cabine m'est pas celui perqu par le microphone de
masque,

-la repartition spectrale du bruit est large et il serait illusoire d'esp~rer
* agir localement,

- '6nergie du bruit et sa repartition spectrale sont suffisamment variables
(parfois au cours d'un m~me vol) pour qu'il soit plus profitable de s'int~resser a son . *
enveloppe et A son mode de variation qu'A sa composition fine, sauf si on d~sire agir
sur les sources de bruit elles-m~mes.

A titre d'exemple, le niveau de bruit le plus 6lev6 mesur6 au point fixe dans la cabime
* de l'avion qui supportait notre experimentation (Mirage III) dtait de 106 dBA. Aucune

mesure n'a 6td faite en vol, mais le bruit croissait rapidement avec la vitesse et
* d~pendait de l'altitude (maximum pour 540 Kts, 10000 ft) ; le bruit occupe toute la

bande spectrale, avec un maximum entre 500 et 2500 Hz.

* 2-1-2 Le bruit dans le masgue A oxyg~ne

Ce bruit est tr~s different du bruit r~gnant dans la cabine, qui se trouve amorti par

l'enveloppe de caoutchouc du masque ; ce dernier reste pourtant Dr'§sent.

La source de bruit la plus importante est li~e A la respiration du pilote.

-i'effet sonore produit par la circulation gazeuse dans l'espace confin6 du
masque et des tuyaux et A travers les clapets est important, il peut de plus 6tre
dif f'rent en fonction des types de masque,

-le microphone est souvent fix6 dans le masque en face de la bouche et du nez
du pilote et reqoit directement le souffle d'expiration de ce dernier.

* Le bruit de respiration est particuli~rement g6nant car

- il apparalt brutalement, avec un niveau d'&iergie 6lev6

- il occupe lui aussi la bande spectrale de parole et plus particuli~rement les
hautes fr~quences

-il peut al~atoirement se superposer A un mot ou le prolonger.

* Si une oreille humaine distingue facilement ce type de bruit de la parole auquel il se
m~lange, il n'en va pas de m~me pour une machine de reconnaissance automatique de parole,
qui ne sait g~n~ralement pas faire la distinction entre les deux types de signaux.

-9. -V
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2-1-3 Les ricro2honte- t le- £rol6mes de 2rise de son

Les capsules microphoniques elles-m~mes sont en g~n~ral satisfaisantes sur le plan de
la dynamique et de la bande passante (sup~rieure A 5000 Hz), et leur courbe de r~ponse
est souvent bien adaptse auxcas d'utilisations :oar exemple les microphones de masque
prdsentent une accentuation de la courbe de r~ponse dans les basses fr~quences pour-
pallier un affaiblissement dO au masque lui-mame.

* .Les micros diff~rentiels permettent d'abaisser la sensibilit6 aux sources de bruit
6tendues ou lointaines.

Le signal dlectrique ddlivr6 par le micro doit 8tre un signal de fort niveau, de
mani~re & atre le momns possible sensible aux perturbations dlectriques.

Les caract~ristiques nominales des microphones modernes sont donc en g~n~ral correctes,
mais par contre

-il peut y avoir des dispersions sur les micros utilis~s et leur montage dans
le masque

-le signal du microphone chemine souvent de faqon compliqu~e par des syst~mes
d'interconnexions, les t~l~phones de bord, les contr~les de gains automatiques, etc...,
gui peuvent le d~naturer et perturber la reconnaissance. On aura donc int&§t A 6tablir
une liaison filaire directe et bien prot~g~e entre le micro et le calculateur de I -

* reconnaissance de parole.

.La prise de son ne depend pas uniquement des caract~ristiques du micro, mais 6galement
* du masque et de son montage sur le casque. Les positions g~om~triques relatives de la
* capsule et de la bouche sont A consid~rer. Les micros actuellement utilis~s en vol par

exemple, sont places directement devant et la bouche et le nez du pilote et sont donc
beacou pls snsilesauxsoufle prduis pr 1expratonou l'inspiration que

s'ils 6taient places lat~ralement.

2-2 Le melange du bruit et de la parole et son traitement

-- 2-2-1 L'intensit6 du bruit

On a pu obtenir un fonctionnement satisfaisant de la reconnaissance automatique de
parole dans des environnements tr~s bruit~s (atteignant 109 dBA, ou 115 dBC).

La proximit6 du micro et sa directivit6 fait, mgme dans ce cas, qu'il est possible de
travailler avec des rapports signal/ bruit utilisables (environ 10 dB) dans la mesure

*oa,au momns sur de courtes p~riodes (dur~e de la prononciation d'un mot), le bruit peut
6tre consid~r6 comme stationnaire.

L'intensit6 du bruit n'est donc pas forc~ment le seul crit~re A prendre en compte dans
le probl~me de la reconnaissance automatique de parole dans le bruit.

*2-2-2 La variabilit6 du bruit

Une grande partie du problLm reside dans la variabilit6 du bruit et de ses modes
d 'apparition.

Il existe des variations lentes du bruit, dues par exemple aux variations de vitesse
et de regime a~rodynamique de 1'avion mais il peut 6galement apparaltre de fagon
brusque dans plusieurs circonstances

-Glissenent sous facteur de charge d'un masque mal ajust6. Le bruit r~gnant
dans la cabine peut alors @tre perqu de faqon beaucouD plus forte par le micro.

-Le 1k-uit de respiration. Dans l'espace confin6 du masque A oxyg ne et des
* dispositifs aL o,.i~s, l'6coulement gazeux est canalisi§ A 1 inspiration et A 1' expiration

et 6met un bruit caract~ristique, qui prolonge ou se superpose A la parole. Dans certains
cas, lorsque le masque n 'est pas correctement appliqu6 sur le visage, la d~pression
r~gnant dans la cabine peut conduire A un debit permanent et bruyant.

* )ans les cas que nous venons de citer, ce n'est pas tant l'intensit6 du bruit gui est
76nante que sa variabilit6. Mgme faible, il peut pour la machine de reconnaissance
* -sattre comme un constituant du signal utile de parole ; il est en g6n~ral d'autant
jus difficile de distinguer du bruit dans un signal de parole que ce bruit ne poss~de
o.c~ de caract~ristiques stables permettant d'effectuer une prediction.

De plus il peut se faire que m~me A l'oreille le bruit se distingue Mal de certains --

sons vocaux comme les fricatives ou les sifflantes par exemple.
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* 2-2-3 Les solutions pos sibles

*Le melange du bruit et de la parole pose deux types de probl~mes A une m~thode de
reconnaissance de mots isol~s

- la ddtection de debut et de fin de mot

I - la reconnaissance proprement dite une fois sa ddtection faite.

La detection de debut et de fin de not

En g~n~ral, et surtout s'il s'agit de bruit non stationnaire, l'utilisation d'un simple
seuil bas6 sur un niveau d'6nergie ne donnera pas de bons r~sultats. Il faudra plutot
rechercher un crit~re basd sur la difference de nature entre la parole et le bruit.--
Bien souvent, m~me dams le cas de bruits non stationnaires, la variabilitd spectrale du0 0
bruit est inf~rieure A celle de la parole. Des critcres de d~clenchement basds sur
cette propri~t6 ont donn6 de bons r~sultats. Il reste toutefois difficile de determiner
la fin de certains mots, surtout des nots courts, dont la prononciation se ternine par

* une forte expiration qui se mdlange A eiix et les prolonge. C'est le cas en frangais pour
des mots courts se terminant par une sifflante ou une fricative, exemple :six, neuf...

On peut cependant noter que l'entrainement du locuteur et le fait qu'il soit averti de -

ces probl~mes est un facteur favorable A la maltrise de 124locution.0

Pour les cas vrainent difficiles qui restent, la tendance serait plutot de rechercher
des algorithnes qui ne n~cessitent pas de detection precise de debut et de fin de mot,
c'est A dire des algorithmes de type reconnaissance de mots enchain6s.

.La reconnaissance proprement dite

tine fois la ddtection de d~but et de fin de not r~solue, on peut envisager deux cas0
de signaux de parole bruitds :le cas ou le bruit peut 4tre consid~r6 comme stationnaire,
et celui oa' il ne V'est pas.

Dans le premier cas, le bruit peut 9tre consid~r6 connie stationnaire si ses caract~ris-
tiques ne varient pas pendant toute la prononciation du mot, ceci s'applique aux bruits
d'origine a~rodynamique, qui 6volue lentement. De bons r~sultats ont 6t6 obtenus sans
traitement particulier pour des rapports signaux sur bruit suffisamment grands (cf 2-2-1)
Des techniques simples de soustraction de spectre de bruit ont 6galement 6t exp~ri- . .
ment~es avec succ~s.

*A noter i:.i point important :une ambiance sonore uslevde entraine une d~formation de la
voix du locuteur si celui ci la pergoit de facqon trop importante (si la protection du
casque est insuffisante) ;la tendance naturelle du locuteur est en effet de r~tablir
un rapport signal/bruit A peu pros constant. Ces d~formations sont vites sensibles
et perturbent la comparaison dynamique. Deux pr~cautions sont A prendre

1) V~rifier que la protection du locuteur est A la fois suffisante et constante.

2) Faire l'apprentissage dans des conditions reprdsentatives d'un cas noyen.
* ~Ult~rieurement l'apprentissage adaptatif offrira peut atre des solutions plus souples. - -

Les problc~mes de la reconnaissance de la voix d~form~e en ambiance bruit~e sont
fondamentaux et lids A la repr~sentativit6 des param~tres extraits lors de l'analyse
du signal et A la qualit6 de la comparaison dynanique. --:9__i

Vans le deuxiame cas, la reconnaissance est difficile et les progr~s A faire sont d'ordre
fondamental, ils concernent la discrimination du bruit et de la parole m~lang~s, et
l'am~lioration de la conparaison dynamique. Sila parole et le bruit ne sont pas
superposes, mais tenporellement juxtapos~s (bruit du souffle), ii est possible

* d'am~liorer les critilres de s~lection des param~tres d~livr~s par l'analyse du signal.

Dans les essais en vol actuellenent en cours les probl~mes de reconnaissance dus au0
* bruit r~sultaient dans une proportion inportante (30 %)d'erreurs de detection de debut

et de fin de not.

2-3 L'apprentissage des r~f6rences

* 2-3-1 L'jrn2ortance-de-l'ap2rentissaS2

Vans les m~thodes de reconnaissance globales, surtout en mots isol~s, l'importance de ~
l'apprentissage est fondamentale. En effet le niveau des performances atteint par la
suite depend de la bonne repr~sentativit6 des formes acoustiques acquises lors de
l'apprentissage, c'est A dire de leur ressemblance acoustique avec 'les nots tels qu'ils

* sont effectivenent prononc~s en vol.

--- ,.At



Cette exigence de similitude W'est pas tris grande tant qu'on fait de la reconais-
sance de parole dans des conditions de laboratoire, mais apparalt clairernent d~s
qu'on aborde des milieux plus r~alistes, tels que le simulateur ou le vol sur
avion d'armes.

* Rappelons que les techniques de reconnaissance de parole disponibles aujourd'hui
ont des procedures d'apprentissage vari~es qui diff~rent, en particulier sur l
nombre de passes d'apprentissage n~cessaires (10 constituent un maximum). La
m~thode utilis~e par Crouzet ne ndcessite qu'une seule passe d'apprentissage.

L'exp~rience nous a montr6 que

*La phase d'apprentissage pr~sentait un certain caract~re al~atoire (peut
8tre 1A~ au fait qu'il se fait en une passe unique)

*Plusieurs facteurs influaient sur la bonne repr~sentativit6 des r~f~rences
issues de la phase d'apprentissage. Ces facteurs touchent l'environnement et sont
d'ordre acoustique et ergonomique.

C- Le facteur acoustique :il nous paralt n~cessaire que l'apprentissage soit effectu6
dans une ambiance bien representative du niveau de bruit moyen de l'application, ce
qui signifie qu'il s'agit de l'ambiance r~elle ; dans notre cas, l'apprentissage -

est fait dans le cockpit, moteur en route, ou mieux, en vol.

-. Les facteurs ergonomiques

-i'6nonc6 d'une liste de mats devient vite fastidieuse, et le naturel de
1 '61ocution s 'en ressent surtout si la liste est longue. De ce point de vue, la
possibilit6 d'une unique passe d'apprentissage est favorable.

ambiance que ceux de l'utilisation ult~rieure.

Atitre d'exemple et pour illustrer l'importance de ces diff~rents facteurs, on peut

Pour plusieurs raisons, il serait souhaitable de faire 6voluer l'ensemble initial
des r~f~rences issues de l'apprentissage.

-Certaines de ces r~f6rences peuvent A l'usage se r~v~ler m~diocres.

-L'entrainement progressif du locuteur le conduit A parler d'une faqon souvent
diff~rente de celle qu'il avait lors de l'apprentissage.

:1-En utilisation, les conditions d'environnement - surtout le bruit - peuvent

6voluer par rapport A celles de l'apprentissage.

Ii peut donc s'av~rer n~cessaire, pour obtenir un niveau de performances 6leve

L - soit de retoucher le jeu de r~f~rences initial

- soit de recr~er un ensemble de rdf~rences A partir de mats prononc~s en vol
lors de phases de reconnaissance, ce qui n~cessite de les conserver dn m~moire

- - soit d'utiliser des procedures automatiques pour faire 6voluer les r~f~rences
et les adapter en permanence aux 6volutions de 1'environnement ou de la voix du

Lpilote. De telles procedures sont actuellement A 1'6tude.

2-4 Les contraintes physiques et physiologigues ,

2-4-1 Les acc~l~rations

Les effets des acc~l~rations sur la reconnaissance de parole ont 6t 6tudi~s dans
- . un domaine pr~sum6 utile allant jusqu'A environ 4,5 g. Cette limite a 6t6 choisie

pour deux raisons

-ii est difficile de soutenir sur Mirage III des virages continus A des
inclinaisons plus fortes, or 1'6tude n~cessite qu'un nombre suffisant de mots soient -

* pr-ononc6s sous des facteurs de charge relativement constants.

* -Les facteurs de charge plus dlev~s correspondent c des manoeuvres particu-
li4 res, g6ndralement de combat.
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Dans les phases de combat, toutes les commandes dont le pilote a besoin se trouvent
regroupdes sous ses doigts, sur la poign~e de manche et la nanette des gaz. Seul l'appel
de quelques param~tres particuliers serait justifiable de hauts facteurs de charge.

* Schdmatiquement, les problhmes r~sultants d'accdl6rations verticales importantes (mises
en virages) sont de deux types:

-Les probl~mes de respiration.

-Les problhrnes de bruit.

Les acc~l6rations affectent le cycle respiratoire ;le pilote ne respire plus
normalement, mais inspire avant de parler, se contracte et parle de fagon souvent
rapide et saccadde. Les plosives initiales sont plus marqudes ; le souffle de l'expi-
ration soutenue peut se superposer de fagon plus importante & la fin des mots. Cependant,
jusqu'& 4 g ces effets sont encore faibles et peu ddcelables, rndme A loreille, et il
semble possible d'aller plus loin.

L'augmentation du bruit est par contre assez sensible ; la cause principale en est le
glissement du masque (voir § 2-2-2), les effets secondaires dtant dus aux modifications
du bruit d'origine adrodynamique dans la cabine (augmentation de l'incidence).

Actuellement, nous obtenons sous facteur de charge allant jusquIA 4 g le taux deI reconnaissance de l'ordre de 5 % inf6rieur A ceux obtenus en ualier.

Ii faut remarquer que la reconnaissance sous facteur de charge peut 8tre influencde
* par une forte dispersion du comportement des pilotes dans ces conditions.

2-4-2 Les autres facteurs

Nous n'avons pas analys6 s~rieusement d'autres facteurs d'influence que les acc616-
rations hormis l'altitude et le Mach, qui ne semblent pas se traduire par des effets
appr~ciables.

Un facteur influent pourrait Otre la peur, mais il n'y a aucune raison a priori de
pemser que la peur affecterait davantage 1'dlocution que la facult6 de raisomner, la
motricitd, llhabilet6 manuelle , etc ... Si l'utilisation de la comxnande vocale permet
de simplifier, de rationnaliser et de clarifier les procddures de commande, de permettre
par un dialogue plus riche une meilleure analyse et une meilleure anticipation des
situations tactiques, pourquoi ne pas penser au contraire, qu'elle apporterait une te 0

* aide suppl~mentaire ?

-AR



3 -LES ASPECTS OPERATIONNELS

3-1 Le gain

Les diffdrents aspects du gain escomptC- ant 6t6 6voau~s en introduction rappelans
les principaux:

Meilleure concentration du pilate sur sa tache A court terme, particuli~rementS
quand le champ visuel est fr~quemment sallicit6 par l'ext~rieur (combat, attaque au sal,
apprache, patrauille serr~e ... ) ou par les visualisations dlectroniques.

* .Augmentation de la s~curit& dans le cas de pilotage difficile, otl la vision
de l'extdrieur est essentielle (vol basse altitude, phases d'attaque, patrouille).

Augmentation du degr6 d'interactivit6 du pilate avec les syst~mes embarqu~s.* *

Gain de temps et plus grande facilit6 dams 1'ex~cution des procedures de
corrmxande.

*Augmentation des possibilit~s d'amd6nagenment de la cabine, notamment dans les
* cas aO an envisage l'utilisatian de sieges tr~s inclin~s.

*Diminutian du nanibre de cammandes manuelles. -

Il ne sera toutefais possible d'obtenir ces gains et de tirer pleinement partie de la
commande vacale que lorsciu'une intdgration carrecte dans la cabine pourra itre
r~alis~e.

3-2 L'int~gration de la commande vacale dans une cabine d'avion-d'armes

La commande vocale s'adresse essentiellement aux avions dont la cabine reste a concevoir,
il est illusoire d'en esp~rer un gain important dans une cabine 6quip~e trap tradition-
nellement. Plusieurs consid~rations interviennent

3-2-1 Le2lE 6lsedes-2roc6dures2 vocales et manuelles

La commande vocale n'6tant pas absolument fiable, elle ne peut 8tre le mayen unique de
commander une fonction ; toute commande vocale doit donc pauvoir 6galement 6tre r~alis~e
manuellement. Les commandes manuelles C-tant ici utilis~es mains frc-quen'ment,il est possible
d'auginenter leur centralisation et leur degr6 de multiolexage et de diminuer le nombre -

de pastes de commandes sp~cialis~s ; les deux mayens de commande sont alors sur un
mdme pied d'6galit6, et leurs utilisations se ressemblent. Dans ce contexte, les
cammandes manuelles ne saint pas des secours des commandes vocales, mais chaque procedure
de commande peut 6tre rdalis~e A la voix ou manuellement. De plus, une sequence de
comandes peut atre entam6e A la voix et poursuivie manuellement, ou linverse.

3-2-2 La-corngatibilit6 m~can igue* 2

Les organes m~caniques des commandes qui peuvent 8tre r~alis~es manuellement ou A la
voix ne peuvent 6tre quelconques ; les poussairs A enfoncement poss~dant deux positians
m~caniques stables, les basculeurs et les rotacteurs sont exclus ;les dispositifs
utilisables ne doivent pas avoir plusieurs positions m~caniques stables on utilisera
des touches A appui fugitif et 6clairement, des commandes incr~mentales, etc...

3-2-3 La sou21t2§2_g2 d le

Les exp~rimentations au simulateur et en vol nous ant montr6 que les proc~dures de
commande vocale devaient saigneusement 8tre rnises au nount pour 6viter les difficult~s
de fonctionnement. Nous en avons retir6 plusieurs enseignements, nar exemple

-La reconnaissance de mats enchainds est tr~s sauhaitable. Elle permet

*de se rapprocher de 1'61ocution naturelle

de r~aliser des commandes complexes (les commiandes avec introduction
de donn~es num~riques par exemple, sont longues et difficiles A r6aliser avec des

mots iol~s) d'augmenter les possibilit~s de la cammande vocale. -.

* - L'obtention d'un ban niveau de s~curit6 n~cessite l'emploi d'un bouton
d'ouverture du micro. '-

-Dans l'utilisation combin~e du bouton d'auverture du micro et de la phase deJ
commande, les h~sitations, les silences, et les retards du locuteur daivent 8tre
possibles sans probl~me.
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3-3 Les contraintes lides a l'apprentissage
3-3-1 L':22t22ji

L'obtention de bonnes performances nous paralt aujourd'hui n~cessiter que
l'apprentissage se fasse A bord, et si possible, en vol. Il y a la une contrainte, .

mais il est probable que cet apprentissage se fera lors de vols d'entrainement ou dej transformation. De plus l'apprentissage effectu6 par le pilote sera valable pour tous
les avions du mgme type sur lesquels il sera susceptible de voler.

3-3-2 Le su222ot des rf~rences

Les rfdrences issues de l'apprentissage sont attach~es au pilote et doivent pouvoir
8tre stock~es sur un support quelconque module m6moire 6lectroniques, badge magn~tique, . --

cassette, ... , gui lui est personnel, gui doit pouvoir Atre transport6 facilement et* *
ins~r6 avant chaque vol dans un lecteur situ6 sur l'avion ;il doit dtre possible cd en
obtenir rapidement une copie en cas de perte.

La gestion d'un tel 616ment entraine des contraintes qui ne sont pas n~gligeables, mais
les moyens qu'elle suppose ne sont pas consid~rables devant ceux que n~cessiteront
demain la pireparation d'une mission.

3-4 Les fonctions0

Les fonctions pr~sentes sur avion d'armes dans lesquelles il sera intdressant d'inclure
* des proc~dures vocales sont tr&- nombreuses, mais rien de pr6cis ni de d~finitif ne

peut Otre avanc6 aujourd'hui.

Citons simplement A titre d'exemple des fonctions gui peuvent 6tre concern~es

- communication

- identification

- navigation

- preparation armement

- gestion des capteurs (en particulier dans les modes d'attaque Air-Air et
Air-Sol)

- gestion de visualisation 9* ~
- changement de modes

- consignes de pilotage

- interrogation de param~tres

- etc...

4 - LEXPERIENCE EMBARQUEE "EVA"

4-1 Objectifs expdrimentaux

Les essais en vol d'un syst~me de reconnaissance de mots isol~s venaient apr~s une 6tude
en simulateur, oa ]2aspect op~rationnel avait 6t abord6.

L'exp~rimentation d'EVA (Equipement Vocal des Avions) avait pour but la mise au point
et la validation dans l'environnement r~el de la technique de reconnaissance de mots
isol~s.

4-2 Description d'EVA

4-2-1 Mat~riel embargu6

Le materiel embarqu6 en pointe avant du Mirage III R n* 306 du Centre d'Essais en Vol
4de Br~tigny se compose de

-Un bottier de dialogue vocal (1/2 ATR court) ; il realise la reconnaissance de
*mots isol6s et la synth~se des messages et des pannes.

-Un lecteur/enregistreur de cassettes num~riques Qantex. Ces cassettes
contiennent

les r~f~rences du pilote issues de l'anprentissage

la forme num~rique de tous les mots prononc~s en vol (sonagrammes)

3 paramatres de vol (altitude cabine, le facteur de charge, le roulis)

-L'alimentation du Qantex

-Un magn~tophone.



En cabine, un boltier de cornmande et de visualisation situ6 en haut de la planche de
bord canalise le ddroulement de toutes les procedures de dialogue vocal et assure
leur contr6le. Ii permet

- La mise sous tension d'EVA

- l'arrdt de la synth~se

- le choix du mode, apprentissage ou reconnaissance

-la visualisation sur 6cran A cristaux liquides (2 lignes de 20 caract~res)
des r~sultats de reconnaissance et d'infornations diverses li~es au dialogue.

* 4-2-2 Banc sol

Un banc sp~cifique permet d'effectuer sur le site

* - La pr~pa--ation des cassettes

- La premiere analyse et 1'ddition d'un vol d'essai.

4-3 Les fonctions concern~es sur l'avion

La mise au point de la reconnaissance de mots isolds dans un environnement reel I 6
n~cessite la presence de boucles de commande r~alistes ;elles sont indispensables A

* la motivation du locuteur.

* Les fonctions concerndes sont les suivantes

* Appel de param~tres :le pilote peut demander vocalement la valeur de certains
parametres, cette valeur est alors simultandment affich~e sur le bittier de commande
et visualisation et synth~tis~e dans le casciue.

* - le mach

- laltitude

* - l'incidence et le roulis

la vitesse propre, et la vitesse indiqu~e

-la distance et le rel~vement par rapport a une balise s6lect~e

-le facteur de charge

-le carburant restant.

S61ection de fr~quences radio UHF Les frdquences radio peuvent 6tre

- appel~es par un nom de code

- compos~es (chiffre par chiffre)

-mises en service.

Autocommande (stabilisateur de trajectoire) Ii est possible

-d'embrayer et de ddbrayer le stabilisateur de trajectoire

-d'embrayer et de d~brayer la tenue d'altitude.

Synth~se de pannes 10 pannes font l'objet d'une synth~se, chaque message de panne

* peut 9tre activ6 individuellement par un interrupteur situ6 sur un panneau de coinmande

Synth~se de changement d'6tat

- Sortie et verrouillage du train

- Transfert de reservoir de carburant

6 - D~brayage de l'autocommande.

* Le vocabulaire n~cessaire a l'ex~cution de ces fonctions est compos6 de 22 mots, plus

* des 10 chiffres.
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4-4 D~roulement des essais

*4-4-1 Coordination essais - 6tudes

EVA poss~de un caract~re tr~s exp~rimental et les essais en vol interagissent profon-
*d~ment avec les 6tudes en laboratoire.

~La mise au point de la reconnaissance de mots isol~s dans l'environnement cabine utilise
* deux niveaux d'analyse des rdsultats

-sur le site A l'aide du banc sol (premier diagnostic)

-dans les laboratoires de la socidt6, a Valence.

Les donn~es acuises en vol y sont int~gralement conserv~es ;elles sont utilis~es en
simulation, pour mettre au point unetechnique, en 6tudier les modifications, et
azn~liorer les performances.'-4-4-2 D~roulement des essais

* Les essais se somt d~roulds sur environ 40 vols, A deux pilotes.

On peut approximativement y distinguer les 6tapes suivamtes

-Vols exploratoires avec vocabulaire et domaine de vol restreints.

-Vols de mise au point (mise au point de la m~thode, du dialogue fonctionnel,
et du vocabulaire).

- Vols d'ouverture du domaine de vol.

- Vols de mesure.

* Compte temu des 6volutions continuelles de llexp~rience au cours de la mise au point,--
* pour la plupart des vols l'apprentissage s'effectuait dams l'avion, soit avant le vol, -

* soit au tout debut du vol. SJeuls les vols de mesure se sont effectu~s sans apprentissage,
en utilisant des rdf~rences stockdes sur une cassette.

4-5 Rdsultats 9
Les r~sultats obtenus ont 6t6 jug~s de facgon satisfaisante par les pilotes. Plusieurs

- probl~mes, notamment d'acquisition ont dQ 6tre rdsolus durant la premi~re phase des
essais et lors de l'ouverture du domaime de vol.

On peut repr~senter 1l6volution des performance6 obtenue par la figure ci-dessous

% Je reconnaissance

400]

930 -. -

901

Voo

yaks Vot de mise Vats a'auvertue yakL de -. at
expo#.ctires oU PoinE de dornoine miure



Cette figure montre l'enveloppe moyenne des r~sultats d'essais en vol. L'allure
*gdn~rale ascendante est typique de llam~lioration au cours du temps, due a 1'accumu-
* lation de l'exp6rience et A une inise au point continuelle.

*Les dispersions A l'int~rieur de lenveloppe restent encore A analyser finement. Les
facteurs humains y sont sans doute pour une part importante.

On notera la brusque d~t~rioration des rdsultats au moment de l'ouverture du domaine
de vol vers les facteurs de charge 6lev~s et les grandes vitesses.

L'ascendance de la courbe nous permet d'esp~rer de nouveaux gains sur les r~sultats.

5 5- CONCLUSION

Les perspectives ouvertes par le comportement de la reconnaissance de parole au
simulateur et en vol sont tr~s int~ressantes et permettent d'entrevoir les premi~res

* applications en vol. Il est cependant n~cessaire de travailler activement dans au
momns deux directions

* -La maltrise de la s~curit6 du dialogue.

* . Les r~sultats dejA obtenus en vol sont trts encourageants et nontrent
qu'il est probablement possible dWaller plus loin et d'obtenir des scores plus 6lev~s
encore. 0

- - .Cette mattrise ne pourra dtre obtenue qu'A travers des exp~rimentations
en vol intensives, et avec le plus de pilotes possibles, de mani~re

* -A mieux comprendre la diversit6 des probl~mes qui se posent, mdme
-* s'ils sont apparemment de faible importance,j

-a cerner davantage la variabilit6 du signal de parole et du bruit

-a permettre une mise au point continue des techniques de
reconnaissance.

En effet la reconnaissance automatiorue de parole est un des donaines otl il est le plus
difficile de reproduire et d'6tudier en laboratoire les conditions d'utilisation dams un

- milieu rdel. L~ *

-L'int~gration des conmandes vocales dans les cabines d'avions.

Cet aspect n~cessite une conpr6hension approfondie de la nature et des possibilit~s du
dialogue vocal af in de determiner son r~le dams un cockpit. Le gain op~rationnel doit
Atre nettement d6gag6 ; ceci passe vraisemblablenent par une conception nouvelle et
globale des commandes.

Ii est probable que dams un premier temps, la commande vocale se voie attribuer un r~le
limit6 a quelques fonctions (Radio Communications et Radio Navigation par exemple

* puis que ce r~le soit ult~rieurement dtendu A d'autres fonctions, dans le cadre de
cabines d'avions radicalement nouvelles.

Si ces travaux se poursuivent A un rythne satisfaisant, on devrait voir d~boucher les
premi~res applications op~rationnelles A la fin des ann~es 80.
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INSIDE A SPEECH RECOGNITION MACHINE

J.S. BRIDLE

JOINT SPEECH RESEARCH UNIT .-

PRINCESS ELIZABETH WAY
CHELTENHAM
ENGLAND GL52 5AJ

1.0 SUMMARY

The aim of this lecture is to illustrate some of the speech recognition techniques
that have been presented so far, by concentrating on a particular speech recognition
system that the author knows well. This system, known as Logos (from the Greek for 0
"word"), is designed as a flexible, high-performance, experimental machine for research
on recognition methods and applications aspects. However, it can serve as a point of
reference when considering more practical machines, both current and future.

We first present the algorithms for connected word recognition on which the system
is based. We then consider some of the practical matters that can be important in
implementing such algorithms in computer programs and special-purpose equipment.
Finally, we give an overview of the hardware system architecture, pointing out ways that
the properties of the algorithms have influenced the design.

2.0 SYMBOLS USED

M Number of frames in the input pattern.
R Number of templates in use.
N(r) Number of frames in the r'th template.
dist(t,i,j) Spectrum distance between the i'th frame of the t'th template and the

j'th input frame.
C(t,i,j) Sum of spectrum distances for the best explanation of the first j input

frames, leading to the i'lta frame of the t'th template.
T(j) Identity of the last template in the best explanation of the first J

input frames.
F(J) Input frame at the end of the template preceding T(j) in best

explanation of the first j input frames.
L(t,i,j) Word link - number of input frame corresponding to the end of the

template preceding the t'th template.

3.0 THE CONNECTED WORD RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS

The obvious way to apply whole word template matching techniques to connected word
recognition is to segment the input into words, then determine the identity of eacn
word. Because segmentation is so difficult, the alternative approach we favour is to
extend whole word pattern matching to deal with connected words in a natural way,
without the need for a prior segmentation into words. We define the best word sequence
for a given input utterance as the one for which the corresponding templates, when
joined together end-to-end, make a "composite template" which matches the input pattern
best (i.e. better than any other template sequence). This is illustrated in Fig. 1,
where the sound pattern of the connected sequence "one-six-three-five-two" is displayed
above a concatenation of the corresponding isolated digit patterns. Connected word
recognition using whole word pattern matching techniques will be possible if the best
word sequence corresponds to the actual words spoken often enough to be useful and if
there also exists an efficient algorithm for finding the best word sequence.

We describe an efficient one-pass dynamic programming algorithm to find the
sequence of templates which best matches the whole of the unknown input pattern [1]. We
find that this approach works quite well, considering its naivety.

In the following description of the connected word recognition algorithm, it is
assumed that the input and the template patterns are represented as sequences of units
which are called "frames" (from vocoder terminology). In most of our work, each of
these frames has been a 19-point spectrum cross-section. Each frame in Fig. 1
corresponds to 2Oms of speech signal.
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The main requirement for the matching algorithm is that any frame of the input can
be compared with any frame of any template to give a measure of "distance" or
"dissimilarity" between the two frames. Some distances for a simple example are plotted
in Fig. 2. The input word sequence "one-three-two" is plotted with time axis horizontal
and templates for "one", "two" and three" are plotted with time axis vertical. A
distance of zero between two frames (i.e. identical data) is displayed as the largest
size of black dot, and a range of other distances is displayed by using smaller dots. 6
Outside this range the display is white.

3.1 Dynamic Programming Scoring for Connected Word Recognition

In isolated word recognition a "time registration path" maps the timescale of the * "
input on to the timescale of a single template. In connected word recognition, a time
registration path maps the timescale of the input on to the timescale of a sequence of
templates. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a particular sequence of templates. This
diagram can be re-drawn as in Fig. 4, where it can be seen that any other template
sequence could also be accommodated. In Fig. 4 any valid path starts at one of the
points A,B,C (the start of the input and the start of one of the templates) and ends at
one of the points X,Y,Z (the end of the input and the end of one of the templates). -

Within templates the time registration path can repeat or skip template frames, but
transitions between templates are always to the start of one template from the ends of
those templates which are permitted to precede it.

Scoring an arbitrary connected-template path is very similar to the isolated-word
case: a simple sum is formed of all the between-frame distances along the path. The
best explanation of the input corresponds to the best-scoring path.

The connected word recognition score, C(t,i,j), is defined as the sum of the
distances for the best way of matching the first j input frames with any permissible
sequence of templates followed by the first i frames of the t'th template (Fig. 5).
Thus although the score, C(t,i,j), is still only a function of position (J) in the input
and of position (i) in a template (t), as for isolated word recognition, it also depends
on the other templates and the way they might explain previous parts of the input.

Within each template the same basic operrtion is performed as in isolated word ..
recognition:

C(t,i,j) Minimum C(t,i-a,j-1) + dist(t,i,j) . . . . ()
a=0,1,2

where dist(t,i,j) is the spectrum distance between the i'th frame of the t'th template
and the j'th input frame.

At the start of each template, the ends of the preceding permissible templates must
be examined and the best score selected:

C(t,l,j) Minimum C(r,N(r),J-1) + dist(t,l,j) . . . (2)
14r,(R

where R is the number of templates.

Computation proceeds for all templates in parallel in one forward pass through the
input pattern. At the end of the input, the score for the best interpretation can be
found by examining the scores at the ends of all the templates that are permitted to end
an utterance.

Fig. 6 shows some dynamic programming scores computed from the spectrum distance
data for the simple example displayed in Fig. 2. The best score for each input frame is
displayed as the largest black dot, and the other scores for the same input frame are
displayed relative to the best by using smaller dots.

3.2 Recording and Using the Word Sequence Information

The above algorithm finds the score for the best time alignment of the best -.. .
sequence of templates to explain an unknown connected word utterance. However, we are
far more interested in the actual sequence of templates which produced this best score,
so during the main pass over the i..put we must also keep track of the word decisions
along all the current time registration paths, and then trace them back at the end of
the phrase. The information about these word decisions forms a tree structure which
"grows new branches" as the unknown input is processed. Fig. 7 shows a simple example
of such a "word decision tree" which will be used below. The path between points D and
A, for example, corresponds to the sequence of templates T4, T8. There are many paths -" -
in the tree, some of which have ended because better-scoring paths have been chosen in
the iomputation of (1) and (2). The tree is currently being extended only at points A,
B and C. When the end of the input is reached, the best path and the corresponding best
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word sequence can be traced back through the word decision tree. Methods for creating
this tree structure and recovering the best word sequence are described below.

3.3 No Syntax

Vintsyuk [2] suggested the following method of recording template sequence
decisions for the simple case in which any of the R templates can follow any other. The
method needs three arrays which we shall call T, F and L. The best-scoring template
ending at the j'th input frame is defined as

T(j) z ArgMin C(r,N(r),j) . . . . (3).- 1 ,<r 4 R

where ArgMin means the value of the index which minimises the expression. The second "
array, F(j), records the input frame corresponding to the last frame of the template
which precedes T(j). The data structure which corresponds to the word decision tree in
Fig. 7 is illustrated for the Vintsyuk method in Fig. 8. (The j'th input frame has just
been processed.)

The values in the arrays F and T will be sufficient to recover the best word
sequence. After processing the last frame of an input phrase of length M frames, theU final template in the best sequence is T(M), the last but one template is T(F(M)),
preceded by T(F(F(M))), and so on until the template corresponding to the beginning of

* the input is reached.

In order to fill the array F, we need the third array, L, which is used to hold
"word links". L(t,i,j) holds the number of the input frame corresponding to the end of
the template previous to the t'th template, determined along the best time registration
path up to the point (t,i,j). In the example in Fig. 9, L(2,i,j) holds the value J2,
which is the input frame at which the previos template ended, along the best path to
(2,i,j). F(J2) holds the value J1, and T(J2) holds the template number T3.

The word link information in L propagates with the scores, so that

, L(t,1,j) J-1 ..... ............ (4)

L(t,i,j) L( t,i-a,j-1 ) .. ....... .. (5)

where a is the index chosen in (1).

For each input frame, the corresponding entry in the array F can now be made, using
the value of L from the end of the best scoring template:

- ~F(J) = L( T(j),N(T(J)),J ) . . (6)

As with the scores, it is only necessary to store the values of L for the current input

"' frame.

3.4 Using Syntax

In many applications of speech recognition there is some knowledge of the
permissible order of speaking the vocabulary words. For instance, in data entry to ..
computers the words must normally be spoken in a certain order (e.g. a control word
followed by some data) so that the computer can process the information.

The network in Fig. 10 shows an example of a set of word sequence rules (i.e. a
syntax) that might be applicable to a subtask in an aircraft cockpit. All utterances
accepted by the syntax correspond to routes through the network, e.g. "Waypoint 4",
"Height 17434" and "Radio frequency 37.25". Th "silence" t-implate is used to explain
the input pattern while there is no speech, and the "reject" template deals with

* utterances and noises which do not fit the rules. (These techniques will be explained
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.)

, We could specify an equivalent syntax (called AIRSYN) in the following form:

DIGIT I / 2 / 3 /4 / 5 /6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 0
WPC =I waypoint / channel } DIGIT
RF = radio frequency < DIGIT > [ decimal < DIGIT > / }
HT = height < DIGIT >

AIRSYN < < SILENCE > { REJECT / WPC / RF / HT } >

S-By including such word sequence information in the recognition algorithm, there are
* several advantages. Tt prevents the input from being recognised as a phrase which is

just nonsense and, by computing scores only for those sequences of words which "make
sense", the amount of computation can be significantly reduced. Of course, if nothing
is known about the possible order of the words, the syntax must simply allow that any
word can follow any other word.
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The method of recording and recovering word decisions can easily be extended to the
case of finite state syntaxes (i.e. those that can be drawn as a directed graph, with
templates in the arcs). Junctions between templates are called "nodes". Vintsyuk's
algorithm deals with a "syntax" containing only one node. When there is more than one
node we need to record the template selection decisions made at each node. More
information about the JSRU method can be found in Bridle et al. [31. S 0'

3.5 Continuous Operation

The connected word recognition algorithm described above is suitable for
recognising discrete utterances when augmented with an algorithm for determining the
beginning and end of a spoken phrase. However, it is not difficult to extend the
algorithm to operate continuously. This can avoid the need for explicit endpoint
detection (see Section 4.1), and it allows the output of word decisions while the talker
is still speaking.

The contents of array L for the current input frame defines those places where the
word decision tree is being extended. In Fig. 11, this would be at points A, B and C.
The paths back from these points converge at point D. Thus no further input can change
the decision that the first two words are T5 and TO, and this decision can therefore be
output, even before the end of the utterance.

4.0 PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This section records a variety of techniques and considerations that arose while
designing computer programs and specifying a real-time hardware implementation.

4.1 Detection of Utterance Endpoints

One of the most difficult problems in isolated word recognition is determining
where the word starts and finishes ("endpoint detection"), because this process usually
precedes pattern matching. It has been suggested that most errors made by speech
recognition machines are basically endpoint errors. Our technique avoids deciding the ..
positions of the boundaries between words before deciding the identity of the words, and
the same method can also be used to deal with the utterance endpoint problem. In
"isolated utterance" mode we would use syntaxes which start and end with "silence
templates", which are simply examples of the background noise spectrum. In principle,
it is then only necessary to find the start point very roughly, to move back far enough
to include some silence, and to start recognition using the initial silence template.
The final silence template can similarly be used to deal with the end of the utterance.

In practice, our real-time machine is normally run in continuous recognition mode,
using a syntax which includes one or more silence templates in loops for explaining the

input pattern between the spoken utterances. In Fig. 10, for instance, the "silence"
template will explain the pauses between phrases, but extra silence templates would be

used if we expected the user to pause between words in the phrase.

4.2 Non-Vocabulary Words

It is possible to make provision for the speaker uttering words that are not in the
vocabulary. In isolated word recognisers, there is usually provision for rejecting an
utterance for which the scores of all the templates are worse than some preset
threshold. For connected word recognition the corresponding operation is to reject a
portion of an utterance while accepting the rest. Our method is to have very elastic
"pseudo-templates" which always produce the same "distance" when matched with any input .
frame. By incorporating these "wildcard" templates into the syntax, spurious inputs,
such as breath noises and unknown or out-of-context words, can be matched (and rejected)
at selected points in the syntax. The syntax in Fig. 10, for instance, can reject
complete spurious utterances, but extra wildcards would be needed to deal with the
spurious sounds which could occur between the words within a phrase. The distances for
wildcard templates have to be chosen carefully to make it unlikely that a wildcard will
be selected when a word in the permitted vocabulary is spoken. If a wildcard is chosen
in preference to the correct vocabulary word, it implies that the word has been spoken

significantly differently from the version stored in the template.

4.3 Acoustic Analysis

The acoustic analysis used in our earlier speech recognition work was based on the
JSRU channel vocoder [4], which was designed for low-bit-rate communications. The 0
analysis could therefore be assumed to give a compact description of the speech signal
while preserving at least enough information to allow speech communication. In fact the
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analysis channel filter bandwidths and spacings, and the logarithmic amplitude scale,

are all broadly consistent with the usual psychophysical models of the auditory system.

The standard channel vocoder analysis in our computer program produces speech
spectra at the rate of 50 frames per second, but the analysis that is currently used in

the real-time implementation produces 200 frames per second. This quantity of data, if
used directly, would lead to a very large amount of computation (the computation rate is
proportional to the square of the frame rate), and to a large template store. A I .
variable frame rate procedure [5] has therefore been adopted, which uses all input
frames when the spectrum is changing most rapidly, and omits a high proportion of the
frames when the spectrum is relatively constant. Thus the variable frame rate procedure
also has the benefit of emphasising the non-stationary portions of the speech sound
pattern, where there is probably most linguistic information.

4.4 Spectrum Distance Measure 0

The acoustic analysis data is only used as the input to the calculation of a
distance or measure of dissimilarity between two frames. Ideally this distance should
not be greatly affected by the loudness of the speech, the background noise or the
transmission conditions (e.g. telephone line, position of microphone, etc.), but it
should be sensitive to important differences between the shapes of the two spectra. In -

practice we have used the square of the simple Euclidean distance, but we can also
incorporate additional processing to make some adjustment for both amplitude variations

and background noise.

The vocoder analysis has a limited dynamic range, and in speech with a good
signal-to-noise ratio the spectrum in the gaps between words is reasonably constant. As
described in Section 4.1, we use a "silence template" to account for these gaps between
words, and this normally matches well. In realistic conditions, the background noise
can have a relatively high level and an arbitrary spectrum shape and can also be
varying. If the background noise is varying, we need to estimate the backgrou;,: noise
continuously and to modify the silence templates accordingly. However, background noise
also affects the fit of all the word templates, and therefore we include some additional
processing which reduces the effect of the background noise on the distance measure.

Klatt (6] proposes a number of improvements to a simple filter bank analysis. In
Klatt's noise compensation method the distance computation needs four spectra: input

* speech, input noise, template speech and template noise. In our method we first compute
a weighting function for each speech spectrum, based only on that spectrum and the
current estimate of the noise spectrum. The spectrum distance calculation combines the
two speech spectra with their weighting functions in a way that makes full use of the
original information and provides a measure of the amount of difference between the
underlying speech spectra. The method leads to a particularly efficient hardware
implementation because the weighting function can be represented using very few bits,
and because the distance calculation can be pipelined. -

4.5 Computation and Storage

The notation used above implied that the scores (C) and the word links (W) need
*' three-dimensional arrays to store them, but because of the order in which the processing

is done there is no need for the input frame index (j). Consequently, the
implementations store one score and one word link for each template frame. Similarly,
spectrum distances are always between a given template frame and the current input
frame.

Compared with an isolated word recogniser with the same size vocabulary, using the
same methods of pattern representation and dynamic programming matching algorithm, the
above connected word recognition algorithm takes about the same amount of computation
per input frame, although it needs a greater amount of working storage. Because all
words must be considered in parallel, the working storage for the scores is increased by - -
a factor of the vocabulary size. The word links L and the arrays F and T also need
extra storage, but the total amount of working storage is less than that required to
hold the template patterns themselves.

The most computationally-intensive operation is the calculation of the spectrum
distances, but this is a very regular operation which is well suited to special,
high-speed circuitry. The spectrum distance calculation needs rather rapid access tothe template data.

4.6 Score Pruning and Scaling

• . The amount of computation can be reduced significantly by pruning the dynamic
programming scores (Lowerre's "Beam Search" [7]). For each input frame, all scores *. .
which are more than some specified distance away from the best score for that input
frame are removed from further consideration. This avoids considering relatively
unlikely interpretations of that part of the input pattern which has already been



processed, but keeps the options open if there seems to be ambiguity. Our present

computer program and the real-time equipment also reduce the range of numbers needed to

represent the scores by setting the best score for each input frame to zero, by

suotraction. vig. t can oe regarded as a representation of the actual, modified scores,

with the white areas corresponding to "pruned" scores.

5.0 LOGOS - A SPEECH RECOGNITION MACHINE

Although our connected word recognition algorithm has been available for some years
in a non-real-time computer program, our experiments have been limited by computation

speed and insufficient memory to store more than a dozen templates. To enable the

pattern matching technique to be explored further, a powerful and flexible real-time

equipment, based on our algorithm, has been designed and constructed under contract by * "

Logica Ltd. This equipment, known as "Logos", offers applications research laboratories

the capability to evaluate the use of this type of speech recognition in many

applications.

The main aim was to achieve flexibility and performance, at the expense of storage

and computation costs. An important requirement was to allow interaction between the

recognition process and the software which makes use of the recognition results. In one

direction, the constraints of the application can be used to guide the recognition
process, by using syntax and setting various parameters. In the other direction, the

output of the recogniser can include much more than just the identity of the templates
in the best-fitting template sequence. Other information which has been made available
includes durations and scores for the intervals of the input which are "explained" by
each template, and some indication of alternative (sub-optimal) template sequences,
which might be chosen by the application software if they "make more sense".

A functional overview of Logos is shown in Fig. 12. The acoustic analysis section
includes a 19-channel filter bank analyser with much better amplitude and time
resolution than the vocoder, plus a microprocessor (the Front End Processor). The front
end processor implements various transformations of the raw filter bank spectrum
cross-sections, including variable frame rate, background noise spectrum estimation and
the first stages of the noise compensation algorithm. There is a buffer of several
seconds duration between the acoustic analysis section and the pattern matching section,
to allow for variable computation rates. The main computational load is in the distance
calculation, which is handled by a high-speed special-purpose hardware module. The
spectrum distance includes the noise compensation technique referred to in Section 4
above. Up to 16 dedicated microprocessors share the work of the dynamic programming

steps at the heart of the algorithm, while the control processor keeps track of the
syntax and word uecisions. This organisation exploits the fact that the calculations
for each template are substantially independent of the calculations for the others.
Interactions between template processing only occur at the beginning and end of each

template and in the score pruning. All the microprocessors are Intel 
8
086's. More

information can be found in Peckham et PI. [8]. 0

Logos has been designed to recognise sequences of connected words using a
vocabulary of up to 200 templates. The number of templates that can be stored in the

machine is only limited by the amount of template memory, and the length of the
templates. Finite state syntax with loops may be specified to guide the recognition

process, which can cope with an average of about 100 words "active" at any one time,
depending on the number of dynamic programming processors. The wildcard facility
(Section 4.2) allows the equipment to deal with non-vocabulary words, and non-verbal S
noises such as coughs and breath, at selected points in the syntax. The recognition of

key words can control the switching of syntaxes or choice of vocabulary. Continuous

operation (Section 3.5) permits Logos to handle utterances of any length.

In common with most currently available recognisers, Logos is essentially speaker
dependent, requiring each user to provide example utterances of each of the vocabulary

words. Training of the machine typically requires the user to speak each of the
vocabulary words at least once in isolation. The extraction of templates is done using 0 0
the recognition algorithm, with a suitable syntax consisting of wildcard and silence
templates. By specifying a more complicated training syntax, it is also possible to
extract templates embedded in known carrier phrases [9]. Logos has the ability to store
and retrieve templates from a host computer. For research purposes, the attached host

may be placed in complete control of Logos, when monitoring of recognition performance
and acquisition of intermediate results are possible.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The two main features of our current approach to connected word recognition are the

use of whole word templates and the one-pass dynamic programming algorithm for deciding
the identity of the words spoken. It is a simple-minded, brute-force approach and its

*- performance falls far short of that of a human listener, even when the machine is set up

to suit the speaker. However, we believe that machines based on these principles will . ...

be useful in many voice input applications, particularly for trained operators of
complex machines.
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These methods can form a stepping stone for future research in automatic speech
recognition. There is the potential to improve the whole word pattern-matching approach
by incorporating more information about the words in each template. This could include
information about permitted timescale distortion [10], and about the variability of the
spectrum at each frame. Even for quite different approaches to automatic speech
recognition, the one-pass dynamic programming organisation can be an inspiration as a
method for analysing and "decoding" the speech.

The experiments which we have carried out so far using whole word pattern matching
have been limited, and only small vocabularies have so far been tested. The power and
the limitations of these methods have yet to be ascertained and the real-time equipment
that is now becoming available will help to explore their potential. Possibly more
important is the need to explore the consequences of using automatic speech recognition
in many different application areas. It is hoped that the present generation of speech
recognition equipments will be used to find suitable ways of using speech recognition in
complete systems, so that when smaller, cheaper and perhaps better speech recognition
equipments become available in the future, they can be used profitably without further

* delay.
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VOICE TECHNOLOGY IN NAVY TRAINING SYSTEMS
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This paper is designed to familiarize those involved in training development with
the nature, constraints and applications of computer voice technology (CVT). It will
also show you how to evaluate voice technology for meeting training requirements, and
how to incorporate CVT into your training design.

Let's look at the technology - the "how-does-it-work" of computer speech genera-
tion and voice recognition. This will not be a highly technical discussion for two
reasons. First, a technical discussion would require a highly technical background
and would not further your use of the technology. Second, the technology is continu-
ally diversifying. It is becoming increasingly difficult to keep track of the vari-
ous agencies and vendors involved in CVT, no less their individual approaches, tech-
niques, and special interests and applications. Rapid advances in language analysis
and other related technologies add to the rapid technical growth of this field.

Computer Speech Generation (CSG)

Initially, we'll look at computer speech generation (CSG) which is a simpler
technology to begin with than voice recognition. There are, essentially, three types
of CSG - digitized, word generated, and phoneme generated (see Figure 1).

Digitized Speech

Sounds are produced as wave forms. When a word is entered into the computer, the
wave form is digitized and becomes a pattern. This pattern represents all of the . S
stress, pitch, and pause associated with the word. When the complete word pattern is
stored, the speech that is generated from it is called digitized, and the resulting
sounds are very real and natural. Storing complete word patterns, however, requires
a lot of memory.

Synthesized Speech - Word Generated

In order to save computer memory, the digitized pattern can be compressed, and I
then may be stretched out again to be generated. When this is done, however, less of
the word pattern is stored, the sound wave becomes slightly distorted, and the
results sound somewhat metsllic or mechanical. This speech is called "word gener-
ated" and is one type of synthesized speech - speech which sounds somewhat synthetic . . "
rather than natural.

Synthesized Speech - Phoneme Generated

Another type of synthesized speech is phoneme generated, which uses the least
- amount of computer memory. Phonemes are the basic, or smallest, phonological ele-

ments of speech. All of the words in most languages can be formed from combinations
of phonemes. Word patterns are formed in two ways. The digitized phonemes for a
word can be selected by the computer either according to pronunciation rules or by
preprogramming sequences of phonemes which are combined to form a word pattern. This
pattern is stretched out to real time into a word sound wave. The size of the avail-

able vocabulary is limited only by programming requirements. Phoneme generated
speech is more distorted than word generated speech since the effect sounds have on

* one another when spoken together is not accounted for. This is the speech that
sounds robotic.

• This paper was developed from a portion of the effort completed under Government

Contract N61339-80-G-0003 with Eagle Technology, Inc. Opinions expressed herein
are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect official policies of the

.- United States Navy.

* Dr. Blind and CWO2 Lynchard, USN (Ret.) were employed by Eagle Technology, Inc.,
at the time that this paper was prepared.
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Figure 1. Characterization of Computer Speech Generation.

CSG Characteristics

By looking at these different sound waves, you can see the quality difference
computer memory can make. Phoneme generated speech can be improved through the use
of filters and other technical advances which smooth out the sound wave. This speech
is the most flexible, offering an unlimited vocabulary at low cost. Phoneme gener-
ated speech also can provide multilingual vocabularies.

Word generated speech offers a limited vocabulary, depending on the available
computer memory and the amount of compression used. The more compressed the word
patterns are, the lower the speech quality. Word generators use up to five times the
computer memory of phoneme generators and are equivalent in cost to phoneme genera-
tors as they trade off vocabulary size for speech quality.

Digitized speech is much more sophisticated than synthesized and uses at least
twice as much memory as the highest quality word generated speech. Digitized speech
can use as much as ten thousand bits per second of storage where phoneme-generated
speech can use as little as four hundred bits per second of storage. Digitized

speech requires a large computer capability resulting in high quality, natural sound-
ing speech and a large vocabulary at much higher costs.

A choice of which speech generation method to employ depends upon your specific
application and involves certain trade-offs between vocabulary size, speech clarity
and cost in terms of computing power.

COMPUTER VOICE RECOGNITION (CVR)

Now let's discuss computer voice recognition (CVR). A computer can be controlled
by verbal commands through the addition of a voice recognition capability. This type
of system consists, basically, of a recognition capability, a computer, necessary
interfaces, appropriate software, and the programs to incorporate the recognizer.
Different manufacturers produce these systems using different technologies. Some
build computers with the voice component built in, and some produce voice units which

can be interfaced with certain computers. Currently, research is ongoing to produce
a voice recognizer on an electric component or "chip." 5.

I
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CVR Process

Generally, computer voice recognition works in this manner. As in speech genera-
tion, sounds are digitized and made into patterns by the computer. The computer has
a set of patterns stored in its memory, which it compares to the incoming voice
patterns. If the computer can find a close enough match according to preset proba-
bility parameters, it will select the correct item. If not, it will not recognize
the pattern. In most systems the parameters can be changed by the user. How to
change them is a part of the design issue which is covered in more detail later.

The comparison process is referred to as pattern matching.
1  

Most voice recog-
nizers currently employ pattern matching on the whole word, which requires storage of
whole word patterns and the matching of the pattern of each incoming whole word with-
in some probability parameter. Some research topics in pattern-matching are as
follows:

* Word spotting, where attention is focused on the portions of speech that
distinguish words.

* Matching short-time spectra, which matches the sequence of small units with
similar stored units.

* Matching spoken phonetic sequences with stored phonetic sequences for all - -

possible words. 0

On some occasions the computer may misrecognize a pattern and respond according-
ly. Words which sound alike can cause this problem, for example "run" and "one." If
one of these words cannot be eliminated from the program, then the computer can be
taught a different pronunciation for one of the words. In this case "run" can be
entered as "execute." When establishing a word set, the vocabulary should be checked
for words that can easily be confused. These words should be replaced, if possible.

On other occasions the computer may not recognize a word at all, due, usually, to
voice changes which result from stress, fatigue or illness. In this situation addi-
tional voice patterns need to be entered into the computer.

Training The Computer

Entering voice patterns into the computer is referred to as "training the comput- -

er," or utilizing voice data collection and enrollment, and consists of Inputting " '
- repeated entries of the words which are to be recognized. The computer averages the

entered patterns into a representative pattern for each word. When non- or
misrecogni- tion occurs, the computer must be "retrained, and the additional inputs
are averaged into the existing pattern. The type of training required by a system
depends on whether the system is speaker dependent or speaker independent.

Speaker Dependence/Independence

Speaker dependent systems are specifically tailored to an individual's speech
patterns. Each speaker must train the system to recognize the speaker's voice by
repeating each word in the vocabulary from one to ten times, depending on the re-
quirements of the particular system. This process results in a system that accepts
variations in pronunciation. If the computer has difficulty with non- or misrecogni-

- tion of any word, the speaker can usually correct this with a brief retraining of the
computer on that word. Non- or misrecognition can result from voice changes due to a

*=-- cold, the time of day, or other circumstances. P.-

Speaker dependent systems are primarily useful when the speaker will use the
" system to repetitively perform a task.

2  
This type of system is also useful when

the task requires that only a properly qualified person perform that task, such as in
. quality assurance, production cost accounting, or electronic funds transfer. Many

systems, however, have the capability of storing several speakers' sets of speech
patterns, so that any individual speaker can call up his or her patterns into the
computer and use the system with little or no retraining. Different speakers' P .
patterns can also be stored on disc or tape and loaded as needed. This is useful
when a system is being used to train persons in a task, or when several persons
perform a job at different times, such as in shift work.

Speaker independent or universal systems are designed to recognize the voices of
. persons for whom no previous voice samples have been supplied. In experimental

*systems, this function Is accomplished by constructing a dictionary of reference
patterns that model the peculiar speech characteristics of each word. Commercial
systems incorporate indep, ident speaker recognition by constructing a very large data
base from hundreds of speakers in order to appropriately model all of those with
diverse patterns. In sophisticated systems of this type, the patterns may be adapted
autouaticall for better recognition performance as a new speaker continues to use
the system. These systems generally are less accurate, operate with smaller
vocabularies then speaker dependent systems and, in practice, may not work for all

speakers. While universal recognition is a desirable goal for speech recognition,
the loss of accuracy, the additional complexity of the recognition logic, and the
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fact that not all people will be understood generally limit its use to only those
systems which are designed for public use. In those situations it is not reasonable
to expect users to train the system to recognize their individual voices.

4  
Depend-

ing on the use of the system, however, it is possible for a speaker who is having
recognition difficulty to enter a word pattern or two, which are then averaged into
the data base for those words.

I0
Speaker independent systems are required when the operator is a casual user, and

there is no requirement to validate that the operator is authorized to perform a
task, such as finding a telephone number, or the flight weather between two loca-
tions.

5  
Speaker independent systems can also be used in conjunction with live

operators for such things as phone banking where the live operator may first need to
verify the user.

Isolated Word/Connected Word Recognition

Most systems available today recognize isolated word speech, which requires a
distinct pause by the speaker between each word or utterance and no substantial
pauses within words. An utterance is defined as a word or sequence of words restric-

ted in time to between one and one-half and three and one-half seconds, depending on
the system. Isolated word recognition systems are useful when a large number of
people must have access to the system, and when a single response can be given to a
computer question or prompt. For other purposes, however, this speech is awkward and 0 0

unnatur.l; connected speech may be a more viable alternative.

Connected word recognition systems can recognize a sequence of words spoken in
natural cadence and provide for faster data entry. Connected speech has such appli-
cations as warehouse routing and inventory control, and zip code entry for mail sort-
Ing systems. These applications are restricted, however, and recognition of unre-
stricted or continuous speech is still experimental. Continuous speech recognition
is discussed later within the topic of speech understanding.

The speed of speech is more of a factor in connected speech than isolated word
recognition. Usually, the length of the sound pattern is averaged over repeated
entries. However, another method, called dynamic programming, adjusts the time bases
of stored sound patterns to those of an unknown utterance, resulting in higher recog-
nition accuracy.

At this time connected speech recognition requires ten times as much computation L
as isolated word recognition, and consequently, has higher costs. Further research
can bring these costs down.

Vocabulary Size

A third primary characteristic of voice recognizers is vocabulary size. What
constitutes small or large vocabularies will vary depending upon the context and the
state-of-the-art. For example, an isolated word, speaker dependent recognizer with 9
an utterance capacity of three hundred words or more may be considered large. How-
ever, the vocabulary of a connected speech, speaker independant recognizer may be
considered large if it is greater than fifty words.

6  
Connected word vocabularies

can contain as many as one hundred and twenty words.

The total vocabulary size for isolated word recognizers usually ranges from
twelve to one thousand or more words, although at each word position there are typi-
cally ten or fewer words in the active vocabulary set from which the correct word .
must be chosen. For each task a syntax tree effectively determines which subsets of
the entire vocabulary are active or available at different stages within the task
procedure sequence according to a "menu" format (see Figure 2). As the number of
possible word choices increases, the computer's ability to discriminate between the
correct word and the incorrect words decreases.

7

Vocabularies for connected speech recognizers are limited due to the added com-
plexity of sorting words out of sequences. This requires more complex acoustic dis- O
crimlnators. Some connected speech recognizers use sentence patterns where the
sentence types are pre-programmed as in the IF-THEN statement, reducing the number of
options for any position in the sentence (see Figure 3).

Vocabularies may be expanded to an almost unlimited size through the use of addi-
tional data storage and branching techniques. For example, (see Figure 4) in a
recognizer with only a five word recognition capacity, any one or all items may be
designated as "control words." The use of a control word would cause the system to : ... .
branch to another program that contains a different set of five words any of which
may again be control words.

8  
The use of any of these techniques depends specifi-

cally on the training requirement.

Speech Understanding

One step beyond voice recognition is speech understanding, which requires that

only enough of the key words in an utterance he correctly decoded for an appropriate 9 5
response to be elicited from the computer, such as the retrieval of some stored
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ZERO THREE THREE
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Figure 2. Syntax Tree for Phrase "Turn Left Heading One Zero Six Degrees." 5
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. Figure 3. Pattern Format for Sentence "If Bogey is Less than Four Miles,

Then Arm Missiles and Advise."* 1* @
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Figure 4. Branches on Control Words to Five Word Vocabularies.

information.
9  

A further step in speech understanding would enable the system to
employ knowledge of the real world and of human speech to understand speaker intent.

This type of system requires significant advances in computer technology, natural
language processing, and artificial intelligence. Artificial intelligence has been

defined as "'that part of computer science that is concerned with the symbol manipula-

tion processes that produce intelligent action.
1 0

TRAINING APPLICATIONS

Four military applications for training systems will be addressed here which

incorporate computer voice technology. In the first three systems, the student would
be trained in some form of air traffic control. The student must learn to process

visual and auditory information rapidly while making verbal advisories to the air-

craft involved. Two of these systems, PARTS and LSOTS, provide control instructions
for aircraft during landing operations. The AIC system provides control during tact-
ical maneuvers. With the fourth system, AIDS, the student would be trained in air-

craft operations where both the aircraft and the trainer ,.-uld incorporate computer

voice technology. 
1 1

PARTS

The Precision Approach Radar Training System (PARTS) for air traffic controllers

represents the culmination of work begun in 1972 for the Naval Training Equipment

Center. This system was originally called the Ground Controlled Approach Controller

Training System (GCA-CTS).

The earliest work on this system identified the PAR control task as an ideal test .* .

bed for research in computer voice technology. PAR control is primarily a verbal
task not previously amenable to automated training. The vocabulary used is rigidly

defined and highly stylized and is, therefore, potentially recognizable by the iso-
lated phrase recognition technology. Performance of the PAR control task requires

Interaction with a pilot, pattern controller, and tower controller (see Figure 5).

This situation is also ideally suited to the development of models for these posi-
tions incorporating speech generation.

A series of laboratory studies involving the development of a preliminary train-
ing system led to the development of an experimental prototype system. This system
was used to demonstrate the feasibility of:

0 Employing the automated speech technologies in an operational training
environment.

__0 .5' P
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0 Developing a training methodology incorporating Instructorless training and
automated speech technologies without compromising training effectiveness.

* Developing an instructor model which could provide automated adaptive train-
ing for a primarily verbal task.

0 Devising a performance measurement scheme which would enable the system to
provide instructive feedback to the trainee, progress information to the
learning supervisor, and input to the instructor model which would enable
automated adaptive problem selection.

0 Devising techniques for providing the feedback to the trainee and learning

supervisor.

0 Developing useful models of the verbal and motor behavior of the other "
persons with whom the precision approach radar (PAR) controller interacts,
namely the pilot, pattern controller, and tower controller, as well as a
model of PAR controller behavior.

I t ! 0
[ SPEECH V EOGIEO

GENERATION RECOGNITION

COMPUTER
ASSISTED

INSTRUCTION

AIRCRAFT, MODELPEFRAC
PILOT & PERFORMANCE

ENVIRONMENT CONTROLLER MEASUREMENTi ~ ~~~~~~MODEL ". -1

EVALUATION

RDRFEEDBACK &RECORD
ADISAY KEEPING

SYLLABUS
CONTROL

Figure 5. PARTS System Components.

The primary performance requirements under which PARTS was developed include:

0 The state of the art in speaker dependent, isolated phrase voice recognition

technology.

0 Good voice recognition in real time over a relatively large vocabulary con-
taining many similar phrases.

0 System visibility by persons not previously trained in the use of voice p. -

recognition equipment.

S Training in the PAR control task equivalent to that provided in the existing
training environment and in an environment with minimum instructor interven-
tion.

"- •Realistic stimuli such as radar displays, servo controls, and communications
*e _equipment to facilitate transfer of training. -.
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* Training of the student to proficiency within present time constraints.

The resulting PARTS is a stand-alone, experimental, prototype training system.
PARTS provides automated, individualized instruction in techniques for providing
ground-controlled approaches. In addition, it nrovides a realistic environment in
which radar control skills can be practiced un - the supervision of an automated
instructor. It also provides objective performance measurement and feedback in the
form of performance summaries and annotated replays. Although the order of topic
presentation is rigidly defined in the basic syllabus, problem difficulty is adapted,
amount of practice is varied, and remedial exercises are selected to automatically
adapt the basic course to the needs of the individual trainee. One of the major
benefits of the system is that it relieves the trainee of the need to devote part of
his or her time to serving as a pseudo pilot for other trainees, a requirement when
using the existing training device. It also provides enrichment topics for those
students who complete the basic course quickly. This provides students who quickly
attain the minumum requirements to qualify as air traffic controllers with the
opportunity to continue with advanced training topics. Finally, the system provides
the learning supervisor with informative feedback regarding the individual trainee's
performance.

1 2 
An evaluation of PARTS is reported by McCauley.

1 3

AIC System

Research to develop a voice recognition and speech understanding system was init-
iated in 1977 to support an automated training system for Air Intercept Controllers
(AICs). The task of the AIC is to direct an intercept aircraft in a combat situation
to destroy an enemy aircraft (see Figure 6). The AIC must make split-second deci-
sions and have rapid, accurate motor responses in controlling the aircraft displayed
on a complex monitor. The research involved developing a voice recognition subsystem
utilizing new recognition techniques. This system was subsequently tested in a
laboratory AIC training model which was under concurrent development.

* o*

.0

Figure 6. AIC Work Station.

The objectives of the research were to:

" Achieve a greater understanding of the demands placed on computer-based
voice recognition by an automated AIC training system.

" Determine if a previously demonstrated limited connected voice recognition
system could be effectively combined with the more usual isolated word
recognition systems to satisfy the AIC requirements.

Provide an applications environment for the continued development of speech
recognition algorithms to provide focus and ensure the earliest possible
realization of an operationally useful recognition capability.
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The primary constraints under which the AIC training system was developed include:

* The innovative use of new technologies. The automated AIC training problem
represents a significant advance beyond the PARTS in both the application of
the voice technologies as well as training systems design.

. A requirement for recognizing a large amount of numeric strings. Isolated
phrase recognition will not meet the recognition requirement of AIC train- 5
ing, and a complete connected speech capability is beyond the current tech-
nology. Therefore, a mixed isolated phrase and limited connected recognizer
was required.

The prototype was a stand-alone system which was used for fleet evaluation for
further revision and determination of logistic requirements.

1 4  
An evaluation of

the AIC is reported by McCauley.
1 5

• "

LSOTS

A Part Task Landing Signal Officer (LSO) Waving Concept Trainer was an explora-
tion in training the conceptual as opposed to the perceptual portion of the LSO's
task of controlling aircraft landings aboard a carrier (see Figure 7). The LSO must
visually evaluate an aircraft's position on its approach to landing. The LSO
assesses aircraft approach and recovery conditions, directs pilot corrections, and
advises superiors of recovery feasibility, efficiency, and safety. The LSO is res-
ponsible for guiding the aircraft to a safe landing or waving it off for another
attempt. The LSO uses a handset to communicate verbally with the pilot and a hand
device for activating "wave off" and "cut" lights, requiring the use of both hands.
This is a critical task requiring fine discriminations, quick decisions, and eye-
mouth coordination. The part-task system teaches the latter two functions.

I p. . ""

LOOK

Figure 7. Characterization of the LSO Part Task Waving Concept Trainer. -

LSO training incorporates a large percentage of on-the-job training (OJT), and
is, consequently, dependant on OJT oppportunities. Reduced operational training
opportunities have created a severe manpower shortage of LSOs. A review of the
required skills determined that the training of LSOs could be accomplished using
automated training.

1 6  
The proposed LSO Training System (LSOTS), based on the

part-task system plus a high fidelity visual system, visually simulates the view of
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the aircraft from the LSO position on the aircraft carrier (see Figure 8). The air-
craft moves in response to the student's verbal commands. The system uses computer
generated imagery to present the scenario, a voice input, and a keyboard CRT to
present instruction and performance evaluation information.

AIDS "

The Advanced Integrated Display System (AIDS) Is a test bed cockpit trainer for
the F-18 aircraft, presenting an example of the use of voice recognition and speech
generation in an operational environment which requires the same use in the trainer.
AIDS uses voice recognition for control of radio frequencies, TACAN and SIF, and
speech generation for verification of commands. For example, the pilot can vocally
change the radio frequency, and the computer will vocally verify the new frequency.
This system holds potential for gaining information from the computer. The pilrt -
could a

11
, he computer to alert him when the altitude is below five hundred feet. S

The comier would verify the input by repeating it. Then when the aircraft descends
below five hundred feet, the voice generator would notify the pilot. A more complex
example has the pilot telling the computer to arm the missiles when the bogey is
within ten miles, and to report accomplishment to the pilot. The computer would
verify the input, track the bogey to within ten miles, arm the missiles, and notify
the pilot.

Computer voice technology is perceived as having a high potential for military 0
training applications. This is particularly true in the training of interactive
skills for teams where the computer can model team members and provide performance
measurement. Improved procedures for team task analyses have made it possible to
model the team, thus providing a base for adaptive training techniques.

1 7

80-
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Figure 8. Characterization of proposed LSO Trainer System.
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Another research project has explored the use of voice technology as the Instruc-
tor's assistant. The overload on the instructor due to complex simulator based
training generated the requirement for CVT to aid the instructor. Potential results
include:

0 Decrease in Instructor Requirements

0 Decrease in Instructor Workload

* Consistency in Training

e Replay/Critique Capabilities

- Automated Interaction Among Instructor/Trainee/Simulator

CVT can also reduce manpower requirements in training by eliminating assistants "

and providing a wider range of applications in training.

CVT IN TRAINING

Recent retention rate drops created shortages which negatively affect the train-
ing environment in terms of a lack of skilled personnel to perform as instructors and
in interactive and team training. Worsening economic conditions which increase first
time enlistments put an additional load on short staffed schools. Also, fleet short- " S

. ages are increased due to slow and/or inadequate training. Additionally, Navy train-
ing and its related training devices are becoming Increasingly complex and require
increasingly sophisticated skills. Computer voice technology, in conjunction with
other technologies in automated training and training device situations, can aid in ---

the increase of training efficiency and can counteract training personnel shortages
in these ways:

i simultaneous training

. personnel replacement

" instructor models

- interactive and team models

* trainee behavior models .

. instructor assistance/support

" fidelity to actual systems

Instructor, interactive and trainee models are provided by both the PARTS and

LSOTS using voice generation and recognition. PARTS provides a realistic environment
under the supervision of an automated instructor. It also provides interactive

modeling by providing the trainee air traffic controller with a pilot, pattern con-
troller and tower controller models, thus reducing manpower requirements by relieving
other personnel from performing these roles. Another result could be a decrease in
training time as, often, trainees have been required to perform these roles for one
another. Training can also be improved since the computer can provide far more flex-
ible and accurate models than can trainees. In addition, PARTS includes a model of

trainee behavior which provides quick and accurate performance measurement, and
remedial and enrichment instruction as needed. Computer voice technology also pro-
video fidelity in trainee data input and interactive personnel.

The LSOTS uses CVT to provide two-way communication between the pilot model and

the LSO trainee. The LSOTS' instructor model could provide safe practice of critical
situations with automated voice critique from the computer. LSO training had primar-

ily an OJT training requirement; the LSOTS can reduce training time and personnel by
greatly reducing the OJT requirement and could increase training safety.

The use of CVT as an instructor's assistant would reduce instructor busywork and
increase instructor training effectiveness by facilitating man-machine interaction by

*.- both instructor and trainee. Piesently, instructors often fail to utilize the full
potential of a training device due to a number of reasons including:

* -. e Training devices are becoming more and more complex.

e The high instructor turnover rate and the fact that training required for an
instructor to become fully aware of a device's idiosyncrasies are often not
provided for replacement instructors nor continued past the initial training
and acceptance period.

" Instructor busywork chores (note taking, grading, and equipment monitoring)

can create a high workload so that not all tasks are completed efficiently.

S ' •



0 The number of switches, lights, and displays often require an assistant
operator for trainer utilization.

Computer voice technology can provide an effective man-machine communication
channel. Coupled with a "resident instructor" in the form of a computer model, the
human instructor would have access to a wealth of "knowledge" and assistance by -

having the capability to talk or converse with his training system -- as though it S S
were an assistant. Automation can provide more efficient use of the device's poten-
tial, of the instructor's time, and thereby, increase training standardization.

Training payoff with this system results from increased training proficiency due
to increased training device utilization and instructor effectiveness. Further, a
reduction In the number of instructors can be realized from the capability of the
trainee to interact directly with the instructor's assistant via computer voice tech- -
nology. Thus, fewer human instructors can handle more trainees since many of the S "
chores could be handled by the automated assistant. The trainee can make direct
requests to the system for information, advice, or assistance via the voice channel,
while the human instructor is free to concentrate on those trainees requiring more
detailed assistance.

The use of CVT in an operational system, such as the projected application in the
F-18 aircraft, will result in a requirement for CVT in the training device to provide -
fidelity to the actual system for F-18 pilot training. 0 0

There are two conditions which facilitate the application of CVT to military
training. First, a high percentage of training devices are computerized, a necessary
condition for CVT. Second, many non-training device applications would be trained
with computer-based instruction. In this case the use of CVT would not be driven by
a task speech requirement but by a need for a data entry method other than keyboard
or light pen. This could be due to environmental effects or to eliminate interfer-
ence with the program. Another non-training device use of CVT occurs when the .0
required information cannot be presented by print due to low reading levels or envir-
onmental conditions, such as weather, poor light, or motion, which eliminate other
presentation methods.

Advantages Of CVT

The advantages of computer voice technology are broad-ranging and can provide
fidelity and flexibility to computer use. CVT can model instructors, reducing " S
instructor workloads and personnel requirements. CVT can provide more realistic
training environments and increase student interest by providing models of required
personnel such as team members. Data indicate that the prototype systems evaluated
to date train no worse than traditional training. Voice technology has been shown to
be particularly advantageous to industry when one or more of the following conditions
apply:

0 The worker's hands are busy. -1.. .

• Mobility is required during the data entry process.

0 The worker's eyes must remain fixed upon a display, an optical instrument,
or some object to be tracked.

* The environment is too harsh to allow use of a keyboard.
1 8

For example, a pilot needs his or her hands and eyes for actual flight. Voice
technology can free the pilot from manual data entry and minimize the number of
gauges to be viewed. In other applications, persons can directly access computer
data by phone with CVT. Voice recognition can also improve the speed and accuracy of
entering data into a computer. Many available voice components are relatively easy
to interface with recommended computer hardware and software. Programming for voice
recognition can usually be done in standard simple languages, such as Fortran and - -
BASIC. .

Disadvantages Of CVT

The primary disadvantages of CVT are, at this time, cost and user acceptance.
Other disadvantages are more accurately classified as subjects of current research,
as discussed below:

Speaker dependency is a major recognition disadvantage. Research in phonol-- .
ogy and acoustics is being conducted to reduce or eliminate speaker depen-
dency in a cost-effective manner.

0 Language constraints such as non- and misrecognition negatively affect the
user and his performance. Research geared towards establishing larger, more
flexible and easily recognizable vocabularies will reduce language con-
straints.
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* The software needed to operate voice systems must be developed for each
application. Expanded use of CVT should provide off-the-shelf software.
The integration of voice capabilities into existing and planned operational
and training systems presents interface complexities and requires refinement. . -

0 Another disadvantage is the need to train and retrain the computer to accept
individual voice patterns. Research to individualize for each talker a set
of general patterns could speed this process. .0

* There may also be a requirement to train the individual to somewhat unnatu-
ral speech patterns. Research in different methods of identifying utter-
ances can eliminate isolated word recognizers and the need for unnatural
speech.

* Currently, there is no validated 'cookbook' for resolving the specific man-
machine interface requirements. The Naval Training Equipment Center has, S "'@
however, sponsored the development of an engineering guide.'

9

Other Technology and CVT

Research in the CVT field can, and in many cases, has included interfacing
computer voice technology with other technologies such as video disc, large screen
displays, video gaming and artificial intelligence. Students can have voice response
to, and control over, video disc systems during instruction. This mode of response . 0
entry is preferable to keyboard or light pen, especially when the student's hands are
involved in other tasks.

Voice recognition can be used in instructional situations to control large screen
displays. One example is of a cockpit trainer using a one-hundred and-eighty-degree
computer-generated-imagery large screen display. The pilot-trainee communicates with
the computer operator who then controls the display. Voice recognition could
decrease the training time spent, as the display would be changed more rapidly and
would release the computer operator's time. Another example is an air traffic
control trainer with a one-hundred-and-twenty-degree display using slides and 16mm
projectors. This trainer has four computer terminals requiring five instructor-
operators and two or three more instructors in the "tower" to train three students.
The instructor-operators act as pilots and program their aircrafts' movements across
the display. Voice recognition and speech generation could replace the five
instructor-operators in this case.

Students can have voice interaction with trainers using video gaming techniques,
such as in the Combat Engineer Vehicle Trainer. In this trainer the student would
vocally command team members and vehicle actions which he views on the video dis-
play. Voice here provides greater fidelity to actual command situations.

Currently, computer models of the listener constitute attempts to duplicate
reasoning processes. This is done by providing the computer with some form of higher
level knowledge sources which may be considered synonymous with artificial intelli-
gence. A computer system that incorporates the factual knowledge of linguistics and
of the language plus the heuristic knowledge of a human listener would constitute an
artificial intelligence system capable of achieving a high degree of voice recogni-
tion accuracy as well as speech understanding.

20

ISD

The Interservice Procedures for Instructional Systems Development, or ISD Model, .
has been modified by the various services to suit their respective needs. The Air
Force has expanded the model to incorporate training devices, and the Navy has
extended the model to include speech system design. Since training device design and
development is largely an engineering task, the primary involvement of the instruc-
tional developer is in analysis and pre-engineering design phases. It is in these
phases where the initial device design concept is determined based on an analysis of
the tasks. The device design concept Includes the functions and features required
for the device to instruct the learner to perform the tasks. This concept is then -

turned over to the engineers who develop the design specification for the device.

The ISD model notes five phases in instructional development - analysis, design,
development, implementation, and control. The analysis phase consists of, among
other things, job analysis, task selection, job performance measure construction,
existing course analysis, and instructional setting selection. When analyzing a job
to determine job requirements, the developer may cycle through these steps several
times. This cyclic analysis is critical in determining the features of a complex

. . training device. The determination of how to satisfy certain training needs will
depend on the state of the art, costs, and the integration complexities of various

technologies.

A needs analysis identifies a discrepancy between what is and what ought to be.
Should it be determined that the discrepancy requires a training solution, the ISD
model would be utilized. First, the job is defined and broken into validated tasks

with conditions, cues, standards and elements. Tasks are then selected for training " "
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using performance, criticality, and timing data. In an environment where a training
device is not a consideration, the developer determines job performance requirements,
reviews existing training courses, determines the instructional setting, and moves on
to the design phase. Although each of these steps is complex, the addition of train-
ing devices further complicates the process.

If a device is a consideration, this is determined at the task selection stage.
Once the training tasks have been selected, they must be divided into those which
require hands-on training and those which do not. The process requires looking at
the skills and knowledge related to the task elements. The training device tasks
must then be analyzed to determine the instructional features needed on the device to
effectively train the student. Instructional features are those features of the
trainer which are involved in training. The selection of instructional features is
dependent on the nature of the trainer - maintenance, operator, scenario, or part-

task - on the performance environment and on the required fidelity. Features include-- -
cues, feedback, performance measurement, malfunctions, dials, indicators, scopes,
screens, time, controls, speech, motion, visuals, audio, data inputs and outputs, and

the manipulation of the features themselves. The selected features must be looked at
in relationship to one another, and within the constraints of the program. This
means consideration of integration, costs, time, and technology state-of-the-art. A
realistic preliminary device description can then be made to be turned over to the
engineers.

CVT In ISD

More specifically, the determination of a CVT requirement can be shown as a sub-
routine of the instructional development model. The Navy sponsored the development
of an engineering design guide for CVT which forms the basis for this subroutine and
details voice system design with two exceptions.

2 1  
This guide does not specify the

factors which signal a speech requirement nor the integration of CVT with other
computerized technologies.

When selecting tasks which can be trained using training devices, one of the
selection criteria is a speech requirement. The following situations indicate the
need for a training device with a speech generation and/or voice recognition capa-
bility:

* In tasks where CVT is used in the operational or maintenance environment.
In systems where voice is used to control the computer and/or to issue .- .
information from the computer, CVT is required for training.

0 In speech related tasks, where vocal advisories or commands are required, or
where there is voice interaction. Included are such tasks as air traffic

control, air intercept control, and landing signal officer.

* For data entry in computerized training systems when the hands and eyes are

otherwise occupied, as in air traffic control and vehicle or aircraft opera-
tion training.

* Where voice is a modality for measuring performance. Voice recognition can

be used to measure a student's performance in primarily vocal tasks such as
air traffic control, and command and control.

0 To stimulate verbal communications. Speech generation can ask questions or
give directions which require verbal responses from the student. * .*

a When voice feedback is required. Speech generation can provide fast and

natural vocal feedback as needed.* i
0 When the instructor has a heavy workload in equipment set-up, CVT can aid

instructors in dealing with complex trainers or other non-instructional
burdens. CVT can provide a computerized instructor's assistant to aid in
teaching and/or provide administrative assistance.

* When the training task requires high instructor interaction with the
student, CVT can provide an instructor model and reduce the manpower
required for teaching certain topics.

0 For team training when all members of a team cannot be trained at once.
This eliminates the need for additional manpower for role-playing. This
also allows stricter control of the instructional situation by allowing
control over and variance of the performance of the modeled team members.

0 For heads-up, hands-busy situations such as maintenance training. When the
student's hands are busy with the maintenance task, he can control the
instruction vocally. The student can request the next frame or ask for a
repeat of a frame. If his eyes are also busy, speech generation can direct
the task. Voice recognition can also be employed where keyboard operation
by the student is not desired, and light pen is not an acceptable solution, _
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In addition, both performance measurement and environment issues must be con-

sidered in determining a speech requirement.

Once the speech tasks have been selected, the determination of the nature and .j
feasibility of CVT as a speech alternative can begin. This step would be concurrent
with the same procedures for other computerized technologies. In fact, the feasi-
bility determination will also require consideration of all computer technologies as p
a unit in order to assess integration problems and associated hardware and software
costs.

Since the Navy CVT design guides are for engineers and consequently, very
detailed, the developer should perform a cursory analysis to determine the feasi-
bility of using CVT. If feasible, the developer and/or the engineer can then perform
the more detailed analysis. A computer speech technology specialist should be
involved during this process. These are the steps in CVT system design:

1. Establish Vocabulary

2. Identify Voice Technology System Design Requirements

3. Determine Voice Technology State-of-the-Art

* 4. Project Voice Technology Capability

5. Make Design Decisions

6. Develop Operating and Human Factors Design

7. Develop Voice System Design Requirements Specifications

These steps are the same for both speech generation and voice recognition, al- p
though the procedures for steps two, three and five differ. Steps one, four, six and
seven should be carried out concurrently when considering both CVR and CSG. For our
purpose, voice recognition will be considered first.

A surface analysis of CVR requires consideration of the following factors:

* Isolated vs. Connected Recognition

- Vocabulary size

a Speaker Dependency

* Task Criticality

* Voice Collection

* Environment

" -These factors must then be related to the state-of-the-art to determine if the
technology exists and if so, related costs. If the system seems feasible, then the
more detailed analysis must be performed, resulting in a speech system requirements
analysis.

Now let's consider design of computer speech generation. The same general proce- .
dures apply.

A cursory analysis of CSG should look at the required vocabulary size, the number
of speaker voices, the required voice quality and the complexity of transmissions.

These can be generally related to the state-of-the-art to determine if the technology
"'' exists and if so, the related costs. If the system seems feasible, then a more..

detailed analysis must be performed resulting in a speech system requirements specif-
* cation,

Once the voice system has been determined to be feasible, the process returns to

the training device development model where making design decisions and developing
operating and human factors designs actually occur in conjunction with the same anal-
ysis as for the device. These functions are particularly critical for highly complex
technological devices, as the developer must also consider the integration of
technologies. A system may also require a highly complex and flexible visual system
such as utilizing video discs. For example, both the hardware integration and soft-
ware design issues must be considered before finalizing the system specification for
either the video disc or speech systems. In addition, technology advances must be
determined and planning completed prior to matching the release of these advances to
the device production schedule.

Concurrent with the design of the training device is the design of the rest of
the training system. The ISD model design phase determines objectives, tests, entry
behavior, and the sequence and structure of the training to include use of the train- p.
ing device. The rest of the ISD process - development, implementation q: d , .ntrol -
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should occur concurrently and interactively with the actual development of the train-
Ing device. Course development must accommodate the training at all times so that the .

resulting training is integrated, effective, and efficient.

Human Factors

In designing instruction using CVT, there are many human factors issues to
consider.

2 2 
The primary issues are as follows:

0 Validation - machine training, retraining, modeling of voice technology

* User frustration, stress, fatigue and boredom

0 User task training

* User system acceptance

0 Environment

In speaker dependent systems, the speaker must input from one to ten samples of
each utterance depending upon the hardware requirements of the system selected, so " -
that the system can recognize the user's words. The newly-collected utterances
should be validated before continuing. With a large vocabulary, training the comput- "S 0
er can be a tedious task for the user. This redundancy can be minimized by having
the user train utterances as needed throughout the actual task training or by select-

6 ing a device requiring few voice samples, although such devices are usually more
expensive. In addition, either the user or the system must be able to recognize when

retraining may be needed, primarily in situations of non- and misrecognition. If the
system is being used over an extended period of time, the user may want to enter one
sample of each word every day or at each use. The system should be designed to cue -.

the user to retrain. This type of trainee feedback leads to internalization by the > .
student of the concepts of how speech is recognized by computers.

Misrecognition, unnatural speech patterns, nachine training, the environment, and
the task itself can all lead to user frustration, stress, fatigue and boredom. All
of these can, in turn, effect the user's voice and cause recognition difficulties.
Therefore, the designer must take care to convey to the student the significance of
these factors. Then, when the student can recognize these factors, internalization
is beginning. . . *

One of the most important human factors issues is user system acceptance. In
CSG, the user must be able to relate to the speech quality of the computer. In a
simple, non-critical task a robotic sounding voice may be acceptable and perhaps,
even interesting. But in a complex, critical task, such as AIC training, robotic
disjointed speech can be distracting and frustrating when the user needs to hear
natural-sounding responses from the pilot model. Therefore, the user may need to
listen to the computerized speech before actual task training begins in order to - '
familiarize himself with its sound and to minimize any distraction. In phoneme
generated speech, familiarization can increase the user's level of comprehension. In
CVR the user must be able to relate comfortably to speaking to a machine. The extent Z_
of the user training required depends on the system used. Isolated word recognition
systems require significant pauses between words or phrases which may be unnatural
for the speaking requirement. Easily confused words, if they must be used, may
require using a different verbal word, such as "execute" for "run" which the user
must remember. The user must also try to keep his voice consistent to achieve the - .
best recognition. In CVR the user must also be trained to use and train the system
itself. The user may also either over- or underestimate the capabilities of a CVT
system. The user may see it as a "Star Wars" system which is intelligent and can
understand anything that is said, then become frustrated when it doesn't react like a
human. On the other hand, the user may not believe the system's capabilities and may
not use it to its full extent. Both of these situations can be handled with user
training in CVT, especially, if the training incorporates a "user friendly" design
which will be discussed later.

The environment must also be considered in using CVT. A noisy environment, such
as machinery or aircraft noise, may require repeated or delayed inputs. Another
noise problem can result from the user in terms of coughing, sneezing, or throat
clearing. The computer will attempt to recognize these sounds as words. Certain
types of earphones or microphones may be required to help minimize noise problems.

CVT Design j9 . 0

Once the technical content of the training is organized including the use of CVT,
the CVT portions can be designed for optimal use and acceptance. At this stage the
system hardware has been defined including microphones and earphones. The Instruc-
tional developer must then design the instruction for the software developer. The
instructional developer has all of the usual considerations - cues, feedback, prompt-
ing, exercises, review, branching, and so on. For CVT he must also determine how and
when to train and retrain vocabulary, model the instructor, design CVT feedback and 0 "6
cues, and provide user training.
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The use of connected or isolated recognition should have been determined by the
design phase. The type of voice input required must be incorporated into the
design. The user must also be trained to pause between words or phrases or to struc-
ture his inputs in certain formats.

The user must also be trained to train the machine with the necessary vocabu-
lary. The design should incorporate vocabulary training as needed throughout the
actual task training. The user should also receive some training in CVT as needed S
during actual task training. If the user has a special requirement or if the train-
Ing task is particularly complex, then the developer may want to consider a job aid.
This technique can be accomplished either via a handout or via software, depending
upon cost consideration. The job aid would include such information as training,
retraining and pausing. User training should include training the system, recogniz-
Ing unnatural voice patterns, pausing, and becoming familiar with vocal noises, such
as coughing, sneezing, and throat clearing.

The design of the task training must take into consideration the constraints of
the technologies being used to support the training. Complex task training could be J
beyond the capabilities of the state-of-the-art of the technologies or could require ."
highly complex, expensive programming and interfaces.

Both the user training and the task training can be made very acceptable to the
user if the system can accommodate computer feedback either visually or by computer
speech generation. The computer can tell the user where his recognition problems •
lie. For example:

1. The computer can list several words which were closest to the misrecognized

word and give a score for each possible choice. The score might be computed
from one to 10, with 10 being the most recognizable. For example, if the
misrecognized word is 'four,' the computer can say, "What you said sounded
like 'door' - 8.3, 'pour' - 8.1, 'four' - 7.8, and 'floor' - 7.4." This
helps the user identify areas of mismatch and encourages him to retrain. S
The computer, in fact, might recommend retraining within preset parameters.
It also helps the user develop a model of what a computer 'ear' hears when a
human speaks.

2. The computer can determine if misrecognition is due to too loud or too soft
speech and tell the user. If the user finds this volume to be normal, he
may wish to retrain the computer.. ."

3. The computer can be programmed to reject or not recognize any word which
falls below a certain score or acceptance threshhold. The computer can say
"What you said was scored 4.1, which Is below the acceptance threshhold of
6.5."

The feedback can be very informal and chatty if this is acceptable, although this
could be expensive in terms of additional software.

The vocabulary size and type of system will, to a large part, determine the
design. If a task requires a small vocabulary and connected speech recognition,
these requirements could be trained prior to the onset of actual task training. How-
ever, training the computer as needed during the task (in-context) is probably the
moat acceptable to the user.

Points to consider when designing computer voice technology training follow:

• Encourage warm-up, relaxing, breaks, practice, and retraining.

9 Emphasize consistency.

0 Prompt the user in saying the words. If CSG is used, this can be done
vocally.

* Allow for as much in-context training as possible. 9
0 Introduce the vocabulary as needed.

- Keep repetition to a minimum.

0 Validate newly collected words or phrases before proceeding. Retrain if a

misrecognition is detected.

* Update voice samples during the training procedures.

0 Discourage extraneous noise such as coughing, sneezing, and throat clearing.

* Tradeoff between non- and misrecognition through softwarp control.
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Computer voice technology is a viable training component which is rapidly growing
in its ability to provide flexibility, fidelity and sophistication to the training
environment. The instructional designer can maintain control over the use of new -
technologies such as CVT in training by achieving an awareness and facility as -

offered by this paper.
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The aim of the lectures is to familiarize the participants with the potential applications of
speech processing (and in particular the military applications). The Lecture Series presents
the state-of-the-art in the areas of research in speech recognition, isolated word recognition
systems, automatic speaker identification, test and evaluation of automatic word recognition
systems, and it covers applications of speech processing to avionics. * 9
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